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l he twentieth annual renuion
is* family will be held in Odd
Monroe. Thursday, Aug. 21st.

The annual reunion of the
.dy will be held at the Union
i.le, Thursday, Aug., 21, 1913.

I

j

The Calderwood family reheld at Glen Cove, in Penobscot
nail, on Wednesday, August 20th.
i).

The third annual reunion of the
tv will be held at Oakland Park,
August 13th. If stormy, next

j

annual
reunion of the
will be held with Bart S.
George, August 20th. If stormy,
The

|

nes

The Churches.

City Government.

The Episcopal Mission will have a morning
service at the North Church vestry next Sunday morning at 11 o’clock.

In Board of Aldermen, Belfast, August 4,
1913. Mayor Hanson presiding. Full Board.
The records of the last meeting were read and
approved. The roll of accounts was read and
ordered paid, as follows:
Contingent.$ 1047 75
Free Library.
82 79
Highways. 1271 05
School Contingent.
19 23
Free Text Books and Supplies.
94 56
School Repairs and insurance.
21 69

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.

First Parish (Unitarian) church will ke
closed during August and will open for services on the second Sunday in September, the
The

hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
their
11

There will be preaching services at Northport Camperound next Sunday at 10.45 a m.
and 7.30 p. m., conducted by Rev. C. B.
Besse, L). D, of Orange, N. J.

services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10 30 a m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
The

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school

at

r,

7.30 p.

evening service at 7 30 p.

The fourteenth annual reWilson and Teel families will
} rank Clark and family, Thom12th, 1913. If stormy next

1

m.

16th

annual reunion
rn and Orff families will be held
Orff
Corner, YVedneerove, near
13th. If stormy, the tirst pleas-
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reunion of the Hill
held, Wednesday, August 27
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be

All members and coninvited to attend. If stormy
reunion will be held the tirst
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in

’^Ph H.Carleton, Mrs. LouiseS. Cuddy
n
and Norman and little Mary
Wuic <Lrrnan
have been guests the past three day*
o;i.
and Mr8- ^arleton. Herman returnph ?a8ter
tod .v e Ue»day to his employment in Bostor
°thers went home Wednesday.

JOINT

CONVENTION.

called

to elect

to

Eliza

15
a

present.

sealer of Weights

Belfast,

to

Hattie M. Luf-

and

traverse

jurors

due on

the

adding machine

on

the

city property.
the Committee
authorized to take steps to
city property
procure the appointment of a guardian for
Mrs. Seekins.
Voted that the Chairman of
be

on

The matter of

procuring weights

and

meas-

the mayor.
Voted that Charles Philbrick be allowed
$25 00 for moving the henhouse near the railroad to his premises on Water street.
Voted that the petition cf W. A. Waterman,
received at the last meeting, for exet. als
tension of Mayo street, be granted and that
the c ty engineer be instructed to Say out a
road 20 feet wide,as prayed for.
ures

of sealer

was

referred to

Adjourned.
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

;

GAME.

THE

at Dover.

REVISED SHEDULE.

Aug. 9—-Easterns at Dover.
Aug. 16—Belfast at South Brewer.
Aug. 23—Easterns at Belfast.
Aug. 30—Easterns at Dover.
Sept. 1—Dover-Foxcroft at South Brewer
(two games).
Sept 6—Dover-Foxcroft at Belfast.
Sept. 13—Dover-Foxcroft at South Brewer.

July 28th the Belfast team started out on a
trip and played four games, winning
each one. They defeated the local team in
Rockland. 9 to \ Tuesday in Livermore Fails
they won ;rom the local team, 4 to 0. The
Belfast battery, Powers and Soper, worked
well.
Powers kept the six hits made off his
delivery well scattered and his support was
fast, Belfast making no errors. In Auburn
July 30th Belfast easily defeated Auburn by a
score of 12 to 5, in a game marked by
heavy
hitting by the visitors and loose fielding on
both sides. Thursday, in Madison they defeated the local team by a score of 8 to 4.
week's

average

politics
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cemetery is a monument of his skill, as well as
the alterations made upon the school
buildings
and the church.
He was a Mason, a member
of the G. A. R., a member of Seaside
Grange,
the church at the Head of
the Tide. In all these organizations he served
faithfully and well. He was firm in his convictions of right and wro ;g and never hesitated to advocate his principles. He was loyal

holding
ed.

had better

1

was

when the game finish-

the visitors well

The

luck and

score:

BELFAST.
AB.

R.

BH.

5
4
4
5
4
4
4
3
3

2
3
2
0
0
0
1
1
0

2
2
2
2
0
0
0
1
0

PO.
2
10
2
1
0
5
3
2
2

Totals.36

9

9

27

Albert, ss.
Swift, lb.
Williams, 3b.
Gammons, p.
Girard, cf.
Soper, If.
Brown, rf.
Foote. 2b.
Ladd, c.

A.

o

12

4

AB.

R.

Chapman, 3b..
Blethen. 2b. p.
A. Chase, lb.
McLellan, cf, 2b.
Fowles. ss, p. c.
Melia, c, cf.
Scales, ss, If..
W.Chase, rf.
Lberhart, rf.

5
5
5
5
5
4
2
4
3
p.... 1

BH.

PO.

A.

1
0
0
0
2
3
1
3
119
0
0
1
2
0
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1
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3
0
2
7
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
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10
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0

0
0
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The funeral of
veteran retired

j
!

Dodge, Gouldsboro; land in

place July 26th from his late home. The services were conducted by Rev. Charles Fiske,
rector of the Protestant Episcopal church of
St. Michael and All Angels,and the pallbearers
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The Field Day of W’aldo Pomona Grange
will be held at Centennial Park, Montville,
August 15th. The speakers will be National
Master Oliver Wilson of Illinois, State Master
C. S. Stetson and State Lecturer B. Walker
McKeen. There will be readings by Miss
Alice E. Si nitrons and Mrs. Georgie Barrows

Parker of Belfast and singing by N. B. Strong
of Boston, and others. The public are cordially invited

to

attend.

grounds

trouble in winning fron
the South Brewe:
Saturday, the visitors beinj
no

2,

on

bail hard and often and ran wild on the base!
while Rockland could do but little with Me
Manus.

1

While the Belfast

boys have taken fou:
games there is no disposition on th<
part of the locals to quit. Every game ha:
been splendidly
co. tested and
interesting
Belfast undoubtedly has the stronger team.bu
a good game is a good game, wr.ichever sid<
wins, and there will be a crowd on hand as lonj
as these opponents furnish so much real bas*3
ball for the admission fee. —Rockland Opinion
straight

Baltimore and Potomac railroad.
To meet the
refusal of the Baltimor and Ohio railroad to
transport material for a competing line the
Gray discharged her cargo at Annapolis. It
was sent to Odenton
and distributed from

there.”

The many friends of W. S. Greely were much
grieved to learn of his death, which occurred

There will be a game here August 19th, thi
date of the ball to be given in the Belfas
Opera House for the benefit of the Belfas
team, and for which tickets are already beinj
sold, Fred G. Spinney is chairman of the com
mittee in charge.

Word

at his home in

He had been in poor health since
the first of the year and for several weeks hac
been confined to his bed. While his demise
was not unexpected it was a shock to the fam
ily and friends. Winfield Scott Greely was
born in Palermo, Maine, March 6, 1839, beinf
74 years old and past at the time of his death
In 1860 he came to California and for somt
years followed mining near Camptonvibe ant
other places, returning to his old home in 1868
where he was married that year to Miss Caro
lyn Chadwick. In 1890 he came to Californij
with his family and took up his resir.erce a
Franklin Corners, where he made hi. homt
until two years ago, moving to Yuba City, lit
is survived by his widow and two d&jgater:
Mrs. Belle Schillig and Miss Florence Greeley
Another daughter died when quite young. 6
his father’s family of ten children only on<
remains, L. B. Greely of Alpena, Mich. Tin

received from Rockland at nooi
Wednesday cancelling the game of base bal 1
with the Belfast team on ti a Congress stree
grounds that afternoon. The Rockland tean
has disbanded. Belfast w ill c lay theRockpoi l
team in Rockport to*morrow, Friday, af'er
noon.

PERSONAL.
Mr, r.nd

Mrs.
from

a

Morris L. Slugg returne j
wedding trio to Aloosehea I

Late.
Airs. E. M. Hall is entertaining her sistei
Mrs. George Hodgkinsoi. of rjrmington, a
her home on Peach street.

t

Marjorie, daughter of Postmaster Amo
F. Carleton, has graduated from the Piero 3
school in Boston and is at her home in thiscitj
Miss

j

=

>
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Yuba City, Saturday evening

July 19th.

was

Wednesday

of the schooner

“Born in Belfast, Maine, where the very air
call to the sea, he made his debut as assistant to the cook of a vessel at the age of 10
years. At 17 he was second mate of an East
India clipper out of Boston, and later he
spent
four years in the White Diamond Line of sailing ships between Boston and Liverpool. His
first command was the ship John M. Wood, after which he had charge of the Concordia, H
M. Hayes, Borneo and Fides, all clippers from
Maine engaged in off" shore trade.
He came
to Baltimore 45 years ago and commanded the
brigs Caroline and Henry, the barks Imperator and Continental, and lost the ship Galatea.
This ship was the first sailing vessel ever seen
in the harbor of Port Padre, Cuba, to load
sugar, and not another vessel of any size has
since carried such a cargo from that port.
In
Ib67 he had the schooner Maggie E. Gray
built here by Charles Booz and after sailing
her for years with success he had William E.
Woodall & Co. build the schooner William A.
Marburg. Transferring this command to his
son, the late Capt. Andrew Pillsbury, he took
up the longshore business, which lie conducted for years. In the Maggie E. Gray Captain
Pillsbury brought from Cardiff, Wales! the

welcome for the victorious team.

to

T. Fales

was a

The special train arrived from Dover aboul
ni. and at the station a procession was
formed, headed by the Belfast band, anc
marched up town cheered by hundreds of people while red fire illuminated the scene
and fire works were set off. 1: was a rova

10

J.

eightieth birthday:

10 p.

last

Capt.

Capt. Pillsbury’s stevedoring
business. Burial was in Druid Ridge Cemetery. The following sketch of Captain Pilisbury's life was given by him to The Baltimore
Sun several years ago, when he celebrated his

plays, Gammons, W'illiams, Foote; Williams,
Hit by pitched ball, Foote,
l*oote, Melia.
Melia. Passed balls, Ladd, 2, Melia. Umpire,
Cayting. Time 2 10.

The Easterns had

were

H. Yerkesof Tnomaston, Maine; Capt.
Peter Quinlan of the schooner Augustus H.
Babcock; Capt. WT. E. Reemie of the schooner
Estelle Kiieger of Boston; Capt. Edward L.
Hichborn of the schooner Elijah Atkins of
Bath; Capt. B. E. Pinkham of the sch oner
hi lean or F. Bartram of Boston, and Peter Nel-

Two base hit, Albert.
Three base hits, Albert. Williams, Swift.
Home run, Blethen.
Stolen bases, Swift 2, Soper 2, Foote 2, Meiia
2, Scales. Bases on balls by Gammons 2,
Fowles 1, Blethen 1, Ackerly 1. Struck out by
Gammons 5.
Sacrifice hit, Girard.
Double

Rockland,

Capt. Benjamin
Pillsbury,
shipmaster of Baltimore, took
A.

William

Patrons, remember the field meeting of North
Mrs. Annie W. Weeman, who had been i 3
Waldo Pomona at the fair grounds in Monroe, Portland for the
Searsport.
pas. two weeks, where sh
State
25th.
Master
Stetson
was
the guest of her sons, has returned to Bel
and
Aug.
one
oi
Herbert A. Dodge, Boston, et als, to John R.
j
her her little granddaugh
with
I
fast,
bringing
National
officers
the
will
Grange
be guests oi
Dunton, Belfast; land in Searsport.
j ter, Dorothy Weeman, for a visit.
Mary J. Smedburg, Burnham, to F A. Mc- the day. Dinner, a basket picnic.
| Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Tortone (Alma Dod
Alister, do ; land and buildings in Burnham*
There will be no meeting of North Waldc
worth,) who recently returned from thei r
Walter P. Bessey, Freedom, to Edward R. Pomona in August, as word has been received honeymoon trip abroad, are guests of Mr:
Tortone’s
land
and
Star
Seven.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. Georg J
Mass;
buildings
Penney, Tewksbury,
from
Grange, Troy, that the memI L'odworth at their cottage on the North Short
in Montviile.
bers thought best to cancel the meeting which
! Northport.
W. F. Emmons, Brooks, to Leroy E. Godding, i was appointed with that Grange for Aug. 13th,
Mr. H. A. Ham and daughter Thelma o l
do; land in Brooks.
Melrose. Mass., arrived Sunday and wer
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Thomas H. Decrow, Brooks, to Hamilton E
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Dexter at thei
Jenkins and Leroy E. Godding, do; land in
coitage on the harbor. Mr. Ham returned t ,
Six candidates received the second and third
Boston on Sunday night's boat, but Miss Thei
Brooks.
ma remains for a visit of several weeks witl
Rob
W.
E.
to
Melvin
Godding,
in
Belfast
Leroy
Brooks,
degrees
tent, K. O. T. M., on WedMiss Lillian Dexter.
erts, do; land in Brooks.
evening, July 30th. Several appliMelvin W. Roberts, Brooks, to Leroy E. God- nesday
cations were received and visitors were presding, do; land in Brooks.
UNITY
Walter N. Cooley, Unity, to Stephen P. Lar- ent from Brooks. The Belfast tent now has 63
A State teachers’ examination will be heli I
rabee, Pi ttsfield; land and buildings in Unity.
members.
at the High school building in Unity Frida;
Thomas H. Decrow, Brooks, to Percy H.
29, beginning at 8.30 a. m. The examina
Members of the local Masonic orders will be August
Grant, do; land in Brooks.
tion will be conducted by Superintendent D. V
interested no doubt, in the announcement that Rollings. As there are only two places in tfo
will be held i
AN ACADEMY OF SCIENCE FOR MAINE several hundred Masons have sailed from New county where the examinaticn
behooves the teachers living in near-by townsti
Orleans for Panama, where a class of 102 will
attend, as after September 1, 1914, all teacher >
must hold State certificates.... Rev. Eugen<
The naturalists and scientists of Maine are be given the Masonic degrees. After the deinvited to attend a meeting to be held in Rock- grees have been conferred a branch of the Benard and wife, of Vermont, who have beei
Mr. and Mrs. George Varney for soon
Ancient
Arabic
Order of the Mystic Shrine visiting
land August 15th (afternoon session at 1 30 p.
weeks, have returned to their home. Mr. Ben
be instituted.
m. in the court house, evening session at 7.30,) j will
ard occupied the pulpit at the Union church
Miss Alice Hussey of Portland,
a very interesting ser
for the purpose of forming a State association
formerly of Sunday, and delivered who
mon... W. H. Russell,
stopped a few dayi
for the advancement of science by means of this city, has tendered her resignation as with his
at the lake, resumed his journey
family
keeper of records in Belfast commandery. Or- to Ashland, where he will assume
an institution to be known as “The Maine
charge of th<
der of the Golden Cross, and at the meeting schools, having recently been elected
superim
Academy of Science,” by annual conventions
of schools. Mrs. Russell will hav<
tendent
last
held
week
Miss
and by a monthly bulletin and other publicaMyrtle B. Nash was
of the music there for the year
charge
elected
to
suceed
her and was installed by Paat ....Mrs. Fred
tions. The call ia numerously signed by scienHunt, accompanied by hei
tists, instructors and others and the plan is Noble Commander Charles B. Eaton. Plana daughter. Miss Lucy, of Waterville, arrive*
this week to spend a few days at their old home
warmly commended by all to whose attention are being made for the field day to be held at
Mrs. Caroline Chase of Erockton, Mass., ii
Penobscot park this month.
it has been brought*
visiting Horace Chase at their cottage here.
kin and Ethel M.

friends, and those who knew him best
loved and respected him the most. The funeral was held at his late home last Sunday,
and was largely attended. Veterans of the G.
A. R. attended in a body.
A profusion of
flowers attested the esteem of his many
friends. Rev. A. A. Blair officiated and gave a

son, foreman of

Total.39
Belfast.2
Dover-Foxcroft... 1

of

on an honorable life.
The bearSamuel Gurney, Robert F. Russ, A
W. Hassan and Gardner L. Hatch. The interment was in the family lot, Head of the Tide
cemetery.—w\ G. H.

2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

FOXCROFT.

DOVER

member

fitting eulogy

E.

0
0
4
5
0
0
0
3
0
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to his

LU

check the stickwork of the Waldo county outBlethen, the youngster from Higgins

Institute,

member of the school

and

!

j

|

S
I

J

i

late Justus Greely of Marysville was a brothel
of the deceased.
Mr. Greely came of the ole
pioneer stock of the “Down Fast” settlers anc
was a man of high character, of kindly dispo
sition, and had those traits of character tha
commanded the respect of everyone and en
deared him to his friends and acquaintances
His family, although bereft of a devoted bus
band and loving father, will always cheri.sl
the memory of one whose every wish was foi
their comfort and welfare. Fraternally h<
was affiliated with the A. O. U W., holding hi;
membership in the East. The funeral wai
held Monday morning from the residence am
was
largely attended. Rev. D. Harrison
pastor of the M. E. church, South, officiated
There wt re many beautiful floral offerings
At the conclusion of the services at the hous<
the procession formed and proceeded to th<
cemetery at Sutter City where the intermem
was made.
The following were the bearers

J. W. More, E. W, Hixon, J. L. Welter, Julius
Hausinger, A. F. Bradford and P. W. Cooper
The Sutter County Farmer, Yuba City, Calif.
Juiy 25th.

—

George Washington Shute died August 3r(
in Verona, aged about 80 years

at his home

He had been in poor health for a number o:
years. He was a man liked and respected bj
all and had been employed in Bucksport store*
for many years. For the past few winters h«
had been with a nephew, Frank Belcher, ir
Winthrop, Mass. He leaves a daughter, Mist
Gladys Shute, a step-daughter, Mrs. Davit
Clay, and a sister, Mrs. Eliza Hartson of Prospect. The funeral was held Tuesday after*
noon at 2 o’clock from his late residence ir
Verona,

A Cut

in

Express Rates.

Washington, Aug. 4.

Reductions in express
which will cost the companies fully $26,
16
000,000-approximately
per cent, of theii
gross revenue—were orderd by the interstate
commission Monday to become effective on Oct,
15, 1918. Notable reforms in practices else
were ordered.
rates

Thomas West of Boston spent tne past week
with Belfast friends.
Miss Geneva

Saturday

for

a

P. Heal went to
week-end visit.

Rockland

Misses Annie L. Barr and Grace H. Hall
went to Boston last Sunday for a week's visit.
Mrs. William R. Ford and daughter Carrie of
are visiting friends in Belfest.

Brockton, Mass.,

Mrs. Harriet Buxton and daughter
Margare
Somerville, Mass are visiting Belfast relatives.

of

Dwight Kimball of Liberty was a week-end
guest of hi; father, G. E. Kimball, in Pittsfield.

.Mrs. Fred Coombs and Mrs. Lettie Moore of
Vinalhaven are visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Coombs.
fair at

The

Douglas Wiggin,
August 16ih.

Quilcote, the
is to

home of Kate
be held August 13th and

M ss Frances L. VVyllie returned
Friday from
visit with her grandmother, Mrs. Nannie
Gardner in Rockland.

Stacy

G

JNoyes has returned to his employR
I., after a visit with his
father, Mr. James F. Noyes.

Howard,

Howard Roope of Lawrence, Mass., arrived
recently to join nis wife on a visit w ith their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Strouc.
W. S. Packard is the proprietor of the “Packard Lunch," 311 Bennington street, F.ast Boston, where meals are served at all hours.
Mr. H' L. Woodcock, who is spending the
at Chase Pond Camps, Bingham, was
in Belfast for a few hours last
Saturday.

summer

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt of East Belfast spent last week in Augusta with their son
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. William F. Leavitt.

Mrs. B. F. Lewis and Miss Gladys Smith of
nuv

Falls,

more

are

nave

uccu

vusiungm Liver-

guests of Mrs.

Mary

H.

Whit-

ney.

Mr. A. L. Curtis autoed to Houlton last Saturday to spend Sunday with Mrs. Curtis, who
returned with him. They arrived home Tues-

day.

Rev. D. B. Phelan left Monday to join Mrs.
in a visit with Dr. McCready at DanThey will return to Belfast August

Phelan
forth.
14th.

Mrs. A. H. Chatfield of Cincinnati,
resident of Camden, entertained a
guests at the Arts ar.d Crafts tea

a cummer

party of
last

room

Thursday.
Mrs. John S. Dow of Bangor, Mrs. R. M.
Goodwin and the Misses Beatrice and Pauline
Goodwin of Portland, were in Belfast last

Thursday.
Charles E. Sherman resumed h's duties in
the Coombs undertaking
rooms,
Monday,
after an enforced absence of several months
with illness.

Mrs. Caroline Silmore of this city and Mr.

and

Mrs.

Frank

Roche

of

Searsport

guests last Thursday of Mr. and
Crie, in Castine.
Mrs. J.

were

Mrs. H. D.

W. Grindle of New York arrived
open

their

Grindle and

otner

arrive next

week.

members of the family will

Monday

to

Castine

home.

Hon. Geoige F. Haley will be the presiding
at the September term of the Supreme
Judicial Court which convenes .:i Belfast on
the fourth Tuesday in September.

justice

Mrs. Harvey Self of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived last Friday and with Miss Mary A.
a
at

guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the Elwell cottage, Little River.

Mrs. Mina Wolfe and children. Edwin and
Louise, of Jamaica Plain, Mass., ace*, uipanied
by her father, Mr. W. H. Keller, arrived last
Sunday to visit Mr. L. F. A lien wood. Center
Belmont.
Mrs. Alice Forsaith left Thursday l'or ner
hoine in Lverett, Mass after a visit ot several months with Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Chase,
she will leave beptember 1st for a year’s visit
in Snohomish. W.isn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph O. Critchett of Dorchester, Mass., recent visitors in Bel last, are to accompany £t. Oiiiai Commander}.Knights Templar, on tne pilgrimage to Denver, leaving
Boston Aug. Sin.
Waiter A. Barrows ol‘ New ton vine, Mass.,
has. been appointed geneiu. passenger agent of
the Bus ion
Albany ranroad to succeed the
Mr. Barrow’s appointment
late .a. d. Hanson.
He was born in Camcame on his birtnday.
den, Me., in led?.
*» uuti

uev.

r.

oiuucviiiu

ui.u

la.i.uy

re-

turned last Friday from a lour weeks Vacation
in which they made an auto trip to New Yura.
They were accompanied home by Mrs. J. M.
Myers and little son Howard, ut Yonkers, N.
Y., who are their guests.
Mr. and
four days’

Mrs. Thomas li. Dins more took a
trip inttheir Cadillac car last week.

er.

•Miss Ethel Walker of Charlestown Me returned last week from a visit with Miss Helen
Brier.
Mrs. Persia G.
Thompson of New York city
visiting Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton at The

is

Battery.

Mrs. F.

Wednesday

Wallace.

M. Washburn of Atkinson arrived
to visit h r mother, Mrs. J. W.

Mr. Charles Brier of New Bedford, Mass is
spending a vacation with h:s family on Northport avenue.

M[s-

L>'dl'a

after

home

here.

Messrs

Peavey

if

Rockland, Mass.,
I.. Burgess

Annie

Edith West returned to Boston
spending a month’s vacation at

Saturday
her

Wight

L.
of

the guest
Union street.

is

Frank M.

left

Monday

Bailey and
n

a

British Colombia.

Business

went

to

He ;s
cottage and a garage nun
at
Whitehall with his fam.ly this
but
will
tiie
next
seasummer,
occupy
cottage
son.— Camden Herald.
made on t.ne

stopping

Mrs. James Mitchell and daughter, Mrs. li.
.c-Ua, of
Macdonald, who have been the
Airs. r>arah li. Stewart and Mrs. J.
ones,

B.

Boston last week.
Mrs. '*!
her husband in
lon.nto
Mitcnell h ;S returned to Belfast fo:
mainder of tlie summer.
went

has

to

>

i,i
Airs

jon

joined

.ii

r-

Mrs. Isabel 1 wiss of
arrived Tuesday
to visit
and Mrs. Daniel h. itrout.

Lawrence, Mass
her

Yeaton, is with Mi.-sik
On Saturday Charles Y
go to Salem with his auto and ihe
take all of the visitors to their home
ter.—The Franklin Journal.
Mrs. Mabel

at

Salem.

Ik.-

■

.1

xt
;n

day
Dex-

The members of the new highway commission nominated Paul D. Sargent, former
State highway commissioner, as chief engineer
to the department, with a salary' of $5,000,
and the nomination and salary have beer
confirmed by the Governor’s council. Mr
Sargent has been employed in the highway
department in Washington,D.C.
John Q. Wood, American consul at Tripoli, a
native and former resident of Bucksport,

arrived there July 30th in an auto, having
been theguest of Hon. Charles O. Montgomery
in Camden since leaving Washington.
He
stopped in New Y'oik, Boston and or
his way to Maine. During the Turkish war,
Mr. Wood won the friendship of both the
Italians and Turks, by his tactfulness.
He is
the guest ot his mother and sister while in the
east.

Real fame has come to Dr. C. L. Crockett at
last, and through a medium that neither his

poetic

nor

political versatility

could accomp-

Agents visited his Thomaston home the
other day seeking to close a contract with him
to go on the lecture platform, with a lecture
entitled, “The Battle Between Capital and
Labor.” The lecture bureaus believe that the
man
who double-crossed Samuel Gompe s
would draw big in labor centers.—Bangoi
News.
lish.

Mr!

parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Griffin of Allst
in, Mass.,
who have been guests of Mrs. Loia Gherman!
left for home last Sunday.
Mr. Frank B.
and little

Luce, Mrs. Hazel

son

visiting relatives

daughter
in

McPher-

Marguerite

are

Augusta.

Mrs. Annie E. Ryder and daughter of Brockton, Mass., art- visiting her mother, Mrs. Viola
S. Patterson, Upper High street.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock are ena vacation in one of the Morse cotat Georges Lake,
Liberty.

joying
tages

Mrs. Eugene L. Spear and three children arrived last Tuesday from Bath, where
they had
been with relatives several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wight and two children
of Way lam), Mass., returned to their home last
Friday after a two weeks’ visit in West Northport.
Mrs. Clarence Morgan, of Warren, is the
guest of her mother. Mrs. Jennie White. Spring
street. She will later go to
Ellsworth, Mr.
Morgan’s former home.
Miss Margaret Dunton,
stenographer in the
law office of Dunton * Morse, is having her
vacation, and Mrs. S. S. L. Shute is substituting
during her absence.
Miss Alice C. Byrnes of NVw York arrived
Sunday to spend August in Belfast, the guest,
of Mrs. George F.. Evans at 'lie A. A. Small
home, Miller street
Miss Isabel Robbins returned
to her home in Lawrence, Mass., after a
weeks’ visit with
few
her cou-in,
Miss
Carrie E. Gilmore.

Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. G. Dudley Waring of New
York arrived in their Packard car August 1st
to vi-it Mr. and Mrs. George F. Harriman on
the South Shore, Bayside.
Mrs.

Bradbury Cushing

left

Tuesday morn-

ing for Spofford, N. H., where she w:i
iuin
her husband, who is manager of the fine

Spring

Hotel at that

place.

and Mrs. Fred A.
Holmes aid Mrs. Frank
Mr.

Holmes, Mr. Frank
Bailey motored

M.

Ellsworth Sunday in the Holme's car and
were gutsts of Mr. Roscoe Holmes.
to

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Whitman returned
to their home in Campello, Mass.,-by Sunday's
boat, after a week's visit with Mrs. Whitman's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes.

rid Mrs. Harry Chad burn and Mr. J.
Mr.
Haskell Burgess of Pittsfield, with their guest.
Mr. J. Hr nk Burgess of Oregon, spent Sundav
in Belfast at the home of Mrs. Annie L. Burgess.

Crawford of A 11ston, Mass.,
a guest at the Crawford
Miller street, left Tuesday for Bel*;
Maine, to join the family at their sun
home.
Miss Cora S.

who lias been
on

Piei
iss Mary
to spend her annual vr-vuti.,n wit;
mother, Mrs Sarah Piei
Essie P. Carle. They are at i ;i*>
a week or so.
M

day

Mrs. William N Todd of Portland ef
for Rockland to matte a wwith her aunt. Miss Mary ('. T\ i*
Bertha I. Bird of Auburn, Mass.. ,s
guest of Miss Tyler’s.

urday

....

Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wiley of I
y
of Mrs. Wiley’s parents, Mr. anB
Shaw. rl hey spent last winter m <'
and are now located in Banger. Mrs \\

-t

guest
yj.

was UMIUCll)

UllBB

XI cue.

Vy

\

nil-

.'HOW,

Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher er u riain
mu
ed the members of the Travelers <\u
their gentlemen escorts at their cottage at the
p:.nitbattery last Thursday evening, when.
supper was served and a very pleas n; even-

ing spent.
Mr.

Thomas

J.

of

North Yakima,

Fred W. Brown arriv-.
i'r m Warr.
her daughter, M -s Jam
ton, she visi ed another daugi
Brown Kag°y. The trip out
Pei.i.sy Ivat.ia railroad and
Niagara halls, with a visit in N.

»•! .1

1

ui

the

>t

y

re-

v-

lnli.isi.

left Monday for Boston. Mrs. Sn
beeii Miss St rout's guest for a •>>••
turned to her home in Portland.

u

i:t.-

h:

re-

Mrs.

Thursday morning

-.•.’••re

with

.M

'•

1
.•
■*.

'•
Willis Arne:Robert
'’hiladelj hia arr vedmi:
*
and will he guests .of Mrs. An
Mr. ;•:Mrs. Frederick W. B.
,-u,,tw
Us.
tage on the Ailyn shore f
...i
the past two weeks ;
For
on
y
in
1
Broad
visiting relatives
At their bungalow on tin 0w.\-re,
Mrs. Ernest B. Young and S',

Mr.

Mrs. J. M. S. Hunter is passing
week
with r datives in FarmingL n.and iier ...ogi
r,

John W
trip to

Capt, W. M. W hite of Miami, Fla., arrived
Saturday to join his family at the W hite homestead, on Primrose hill.

Gurney
Boothbay Harbor via Liberty
is visiting his brother. Mr.
China village visiting Squirrel Island, Wash.,
anu
He went west from Wa
Gurney.
Dairiariscotta and other places, and returning
years ago and came east to attt
home Saturday by way of Rockland.
unions at Gettysburg.
F. W. Hill of Bangor, who recently bought
Raymond Smart of Portland ard
H. W Stern's cottage on High street, Yumden,
ens of Woodsfords, who spent ?
is to have many changes and impi
ements
as guests of Miss Edith Strout, 1
They

was a

Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Fletcher of Somerville, Mass., are guests of Mrs. H. H. Carter.
Miss Hazel Shaw of Winthrop is
spending
two weeks at the home of Mr. Ed»ir. S
Bowk-

Dr.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carter of Springfield,
Mass arrived Sunday to spend a few weeks in
Beliast. They have rooms in the Seavey
house, Spring street.

Bicaford is
S. Bickford

Mr. Frank W. Collin, of Rockland
visitor in Belfast.

recent

Miss Sam
returned to Rockland
visit at the home of

a

ment in

,q->

PERSONAL.

Miss Ruth Atherton went to Rockland Saturday for a visit.

Miss Harriet Clement
intelligence and ability. In
aiier a short
Republican and was always Saturday
Mrs. S. A. Parker.

committee for five years,
and in all that service he
always devoted his
energies to promote the best interests of the
city. But it was in hi 4 local village that his
abilities were be^t recognized and appreciated.
The bridge that crosses the river near the

fit.

Classical

in

was a

years,

a

Last Saturday the Belfast team went to
Dover by special train to play the Dover-h oxcroft team and were accompanied by the Belfast band and over two hundred rooters from
Belfast and towns on the branch. Nearly
1500 people witnessed the game, which was
won by Belfast with comparative ease.
Ackerly
of tl e local team was batted out of the box
***•"

man

he

identified with that party in local, State and National issues. He represented his ward as councilman two years, as alderman two
and as

drawn:

Voted that the matter of selling the standgrass on the Nathaniel Seekins place be
left with the chairman of the committee on

land in Belfast.

John R. Dun ton,

Full Board.

ing

J.

Bertha L. Pray Nealley, Monroe, to Wealtha
A. Grant, do ; land in Monroe.
Eliza J. Benson, Belfast, to Charles W. Lancaster; do.; land and buildings in Belfast.

OFFICERS.

MUNICIPAL

presiding.
following grand

next roil of accounts.

Winterport.

Dickey, do;

BOARD OF

Hanson

the 5-4.UU

Sti ckton

1). M. Susi, Pittsfield, to Minnie C. Gerald,
Burnham; land andJ^uikiings in Burnham.
Edith Irving, Belfast, to Enos A. Flagg,
Winterport; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Ettie M. Hetcher, Belfast, to Althea E.

M

■

j

Northport.

Wilbur II.Bolan, Winterport, to George W.
Magee, Boston; land in Winterport.
Emma P. Thompson, Winterport, et als,, to
Elizabeth A. B. Clark, do.; land and buildings

es-

pretty wedding Sunday
hen their son, Ralph Edward, wat
Miss Pearl Mabel Oxton of Monthe presence of the immediate relafew iriends. The ceremony wat
by Key. H. W. Abbott of Palermo
rhe single ring service. The parloi
»nily decorated for the occasion with
white roses and ferns. The young
were attended by Earl P. Reynolds
er' f the
groom, and Miss Hazel Oxton,
f the bride.
Immediately following
^xnony lunch was served, after which
uPie left for a short wedding trip.
of

The
were

P.

Woods and little children visitec
dge July 30th. In the afternoor
took them auto riding and callec
Woods at Windermere Park. They
n fiiends in Albion and
China.
of Mr.

buildings

in

dom.

■

ene

land and

IN

Mayor

Mary E. Fletcher, Oakland, Calif., et als.; to
Theodore P. Thompson, Freedom; land in Free-

Perry from Wailingford
been calling on friends in the vilunrounding towns. He will preach
in church. Sunday
morning, Aug

|

accept-

Adjourned.

in Frankfort.

from

M.

read and

and Measures.

Brown, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Mary A. Littlefield, Stockton Springs, to
Fannie A. Stairs, Frankfort; land and bnildings

their vacation

Five and Mrs. Almatia \\

was

Mayor Hanson presiding,
Meeting

Brackett, Belmont, to Hollis M,

(Three deeds.)
Mary F. Davidson, Belfast,

Willie took an
week to visit

passing

measures

Saturday—Easterns

.571
.221

7

sealer

Council concurred.

IN

Savage, Bangor;

P. Goodhue, Stockton Springs, to
Car;- e A. Gardner, Boston; land and buildings
in Stockton Springs.
Francis M. Russ, Lincolnville, to Lucius S.
Russ do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.

Gertrude of

children

and

as

communication from the Waldo Trust Co.
relative to the tax on the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. property was read, accepted and ordered placed on file. Council concurred.
Adjourned to meet in joint convention.

Albion

her

son

last

weights

of

M. R. K- owlton

oi

J
|

cent.
.833

1
3

5
4
2

NEXT

Ackerly,

Grand, Allen L. Thayer and Elijah Ritchie;
Traverse, Edmund Wilson, Charles A. Harmon, Ralph L. Cooper and Laforest L.Robbins.
Voted that the Auditor be instructed to add

..nrford

j,

red.

The resignation

Belfast.
Dover-Foxcroft.
Easterns.....

PERSONAL.

Eli C. Merriam, a veteran of the Civil War
and an honored and respected citizen, died at
his home at the Head of the Tide, Belfast, !
August lv 1913, after a long and painful ill- [
ness.
He was born in Morrill December 31,
1840. Sept. 9, 1861, he enlisted in the 8th,
Maine regiment and served in the war four
years. During that period he was promoted
to the rank of captain of the 33rd, U. S. volunteer colored infantry. While at home on a
furlough in 1863 he married Miss Jennie Cunningham of Belfast, who died May 20, 1886.
December 26, 1893, he married Mrs. Addie
Ladd of Searsmont, who survives him. Two
sons blessed
this union, Victor and
Kennetht
who, young in life, are deprived of a father’s
love and care. Mr. Merriam was a stone cutter by trade and worked in the
quarries at
Vinalhaven for several years. About 28
years
ago he came to Belfast and bought the Shuman farm at the Head of the
Tide, where he
had since resided. Mr. Merriam was above the

Per
Lost.

Won.

NUMBER

OBITUARY.

EASTERN LEAGUE STANDING.

the Sep-

on

report of the City Marshal was read,
accepted and ordered placed on file. Council
concurred.
The petition of D. P. Palmer, et. als. for
epairs to the sidewalk on High street was
read and
referred to the committee on
sidewalks. Council concurred.
The petition of
Mathews Bros, for extension of
wharf was
read and
granted
Council concurred.
The report of the tax collector was read, accepted and ordered placed on file. Council
concurred.
The petition of C. W. Frederick, et als., for
abatement of tax on the Hayford block property was read and it was voted that petitioners
be given leave to withdraw. Council concur-

J. Pullen, Palermo, to William H.
Blake, St. John, N. B.; land and buildings in
Palermo.
Albion P. Goodhue, Stockton Springs, to

Lewiston is

visiting

is

placed

be

The

Eliza

Fuller, who has been in pool
everal weeks, was in Waterville
see Dr. M. M. Small, a throa!

1

A.

bills

A

1913.

T.

6aid

tember roll of accounts.

burg, do.;

t

li

ending Aug. G.

that

and

Percy S. Edgecomb was elected, the Clerk of
the Common Council casting the ballot of the
convention.

iterville

|

and

Harding

Clark, do.; land in Belmont.
Hollis M Clark, Belmont, to Flora A. Brackett, do.; land and buildings iu Belmont.
Enos A. Flagg, Winterport, to Justina Lowe,
do ; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Eliza J. Pullen, Palermo, to Walter N. Young
Camden; End in Palermo.
Helen M. Pierce, Boston, to Angus M.Swan-

Mrs., Frank Tyler,
j.

the

follow ing transfers in real estate were
Waldo County Registry of Deeds

Flora

Bryant and Christie Knowlton
is in Waterville and Vassalborc

\

occupy

REAL ESTATE.

Chapman and Eugene
land in Searsport.

friends in the village July

S

Lor-

Edwin G.Claffin Worcester, Mass., to Henry

Reynolds will entertain the Ladies
home Thursday afternoon, Aug.

i;

IN

M.

and family from Brooks called
Aug. 3rd.

1e

l.

Sunday.

for the week

165

McCray of Pittsfield was
Charles Sampson recently.

\

will

j.

recorded in

13
1
4
7
2
13
2
12

:ue

|

next

nev.

account
went to

ed.

Banton is visiting her daughter
Danforth, in Fairfield.

e

Monday and
Stockton Springs

on

He

Dr. Henry S. Burrage. wife and two daughne
ters, who are occupying a cottage on
South shore. On a recent Sunday the audience was also favored by the presence of Rev.
Dr. and Mrs. George H. Ferris of Philadelphia,
who were in town for a week as the guests of
one of their churcri members, Mrs. Myers. Dr.
Ferris was a classmate of Pastor Frohock at
Newton. Deacon Wilder W\ Perry of the
Camden church has prepared an address of an
historical nature to set forth the claim that
the Baptist Church exists as the result of
those early Christians who resisted the forced
union of the church and State with the Roman
Catholic church. The title of the lecture is
"The Baptists and the Great Commission.”
Incidentally it calls attention to the fact that
as a result of the license system in the Roman
Church of allowing wrong done so long as
settled for before the priest, that church is responsible today for the legalized saloon and its
attendant evils. Mr. Perry gives this address
tree of charge except traveling expenses.
He
has delivered it before the Baptist Church in
the
at
Union
Lincolnville
Rockport,
Society
Beach, supplied by Pastor Frohock, and at the
Friendship Church.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

Vose and family have gone to the
a much needed rest.

i

weeks

smallpox.

The attendance at the Camden Baptist
Church has been increased this summer by
quite a number of Baptists who are spending
the summer in town, among whom are Rev.

Banton

a

of

resumed his regular
church Sunday

two

Rackliffe.
Order No. 71. That Ella F. Harriman ba
and is hereby
ordered and instructed to
cause the
projection extending over the
sidewalk at the southeasterly corner of the
Head Garage building to be removed within
thirty days from the passage of this order.
Order No. 72, That the bill of S. W. Johnson for
$194.50 and the bill of Adelbert
Millett for $10.00, held up at the July meeting, be paid at the September meeting,
tne said

last

TRANSFERS

8

streets.

Order No. 70. That the City Treasurer be
and is hereby authorized and instruct!d to
draw’ his order for the sum of two hundred

Spi ings.

•rude Knowlton
n
Knowlton.

|

an

m.

Methodist

after

alien with her.

v

Phelan

the

at

FREEDOM.
i'.ows

B.

D.

services

uaniortn

|
j

Citypoint; four lights on the back road to
Searsport, beginning at the end of the present
jights on said road and extending to the Chapel, and one light at the junction of Charles and

at

ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; dollars, payable to Harding and Rackliffe,
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not the same being the amount due Ephraim
attend Sunday school at any other church are Robbins, Jr. for
building bank wall on Water
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor and street and assigned by the said Robbins to

of
ft-i1'-

m.

services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenThe

Rev.

seventeenth annual

reunion
family will be held at the home
jl, North Nobleboro, on Wednes-

j

i

m.;

50
07
36
00
50
44
726 37
170 58
61 83

Total.. $7,216 71
The following ordeis were read and passed
in concurrence with the Council.
Order No. 69. That thirteen street lights of
sixty candle power be installed as follows:
Eight lights on the Citypoint road, beginning
at or near the Rolerson crossing, so-called, and
extending northerly to the J. W. Peavey store

Epworth League prayer meeting
Sunday evening at 6,30 p. m.; evening service Salmond
12

537
172
7
44
3
2956

Sewers.
Cemeteries.
State road.
Sidewalks
Crushed Rock Sidewalks.
General School purposes.
Park.
Fire Department.

The Christian Scientists hold services in

at

BASE BALL.

.Paupers.

14th.

any.
:e

AUGUST^7.1913.

BELFAST, MAINE. THURSDAY,

and Mrs
<

i

■

>

Mrs. Rw.-hBosti n are spending the sun :•
ard Hall of Boston and Miss Km!.
me Walker of l iberty are visiting tint*
Young
spent the week-end with thin:
n.pt-s t<;
return later to spend the 1st tr j. rt of September.—Rockland Courier Gazette.
•.

■

Rev. B. C. W entw orth of N. rw
visiting
Belfast relatives, and with his me sisters
Wentworth if Searsmont, Mrs
Mrs. Arail
John Jones of Warren ; r.d Mrs. Horace <'.
Pitcher of Belfast, has ei j ved reunions ,t
The Battery, at the summer h i.e of Mr. and.
Mrs. IBS. hitcher, and a*, the Windsor Hotel*
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F A. Jones.
Hart L. Woodcock of
elfasi, whose watercolors have won for him great and deserved
fame, is visiting in Bar g >r. Ht lias a camp at
Chase pond, where he is spei ding the sum
mer. and next, winter, as s his hahn, he will
gc

to Nassau.
New Providence, Bahamas, in
which semi-tropic isle he has added much to
his artistic reputation by many
charming
studies of land and se...—Bangor News.

Mr. and Mrs. Augustus C. Knight arrived
last Saturday to spei o a week in this city, and
have rooms at the hon e ; Mrs
L. Milliken.
Church street. The\ vi.mted in Hallowell. Augusta and Watervilh on the way litre. It is
Mr. Knight's first visit to Belfast since his
marriage, and his r- ;■ y old friends in his native place extend a 1 tarty welcome to him and
to his bride.

Hugh D. McLellan, Fra ncis J. Carney and
Bartholomew A. Brickley have formed a partMrs. Edith Chatc Freese of
Bangor, Mrs.
for the general practice of law with
offices at 1104-1108 Oliver building, 141 Milk Abbie Chase Carle\ of Bucksportand Mr. Fred
W.
Chase of Galveston, Texas, were guests
of the street,Boston,under the firm name of Mclast week of their ctusin. Mr.
Ge*orge C. SeaLellan, Carney & Brickley. The senior member
vey, and were also recent guests of their cousof the firm is a son of the late Hon. William H
David
and
Leon
(. h; se in Rockland. They
McLellan of this city and has for some years ins,
Friday for South Orringtcn, accompanied
been engaged in a successful practice of his j
Miss Sara Seavey, who will visit Mr. Fred
by
in
Massachusetts.
He married s
profession
Chase at his sun mer home there.
Saturday
daughter of Hon. C. O. Poor of Belfast and i
with his family is spending the" summer in I they made an automobile trip to Dover to
witness the ball game between the Belfast and.
this city.
j Dover-Foxcroft teams.
nership

The

School
■

who must count the cost. Flowered muslins and tissues are good for U3e the year

Outfit.

..

on Smart Tailormade Lines.
Party Frocks and Accessories.

Clothes Built

[Correspondence of Ths Journal.]
New York. Aug. 4.
Mothers everywhere are

planning

now

the school out-

thus make

^and

round

special appeal

FOOTWEAR.

duct i mnij of the children’s garments
to shabbiiwss, and it is alway s a question
of l ow best to select them ct*86&ry refit-

smart

wh*

distance Iron. il

hon

the f.. 'Sibility *■:
later i:i the season.

schools

n

which

e,

trying

at

are

a

precludes
fitting

PERMANENT

White buckskin shoes, either in
buttoned styles, or in pumps, are

fits that sheuId be in readiness for the
autumn sessions. Summ- r sports have

tings. ispecially

\

INSTITUTE

high
a

de-

These

are

FROM

CRAVING

ALL

(Deferred.)
Hugh Morrill is helping
through haying.
Raymond Merritt has gone to work
Northport Inn during the remainder^of

Appetite and desire for any kind of Alcoholic Drink is secured by the u?a of a purely t
vegetable remedy, with no bad after effects, no hypodermics, no secret formula, in from £
♦
THREE TO FIVE DAYS
No sudden stopping of stimulants. Each patient has a private roonf, with excellent {
One price includes everything.
menu, daintily served in private room.
No extra ♦
•
charge. No publicity. Every thing held in most ■ icred confidence.
LOWEST RATES
«
Ladies treated in separate quarters. Automobile service.
Open day and night. }

easily whitened as canvas, and are
enough to go with a girl's party
dress.
Hose to match is always good
taste, though lately colored hose is much

as

used with these and with black Colonial
Verona Clark.
pumps.

RELIEF

'PHONE 149.

I

Address

was

<1 *thes built

’practical
but

wear

fancier

lasting

and

select(o

for

Materials

should

stand continuous hard

to

SPR£“D- 1

satisfactorily,

tak* the tailored finish.

to

wear

and with sutlicient

AKE FOR

Cotton

now come in so
many forms desirable for year round wear, that fastidious women who
rtquire that their ehil-

good looking
gt

‘s

w-

r.

as

well

for

net

Cottons of the

completely

woolen

warn,

cover-

ing the dress, makes this arrangement
practical for * ven the coldest weather.
\ WELL SELECTED OVTFTT.

A small, well selected

55?-= NO WAITING TO SEND.

ardrobe proves

money

for school use,

where children

tl

ss

Common I’lants for Which Druggists Pay
Good Price.

done with

s

ex-

NE-I’iEf E

(

For girl:
tresses art-

i.

DRESSES.

1 urte<

f it-fem

them

wear

a r

one-piece

:

the older girls

:

modishly, though

as

among

|

Salaries.

Abroad.

BRYAN’S lectuie engagehave once more called
attention to the fact that
the official salaries In this
country are not as large as those paid
by other great powers to their servants—this, too, despite the fact that
the cost of living in the United States
is much higher than abroad, where
money goes much further.
Indeed, the rate of remuneration conceded by the United States, which is
one of the richest governments in the
world, is so inadequate as to make
an almost insuperable liar to office to
those who are not possessed of large
private means. Those who have no for-

a

MR.

Close by an old country farm lay a
field of more than two acres of land.
The great, r part of this field was covered with. tansy,just that old-fashioned garden weed that our grandmothers called

ments

tin* leaves and blossoms
carefully dried and shipped.
It is a pretty littIt- weed, with its fernlike leaves, and its flower heads blooming gaily fr -m June to September.
dicinai value, tansy
Besides having;:
is a valuable ht-l( to ihe housekeeper,
for ii spread an und where red ants
have been known 10 frequent it will rid
the place entirely of this pest.
Years ago our grandmothers’ large
attics were never without a great
quantity of it strewn on the floor and
among woolens, as preventive of moths
i h .ri'aio bugs.
Many use it for this
same purpose now, for it is a never-failthen cnt

-•epti a.al -lev envess.

Cabinet Officers and Judges

ing

r*

and

,p

these the separate skirt with odd shirts
and blouses, or with a matching short

popultr aid suitaOle. There i=
endless variety e-f models for mepiece fr. cks that ale easy to make at
home, oik: if ir e cutting is accurate and

-•oat, is
i.i

finish

r-

>rh

r..c> rt

j list

these tracks

sty lief n- ti>y ar< practical.
Where si r
of serge, corduroy

ire as

atc-rials

are

i.e ri.irt is almost
•'

asl

lie

worn

invariably

market.

or

for
of

Cotton crepe,

material.

wish sdks and

striped vottons make up
for these garments, and the belted
iverblonre that has so largely replaced
esi

the ‘middy” type this summer will continue its vogue for school wear through
:ne coming season —made up in sub-

stantially woven cotton materials, that
not only wash well but retain their colorng and shapeliness in the process.

Burdock leaves are very frequently
used for poulticing swellings and inflammations, as great soothing and drawing
qualities are contained ill them. The
plant has a quantity of seeds which are
also used for medicinal purposes. This
root brings, in market, about four cents
a pound, and
the seeds eight cents a
pound. Of late years, our own country
has not been able to supply the demand
of the drug firms for this plant, so that
it is now being imported annually in

great quantities.

Children

FOR FLETCHER’S

MATERIALS 01' QUALITY.
recognize the desirabili-

C ASTORIA

(.'lever mothers
ty of selecting
as well as good

thoroughly good wearing
looking material for chil-

No matter how pretty
made a child’s suit may be if

ELECTRIC

smartly

so poor that it loses its shape
and color after a few washings it is a oad

the stuff is

less

Devonshire cloth is

woven

trolley

a

new

track-

bus line.

The islands of the West Indies are to be
connected by wireless.

bargain.
Renfrew

SPARKS.

Merrill, Wisconsin, has

dren’s frocks.
or

Cry

and accessories in the way of
bodices, sashes, or the new vesties and
cape jackets all lend their aid in conceal-

trimmings

ing the fact that

je>>nir,g*.
Many of

they

are

used to cover

(he silk and cotton mixtures

•ind flower

printed voiles that cost little,
except Tor the making, are most suitable
and brcerr.irg for girls’ wear at the informal dances and amall gaieties that

they occasionally enjoy.
People who do not have

to consider expense in the selection of their children’*

and

Blackmailer."

Majority Leader Oscar W. Underwood

of the House has denounced Martin M.
Muihall, alleged lobbyist for the National
Association of Manufacturers, as a "liar
and a blackmailer." Mr. Underwood ap-

peared before the Senate lobby commit-

tee to deny that Muihall had ever talked
to him about legislation before Congress.
After one look at the witness, he said:

clothes, prefer dainty little dresses of
this sort, which is a help to other people "I never

saw

him before in my life”

a

*2

the hot

Cheney Higgins, who are
at Bayside, are entir
.lining Mr. and Mrs. Frank Trickey of Bangor
through the month of July. Mrs. Trickey was
Mr. and Mrs Oren

Rev. H

G. Booth left

a

well known

on

teacher

his vacation Tues-

SERVICE

DELIGHTFUL TIWL-SAVING TRIP

2 ROUND TRIPS

*J

i

I BELFAST AND ROCKLAND t

more

J*

VIA BAYSIDE TEMPLE HEIGHTS. NORTHPORT.
LINCOLNVILLE AND CAMDEN

»>
JP.
*£

STARTING POINTS

•5Leave Belfast

8.00a.m.
Arrive Rockland 9 3<> a. m.
Leave Rockland 10.15 a. m.
Arrive Belfast 12.00 in,

j[
MB

Leave Belfast 2.00

p.m

Arrive Rockland 3.30 p.
Leave Rockland 1.20 p.
Arrive Belfast G.on p.

m.

Rockland-Beifast $t.50.
1.25.
Camden-Belfast
A

-V

•OHM

BURNS. ENGLISH OFFICER WHO GETS
*25.000

were raised by parliament from $10.000 to $25,000 per annum.
Tbe president of Ibe board of trade
Is Jobu Burns, a former mechanic, who
first achieved distinction in parliament
as a Labor member. Tbe attorney general receives $35,000 a year and as
mncb more from fees
His official Income of some $70,000 a year Is not.

however, regarded

Finally

as

extravagant.

there comes tbe

lord

high

chancellor, who. although by no means
the most Important member of the

Good music

m

Round

Trip
Trip

S2.50
2.25

^

W. B.
R

Williamson, Augusta, Gen’l. Mgr.

)clcUni-\ugasti

Lina

via

J.

DO YOU
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I
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have reopened
street, under the super
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We

I.EAPBKTTEl!.
have

large

a

pared

:ill

t-1

an

W

I

exp-:-.

fl
9

stock of ;

all orders pr
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GtIFAST fOINDRA
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W
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PHONE 156 3

L. Donohue, Rockland Agent.

Washington.

LET US

£'4?
J*
y

Dickey, Belfast Agent.

X

<$r

MAINE TRANSPORTATION CO.
Orrin d.

1

RALPH HAAftiRii
W. G. PRESTON.

_dp

AT MODERATE RATES

J*

X

each afie

BELFAST BANDb

l»t

Round

I)

*

Cars may be engaged for livening Parties and Excursions

£

&

1

DENTIS
S3 MAIN STREET,

3f

,

FOR RE^

y
iki

Two
xcellent tencov
Court street No II, A
in Block for kevam. a f

Augusta-Farmington Line

Springs

s.
i

1

for rent

NOTICE
Temple Heights Spiritu
Northport

V

Whereas, on the
1912. an assessment
share of the stock of
duly made to be paid
thirty days from that >! >t
lowing named stockh i<
pay such assessment for
same was payable, mo*.

nil

that on Thursday, t h
B 1. lo. at four o'i!.

«

>

auditorium, Temple H-

the County of Waldo
1 shall sell ti e foil* a
sa *1 corporat ion, t*•

-i

incidental chargesx

Look Our Way!

*

:z

Roll in C t 'lark, J air!i<
Grace Clark,
.Jeiu ie MeGray. Kn >:
He-men I*,avis, Bid fan.
Edward Thurlow. Roek;
Mrs
Edward Thurho

We Want YOU to Have The

Lloyd-tierge's salary as chancellor
of the Rrirish exchequer is $2.7,000 an
nually. with a furnished house in
Downing street, next door to that or
the prime minister, who likewise gels
$25,000
The secretaries of state fur foreign
affairs, for home affairs, for the colo
nies, for war and for India each re
ceive $25,000 a year.
The secretary
for Ireland has $23,000 a year, with
fully furnished official residences In
London
and in
Dublin.
Winston
Churchill has, as first lord of the admiralty, $23,000 a year aud an official
residence, of which he, however, does
not make use; and two years ago the
salaries of the president of the board
of trade (the department of commerce)
aud of the local government board

Special AttractionSport all Three

m.

—________

ij

X

m

INTERVENING POINTS FARES IN PROPORTION.

A

■

yj

...FARES....

$

|;io

Fine Fair Fxlnb

Racing,

cole pric-

WINDSOR HO I EL and THORNDIKE HOTEL
=
=

j

j

Fast

&

BETWEEN

I

Bit Bell

|

*

I

1913

summer

formerly Ida M. Webb,
of Thorndike.

%

1

DON’T FORGET THE 0A

Bayside.

spending the

3;

AUTO

%

own.

In Fram e the salaries of the cabinet
ministers
are
considerably smaller
than in England, amounting to $10,000
Put they enjoy, in addition to
year.
this, allowat ces of from $10.0o0 to

$15,000-

years spent

at

Mrs.

BELFAST and ROCKLAND l*

|

year

pensions in England available fur excabinet ministers, it being understood,
however, that only those take advantage thereof who have no private for
tune of their

some

with them Mrs. Frances Merritt
Gilbert Morrill to sp$nd a few da\ s

carried back
and

1*9 1*9 K* 8*9 fi*9 8*9 1*9 l*g 8*9 8*9 8*s 1*11*91*9W 8*9 8*3 t*e

tune of tiieir own on which to fall
hack experience difficulties in making
ends meet.
Recently it became known that Walter II I'age would have been unable to
accept the post of American ambassador to tile court of SL James had
not tile publishing firm to which he
belongs decided it to he a sort of
patriotic duty to coulimie his salary
throughout Ids stay in Ragland. With
"t it ltis stipend .o' $]7.5<mi per annum
would he insufficient to enable him to
live with ids family in London as the
re; tesematiYe of Ids u.i ,ve land.
Now we hate tin- principc! member
! of 1 hv-udent Wd.-i,*
.dministraliou.
William J lirya.i. am.a it.a that lie
is forc.-d p- ioctr v to sip.; ,, .i.enl the
s.'T.rt
of >'!P.iit"’ .! tear wha It lie re; ceives from tile government.
the Lmieil Si: tes pays members ->f
the president's raid net $12.00W a year,
j $l,i.XiO a in. nth. Ad cabinet officers in
America get tile same salary,

come

"Liar

number of $10,000

A

Bror

SALARY

halt billion dollars are invested in the
electrical supply stations in this country.

blood.

»

England treats her judges much
Photo by American Press Association.
more liberally
The lord chief justice
a
SECRETARY BRYAN
At GMENT1NG $12,000 receives
salary of $40,000 a year.

a

from impure blood. Can't
have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy
liver and qjuggish bowels.
Burdock Blood
Bitt< rs :s recommended for strengthening
stomach, bowels and livar and purifying the

f
|

cers.

Indirect electric lighting is now extenused in large buildings.

ills

a

and Mr. and Mrs

Higgins family, with their guests con e
ks each Sunday in their auto to attei d
church service. Last week on returning they
The

tu

large delegation of village people go each day. He took the boat from Portland to New
Sunday to West Brooks, where they assist in Vink, where he will visit th:s week, arriving at
conducting the Surday school which was juri- his home in Buffalo the rirst of next week.
ed there some time-ago by Mr. Booth.
W hile away there will be no preaching services
Mrs. W. S. Jones returned Saturday from a at Utiion church. Sabbath school will be held
each Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
four w'eeks’vacation spent in Massachusetts.
< tunDuring her absence the daughter Mi
After a hearty meal, take Doan’s Hegulets
tine, and Miss Edith Hobbs performed the
and assist yonr stomach, liver and hnwvls
duties of organist at the Union church.
| Regulets are a mild laxative. 2.jc at all store.-.

cabinet, has no less than $50,000 a
year, besides all sorts of allowances.
In addition to which ho receives on going out of office a pension of $25,000
a year for the remainder of his life.
There are

Pilley

I

FAIR

paper,

A

Herr von Bethmann-Hollwog. chancellor of the Herman empire and prime
minister of Prussia, may < 'aim to be
the must highly paid cabinet officer of
continental Fur-jo. for his salary is
$25,000 a year, besides which he has
the finely furnished
ala- e in the Wilhelmsirasse at Berlin, which in the
days of Prim e Bismarck was regarded as the hub of the political universe
has been made above to
Beferen
the official income of the attorney general of England, which is six times
larger than that enjoyed by the attorney general of the United States.
The salaries of the judges of the supreme courts of judicature in London
are also much superior to those of the
members of the supreme court of the
The latter receive only
United States
$14,500 a year, which is slightly larger
than the stipends of the cabinet offi-

sively

Many

*

»

Gale Brackett, Edith Hobbs and

written for
Editor.

months.

*
<•
«

spending

here, returned to
her home in Lowell, Mass., last week.
Mrs. W. L. Mathews and Master Philip of
Somerville. Mass., visited here last week, the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Brackett and Miss
,,
Brackett of Somerville. Mass., are visiting Mr.

where she has for

lowances.

The lead and zinc mines of the middle
xpressly to meet the demand for a
stylish, reliable cotton of firm texture, west are adopting electric power.
but rot too heavy. Heavier than gingElectricity has been found the cleanest
and best power for large packing houses.
nam and lighter than galatea, which it
The steam roads of Berlin will be
cutwiers, it is jair.-dytd, the crlo
woven-in, rot stamped on the fabr c, electrified owing to a rapid increase of
traffic.
nence it
stays fres.n looking when other
Fourteen steel plants in this country
rnaitrials are dingy and faded.
In strip- s, solid colors, checks ard are equipped with electric smelting furnaces.
figures in matching tones, it makes the
Auto factories are said to be healthful
smart*st combinations, and the name on
for workmen because of electricity
the edge guarantees its quality and pro- places
employed.
tects ti e 1 uji-r from inferior goods.
Hamilton, Ontario, proposes an electric
PARTY FROCKS.
sign a mile long anti about 100 ft. high
Two or three pretty frocks for special advertising the city.
occasions are desirable in any girl’s outRecent experiments demonstrate that
fit. and as these get less wear than the it isquite impossible to produce miniature
everyday clothes, they last longer and diamonds in an electric furnace.
therefore must he altered to keep pac*
It is estio ated that more than two and
with the child’s growth.
It is an easy
matter to change a fussy frock, for

»

who has been

Miss Sarah Haskell is enjoying her sun-.--.-i
outing among friends and relatives in Knox,

namely, $10.<hio a year, being supplemented in c i■ h instance by liberal al-

me.ly.

the State of Massachusetts,
it is a v ry frequent sight to see Italian
women, along the roadsides in the counThey have
try cuttii g this tansy weed.
learn. ! that it has a money value, and
are now ottering it in quantities to druggists and firms that manufacture medicines.
There are many other plants growing
wild in the fields that have a money value
to druggists. Among these is catnip, a
very well-known aromatic herb, claiming relationship to the mint family.
Old country homes were never without
a quantity of this on hand, for grandmother pronounced catnip tea a cure for
all ills.
Many are the pains, of an infant and elder alike, that have been
soothed bv the qualities of this decoction.
The catnip flower first appears in small
clusters in the early part of June, and
continues its blooming until far into
September. It should be gathered from
July until September, picking both leaves
and flowers, spread on a clean piece of
iinen or white cotton cloth, and put away
in a clean attic to dry.
It should be protected from dampness,
as well as the direct hot sunlight,
and
dried very slowly.
Every other day turn
over tile flowers and leaves, so that the
drying will be equal. From three to
seven cents a pound is the price that catnip brings in the drug market.
Burdock, that plant with its eversticking burrs which we dislike so much,
is another wild weed that cures many
ills
It is the root of the burdock plant
that is used —the thick, fleshy-appearing, wrinkly root that has a slightly unpleasant odor to it. Usually it is gathered in the early fall and carefully washed, split and dried, ready to be sold in

»

va-

Pilley.

In Berlin, in Vienna, St Petersburg
and Poine the salaries of cabinet min
Isters are about the same as in Paris—

Here, ii

The above designs are by The McCall
Company. Xow York, Designers ind
Makers f McCall Patterns.

Get Pensions

•»

are

•<

|$

England and Germany Especially Liberal With

+

in w eeds.

espeeiai- ’•bitter-butu.ns.” My friend who lived
growing rapidly, ! on this farm had heard-that this weed
l’his plan gets all possible wear out of 'hat a medicinal .aiue, and that large
a eh
garment before alterations are wholesale drug firms purchased large
quantities of the dried leaves and b'osect ssary, a saving of time and trouble
sems yearly, for their output, says a
that busy mothers appreciate, while the
writer in Suburban Life.
v
at
m
successive
/an: mts
bought
Upon consulting with a firm, she found
thi child’s development fit that she could dispose of the entire lot
‘i
star*
for five cents a pound.
The tansy was
k 1 iter than made-over clothes.
a?

most

satisfactory

w

have all the

by special arrangement

general school
best grade come

and attractive after any num’.;sits to the laundry, and a long

coat of

BY

patterns all the time.

as

1

a n

Who

giving this class of

are

fer*

sanitary

BELFAST

CARLE & JONES,

ma-

terials

in n’s attire shall be

SALE IN

body

George Dickey,

and Mrs. H. H.

j

10c. and 15c.

be

the

the guest of F. A. Moulton.

Mrs.

FOREIGN UK PAY SERVANTS S
I BETTER IH1RNITEDJTSTES j

nc»i

fashionable than

also more

models.

plain tailor*
only more
general school

but

smart

on

best, being

are

at

his

several weeks with friends

tailored LINES.

-a:i lines

Miss

One oi our Brooks correspondents has been
haying and another is enjoying an outing at
the lacx of news from that
Rev. Roy Glenney of Iowa preached at the Bayside. hence
The items here printed were
Friends church last Sunday. While here he striring town.
but mislaid.
last week’s

l

$ The Adams Institute, 777 State St.

Pilley,

others.

cation.

and

on

large party of Brooks people made an
to Bayside Monday, which they
enjoyed very much. Among the party were
A. R. Huxford, Marie Goodwin, Mrs. A. R.
Robert Stiles
A

Brooks.

excursion

S
1

FOR THE DRINK HABIT.

sirable addition to the outfit.

r«

ADAMS

THE

to

clever managers.

The News of

land. Me.

Republican

Nellie Haskei. i;
Mrs. S. J,
liToru, >
Me.
Maria Colson, Bang* r.
Est.Benjamin Colton, l a
Bessie C Lower, Bel
Samuel C irr, Newton. N
Mrs. Sain I »'arr, N< a
W, I Clemen s. He.”
Lou Young. Rock port.

Journal

—=—

OUR CLUBBING OFFFRS
!

1
HERR TON BETHMANN-HOLLWEU, HIGHEST
SALARIED CABINET OFFICER IN THE
WORLD.

The master of the rolls autl five judges
known as the lords of appeals get $30,000 a year each.
And. in addition to
these, there are between twenty-six
and thirty other judges, sitting in various divisions of the supreme court
of judicature, who draw $jr>,000 apiece.
Oil their retirement from the bench
they receive pensions equivalent to
two-thirds of their salary for the re
niaiudcr of their lives.
it is recognized by all that, in view
of the money earned by able lawyers
at the bar. the salary is not excessive
It is a matter of vital importance to
the government and to the nation that
they should have the highest legal talent of the realm at their disposal for
the bench of their tribunals, and, this
being the ease, it is only light that
they should pay a fair price for it.
On the continent of Europe the sal
aries of the principal judges of the
laud are even smaller than here in
America—so small, iuileed. that they
offer no attractions whatsoever to really brilliant and able members of the
legal profession. Supreme court Judges
are
ofteu recruited
not
from the
practicing members of the bar, but
from the Inferior grades of the magistracy, and instead of enjoying any independence, such as Is possessed by the
members of the supreme courts here
and In England, are virtually under the
orders of the minister of Justice for
the time being, who has it in bis power to transfer, retire or promote them.
in America no retired members of
the cabinet or Judges are pensioned
A
after retirement
question once
arose as to what to do with our exprealdents. and Andrew Carnegie offered a fund to pension ex-presidents.
This Idea was Anally abandoned.

('

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and Farm and Home,
and Tribune Farmer,
and McCall’s Magazine,

and'Woman's Magazine,

The publications included in our
nia\ be sent to different addresses.

Ale.
Bella Frisbee. Helfa.t.
Mrs. A A. Fdminisu r
Mass

i

Mary Jon*■«*. Barg*u.

J

■

i

I

Morse

olins McCart«- B* f
Mrs. C dins Met’:*r:>
M rs. A. C. Mosman 1
Me
Bennis Pike, N*»rwa>
Nina Pike,
Etta Colson Staples,
Currie Robinson,
Emily Sk idmore, I .u
Mrs. P A Staples. 1
Emily MaeStuart. IN
A. M Taylor. Betf
M rs. Emma \
West.*t \V Wall, I'

2,25
2,10
2,25

*s

I

r

N*»rthport, Jul>

GEO. E.

clubbing otTers

Attorney

publishers

*■

ai

BELFAST, Ma
Practice in all
a

Limit

spec altv.

TRUCKING

The publishers of McCall’s Magazine have sent us
this notice: “The subscribers may select their free
pattern within 30 days after the receipt of their first

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

V

..

I

••

$2 00

magazine by making a request on an ordinary postcard, stating that the pattern desired is a free pattern
to which they are enfitled.”

j

G C 1
Mabel Laugh!in. Bang
1. I’ Morse, Eioeri

of the Woman’s Magazine have
advised us of an increase in their subscription price
and a consequent advance in clubbing rates, and The
Journal and Woman's Magazine are now $2.2?.
The

j

Willis Young,
Tammie Cols* n, Bangor
Mrs. I J Benson. H»
Francena B. Merri i

The following clubbing offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It
is also necessary to sa\ that none of these publications are mailed with I he Journal or from this office.
We have to pav for these publications one vear in
advance, and they are then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one \ear's Mibscription paid in advance:

The
The
The
The

i

prepared to do oi
Furniture and piano movim
the stable, corner
at
orders
streets, and they will rcc1

;

am

■

j
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126 Wald

14tf

Office

|

i'

Telephone connecti

tit n.
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^

■

for Brin

A nicely fitted office wfh
ofM
veniences for rent at the loot

Apply
27tf

to
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w

and South.
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|HK STATES WERE L'NITED.
Eulogy of Lincoln.

\

POL.

UV
\

res

I\orth

HERSEY.

Herald, July 1, 1913.]

triday night’s

Vature of

Service at the Ameri-

•no

an

cas

address

written

by Co!. HerCalifornia, and read
Eccleston. Commander of
it Camp No. 1 Division of
Veterans, under the austhe service was held.
In
address, Mr. Eccleston
the gallant Colonel is
Col.
ty years of age.
as follows:
i s and their friends in a
Republic 1 send a moat
inlly greeting. And if
occasion

•he

l.i.-e,

—

with and among you
other side of the great
to include them among
for all of them I know
ire among the staunchCnion and Liberty.
!. does it seem to minprayers, ami my kind■■■ -itli
comrades and friends
miles away, feeling that
hi bond holding us firm
highest and holiest sentis the human heart—a com•od.
The only regret 1
annot be with you in perirm, friendly grasp of the
earnest trustful look into
eyes, express tile soul’s
y, confidence and love we

■

I

■

r as

in

an

inheritance from

arms

struggling

to

ading up to eternal right
Words sometimes fail us.
a

-t,

j

truest
lulling

and most forcible
icai,

uic

v|uivci

;he soul sits dumb, writhto unload its burden.
tiul it would be if it were
•tune to be with you and
.• dly deeds the good will,
ship, I have for, and with.
1 could fly over the high
road plains and along the
restless, rolling sea and
•u. adown the Avenida de
•st beautiful Avenue in the
the pride and glory of a
beautiful city of a mili of joy-loving people, 1
with you the struggles and
tvs long gone by, live over
r
-st companionship, revive
•ries, thrilling scenes of
»rmg. relate recent experit the peaceful conquests of
::tury, and together look
hope and without fear to
reunion where shall be gathrand hosts of our nation’s
-t from weary marches in
ace and harmony with friend
ith all force and spirit, not
glorified. We would forget
of time and be young,
rful, hopeful and happy.
should swell with patriotic
the welfare of our great
its preservation from all
! hostile power, for its upthings that shall make inhigher and nobler, and
./.enship ti proud title of
We would utter a prayer
e
before” as wel: as cast
’heir hallow. .1 g-aves, and
*ruggling in thinned ranks
ihway. We Would dispel,
shadows that have fallen
>upplant sorrow with joy,
tone, and rest and rejoice,
I
Cast, in the fullest faith
that through Him, out
\< nts as well as centuries
>f sand, all is and shal.
v. ith the
help of our sons
s we would sing th? songs
utmost harm *ny ( f sentpeoj.do of the Republic
a, and its worthy usier,
Republic of South Aiikv-

I

m

I

1
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pi
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■

things in my
kindly and friendly re:.g between those who wore
those who wore the Mue.
critic struggles by both
difficulties between us
.mite the kindly trustful
ry-day life between u- as
nearest! Neighbor over the
a jor in tiie Southern Army,
by was a Colonel on the
We differ now and then on
stions of national bearing,
v Colonel is always on u
y
■>-• Virginia Major claims to
pl-

asai.C-st

tie*

it*

time*

unrt

hmicu

thinba

ways be wrong. But he say?
is that he is not able quite
when he is wrong, whether
agrees with me or opposes
■sition is well defined and
our

convictions.

stampeded by

We

are

the appear*
Bull Moose, fresh from the
stand our ground against
oughts and pursue the even
r way,
holding fast to that
lieve to be wise, just and ,
the things accomplished by
tion ana those gone before
he founding of our governWe have an abiding faith
ire well-being
of our fellowas in the firm and unbroken
ur citizens from
every seccountry. We believe that
and
purer
happier, that the
keener insight into the laws,
and duties of social and pothrough increased knowledge
silom arising from experience,
the uplift of the weak and
poor and struggling, to a
■‘•of confidence and strength
.'form the things necessary,
ited blessings shall fall more
; upon all men. So the
Major,
and myself (a Union Colonel)
in the utmost harmony and
blessings. It reminds me
good Southern mother told
buy while walking in a national
it one of
the battle-fields.
low asked his mo her what
ft of earth were there for.
irn
they were the graves of
f the Union Army who lost
in battle and whose
graves
‘or by the government.
The
said: “What mamma, all
“Yes, my child.” And
■i
simplicity the little fellow
I will they rise again on the
nection?” “Yes, my son.”
Hated a while and, not betisfied, asked: “And shall we
■“p tham all over again?” “No,
but as they rise from their
!‘ >se of the North and those of
clasp hands and join in singf brotherhood and Home as
j;
H the
gates of Heaven.” Well,
i’
! my neighbors who wore the
lecitled to clasp hands here
!,*;*•’■ i>t live, and confidently and
hope that all barriers to joyr"! living together will be burnf
mg before we reach the gates
‘iter, and that Heaven for us all
,
"1 here while we
!
yet live.
h
'fies and the ceremonies of this
‘n lle
the
memories
of the Btrugj,
l^e sacrifices of days long gone.
“i n
Is,,enough, the glories of the
are recalled; and the recital
if ,’i
in,;ri,, ve deeds of Chancellorsville
i~
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to right and duty, as was given
| votion
them to understand their duty, and the
1
I
depth of love and sincerity, embodied in
; their nature.
It is our province, however, to speak more particularly of the
character of Lincoln. In my estimation
he was the greatest man of his age and
time, the ‘'grandest figure of the fiercest Civil War.” He is the sweetest
Born in a log
memory of our people.
cabin in the wilderness, in
poverty and
without neighbours or friends, he lived
to occupy the grandest mansion our nation boasts, and died with the civilized
world weeping at his bedside. With but
six weeks’ schooling in his whole life, he
lived to speak and write the English
language with greater force and purity
than any man of his time.
While he had
no
SW AN Whll
schooling, his education never ceased.
Nature was always an open book to him,
and he drew inspiration from the rocks
and
the rivers, the forests and the seas,
Marye’s Heights and Lookout Mountain,
the
storms of the earth, and the stars in
Shiloh and the March from Atlanta to
the Sea, all occupy the hours as the day the overhanging sky, while his fellowpasses. These great battles, with many men were the classics that developed
others, are a glowing feature of our na- his love of mankind and taught him his
tion's history. Properly enough.it should duty in his relations thereto.
He lived
be so.
For, as a result, we have a unit- closer to, and penetrated deeper into,
ed
people—a nation whose bonds of the hearts of the people than any or all
unity, we trust, will never again be test- other men, understood better the trend
ed by the arbitrament of war; a nation of their wants, needs ana hopes, and the
whose underlying purpose is to be power- best thing to be done and when to do it, to
ful, and humane, progressive and help- lift the humble to a clearer conception
ful, intelligent and influential, rich and of right and duty. In argument, clear
generous, too great and strong to be un- and convincing, in judgments, kind and
just, to live in friendly intercourse with just. His ready humour and pathos,
all nations and in profound peace.
In a mingled smiles and tears had stayed
recall of the great battles it is with many rough storms from the clash of
pleasure that equal courage, equal valor public opinion. He saw sunlight through
and bravery is accorded to the army of the darkest cloud, and the coming storm
the South.
Were it not so there would behind the cloudless day. In the fever
have been no call for bravery in the heat of distracted public opinion he
It must be accord- quickly discerned the path of duty and
army of the North.
ed to both sides that they believed in the understood, although not always withjustice and righteousness of their cause, out !eep sorrow, in following it. In bioand upon this belief the contest was graphy 1 do not find his kind or his
fought to the end and with all the in- equal. He is not a type. He seems to
tensity that such belief could engender. stand alone-an outgrowth of all the
It would be a difficult task to recount people, the product of his race and time;
the many incidents of daring courage with a character builded upon human
and almost superhuman pluck and energy suffering, strengthened by human want,
manifested on both sides during the four broadened by human hope.
His symyears’ struggle. A single instance of pathy was deep and sincere and often
flip mnnv will Vip
_t Fi
ctn»>x
almost overpowered him; so strong and
ing and capture of Marye's Heights on deep were its marks on his face that it
the 3rd day of May, 1863.
It will lie re- »rrin*?u dimosi ira^ic. noiumg me omce
membered that in December, 1862, Gen- of President, he was Commander-ineral Burnside made three desperate at- Chief of the army and navy, and was
tempts to carry Marye’s Heights, and the final arbiter to whom all questions
Not unfrequently his
Inst in killed and wounded 6.5U0 men, were submitted.
and tailed.
At one place over which any generals complained of him bitterly for
storming force had to pass so great had the frequent exercise of the pardoning
He once replied
been the losses that it was called the power reposed in him.
Slaughter Ben.” On May 3rd, lh63, thit a live man was of more use than a
tieneral Hooker was lighting at Chan- dead one, and if life or death depended
cellorsviile, aid across the river our upon him he believed he could rest with
Heavy Artillery was pounding away at a clearer conscience if the life continued.
Marye's Heights and Cemetery Hill One day a woman was admitted to his
without effect.
Five brigades of the presence. She was the wife of one of
Southern Army, under command of Gen- Mosbv’s men. He had been captured,
eral Early were quietly holding the de- tried, and condemned to be shot.
She
fensive
it became necessary to carry pleaded for the pardon of her husband.
The
with
his
President,
as
held
control of
customary
Marye's Heights,
they
all the roads leading to Chancellorsville. patience, heard her story and then asked
After considerable delay a storming col- what kind of man he was. “Is he intemperate, is he cruel to the children, and
umn was funned consisting of the 5th
Wisconsin and 6th Maine Regiments, does he beat you?” “No, indeed not,”
said
the wife, “he is a good husband,
numbering ir. all, officers and men, 850,
well-hardened by the Peninsular Cam- temperate and kind, he loves me and he
paign. It was nearly 8 a. m. when this loves the children dearly, and we shall
storming column was in position. A suffer terribly without him. The trouble
is he <s a fool in politics, I live in the
stone wall bounding the road at the foot
of a second terrace, with the addition of North, born there, and am loyal, and if
some earth, a
double line of breast- I get him home he will do more fighting
works and redoubts crowned the sum- for the South.”
“Well,” said the Premits o two terraces, ail of which were sident after examining the papers, “I
wili
pardon your husband and turn him
well-manned by the army defending and
awaiting whatever might be coming to over to you for safe keeping and effective
The poor
discipline in loyalty.”
After more than two
oppose them.
hours wearying delay the order to ad- woman was so overcome with joy that
she
as
sobbed
her
heart
would
though
vance came.
Colonel Harris, commanding the 6th Maine, ordered the caps to break. “My dear woman," sail Linbe removed from the Springfield rifles, coln, if 1 had known how badly it was
to make 3’ou feel I never would
saying: “If these Heights are carried it going
have pardoned him.”
mu.-t be with the bayonet,” and Col.
"Why, Mr. LinAllen of the 5th \\ isconsin, said to his coln, vou do not understand me.” she
ei'ii
between
her
sobs. "Yes, I do;
men, as he pointed to the Heights: "PerI !o,
said the President, and if you
haps you may thini: you cannot take yes.
:o not hurry aw a
1
shall be crying as
3'
them, i know you can. When the order,
to advance is given, trail arms and move leu iiy as you.
At another time a man bowed with
forward at double quick. Don’t fire a
and with tears ru ming down the
gun. and don’t stop until you hear'the years,
order to halt, and this you’ll never get.” wrinkles in his face, was found at the
entrance
to the White House by a SenaAt 11 a. m. the order to charge was
’Ihe brave boys rose to their tor on his way to see Lincoln. On ingiven.
the
old man told the Sen ator that
qmr
feet and with the battle yell charged for
he had tried several days to see the
trie Heights.
Across the “Slaughter
Pen" they rushed, while the line of op- President but the crowd was so large he
coul In't
that he wanted a pardon for
posing earthworks and flanking batteries his
son.
“Come with me.” said the
was a blaze of lire: men were
falling
fast, and the terrible tension required to Senator, "and I will introduce you to
Mr. Lincoln." On being introduced, the
keep the C‘ lUmn and close the thinning o'd man said:
“Mr. Lincoln. ni3r wife
ranks from grape shot, shrapnel anti
We had three boys.
bullets in this rad- with death, seemed sent me to you.
ad
They
joined your army. On- has been
almost beyond human power lo endure.
kill--'! in battle, one is a-tighting now,
There was a hand-to-hand conflict at the
stone wall, and the defenders were routWith a shout of triumph, the little
ed.
band pushed on, over, under, and through
Mean Dollars
a hoard fence and around a house
an.!
IN TREATING ANIMALS
carried tlie second ride-pit now swarmDoubtless you know the danger of delayed treatment
ing with its defenders and arrived at a of colic and other diseases.
V n al- realize that
point where the Artillery in the works wrongly applied remedies are often worse man no
could nut be depressed enough to sweep treatment at all. In other words, not to diagnoae
disease accurately may prove fatal. Every owner
through the ranks, and this reduced the ashould
be able to recognize an ailment and give
Without firing a shot, the line correct treatment at
losses.
the llrst syrup? ms. Prompt
action is the great secret
pushed on with wild.indescribable frenzy,
of treating horses.
mounted the last and strongest fortifica31inutes mean dollars.
tions on the summit, captured seven
Of course proper treatguns of the famous Washington Artilment Is always necessary.
lery, and many prisoners, and, with a
That is Just how Humphloud cheer, planted their colors on the
reys' 500 page Veterinary
31auual
will prove so valground of their victory. Colonel Allen
uable to you. It Is by
then said to his brave men: “It was like
F. Humphreys, 31 P., V.S.,
a journey
to Hell, boys, but we have
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
made the trip.
A London correspondtreatment.
ent wrote:“Never at Fontenoy or WaterThis book will save you
loo was more undaunted courage shown. ’’
hundreds of dollars and
The commanding officer of the defensive
costs you nothing. It will
be sent absolutely free
forces on the Heights, as he yielded his
on request to any farmer
sword, said: “I did not think the whole
In order to lntroduoe
army of the Potomac could carry this Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies. Remember.lt Is
point; it was the most daring assault absolutely free. You do not have to order any
ever made.’’
In a little less than six remedies to secure the book. Address, Humphreys’ I
Homeopathic Medicine Company. 156 William Street,
minutes from the order given to charge New
York City. ThlB Is a splendid opportunity to
it was over, but it cost in killed and obtain a veterinary treatise that you should have ;
wounded 36 1-2 per cent of the entire In your library. As a reference work you will find
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pleasant greeting

frie ids

have
not seen for
yearB. It is a greeting often extended to those fortunate
people who know
and profit by the
health restoring qualities of
"L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine. To be in good
robust condition ot mind and
body at 88 years
of age is
indeed a blessing.
Here’s positive
proof of the value of the
tried and true
remedy.
I have found 1, F.” Atwood’s Medicine
the only
thing to keep me in running order,
an I give it
the credit for
now
from

my

enjoying
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Minutes

It Invaluable. To have It In the time of need will be
worth many dollars, whereas it will cost you but a
poet card by writing for 11 now.

storming party.
Never have I known or read of greater
daring, a braver deed, a more complete
victory in such limited time by so small
a force against such odds.
If such deeds
enrich history what a wealth of history
we must have, for during our
long, strenuous struggle like deeds
many times repeated by both Northern and Southern
armies cover its pages. This has been
recited because it is best known to me
and is believed to be well worthy of renewed consideration for its wonderful
display of tenacious courage, guided by
an
intelligent and an intensified sense
of duty and loyalty.

Go To Criehaven.
Do you want

restful vacation? Go to Crieone of the islands at the mouth
a

haven, Maine,
of Penobscot Bay Good fishing, boating, bathing. Good table hoard and rooms at Hillside
Artesian well supplies running water.
Farm.
Other modern improvements. For terms, adMRS. FRED S. RHODES,
dress
4w29p r Hillside Farm, Criehaven, Maine.

Another source of wealth 'o our his-

tory is the development of the lives of
brave and good men, not alone in war
but

in

ways and walks of peace.
and brilliant in
have appeared
above the surface but for our war.
These appear among the conquerors and
the conquered as well, wherein devotion
to the well-being of their whole country,
as they are given to understand
it, is as
apparent in the South as in the North.
In many instances the development of
life and character through the war has
tn

e

Many who stand out bold
our history would never

given

to

our

biographic history

a

rich-

in which we all have a pride, and to
which we may confidently go for examples well worthy of our Btudy. We
select from them two—one from the
North and one from the'South—standing out more prominently than all others.
It is hardly necessary to speak their
names, for you are ready almost involuntarily to exclaim—Abraham Lincoln
and Richard Henry Lee.
Widely different in the surroundings of birth, vastdifferent
in
ly
opportunities of culture,
diametrically opposed in the great work
that gave them glory and honor, yet
to-day all people and nationa who
read and understand
admire
ness

?a 'fanooga, Cold Harbor and FredbUrR, Antietam and Gettysburg, their characters, their history
unyielding de-

j
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and of ’em, the
youngest, nas been tried
for deserting and he is
going to be shot
in Butler’s
army day after to-morrow.
He never deserted. He's wild and
may
have drunk too much and wandered
off,
but he never deserted.
'Taint in the
blood.
He’s his mother’s favorite, and
if he’s shot I know she’ll die.” The
President directing his Secretary, said:
‘‘Telegraph General Butler to suspend
the execution in case of this mail’s
boy
until further orders from me, and ask
him to answer.” The old man didn’t
seem satisfied, and with a sad
look
said: "Mr. President, I can't take that
news home. It won’t
satisfy his mother.
How will she know but what you'll give
further orders to-morrow?” “My good
man,” said Mr. Lincoln, "I have to do
tiie best I can. The
generals are complaining because 1 par.ion so many.
They say ihat my mercy destroys discipline. Now when you get home you tell
his mother what you said about
my
giving further orders; and then you tell
her that I said this:
"If her son lives
until they get furher orders from me,
that when he floes die neonle will savthsl
old Methuselah was a baby compared to

him.”

The stories of Lincoln’s loving kindness and tender mercy, like those of our
Saviour, will live for all time. No man
ever carried a
greater burden, no man
ever exercised greater patience, no man
ever had greater faith
that the people
would ultimately see the right and that
right would prevail. His existence is
one of the instances in which God
prepares the servant and fits him to the
task
of overcoming
the
unchecked
growth of deep-rooted evil and wrong,
and then fixing his character and virtues
so strongly in the hearts of the civilised
world as to be their guide and
hope.
But though his great services and responsihilites arose out of war, still he
was a great lover of peace, and constantly lived in the hope that all nations
should arrive at and continue in profound
peace with themselves and with each
other.
This leads me to the sentiment which
is closest to my heart and more
deeply
rooted in every thrill and pulsation of my
thought and being than all others—that
of I niversai peace. We are now looking
down from the summit of twenty centuries since the Prince ot Peace walked
the earth, pr claiming peace on earth
and good-will among men. To that end
we are
making some progress. Yet today t hej war (lower is larger and
stronger and more effective for destruc
lion of life and property than ever before.
Germany alone has an etfective
armj of 800.000, and has appropriated
$250,000,000 to increase its efficiency in
land and sea.
England is equally well
equipped and has equally provided for
incr-ase. Both .nations are so deeply in
debt already for the expenditures of war
and warlike preparations as never to be
able to meet them, and yet both nations
are in
profound peace. The combined
war debt of civilized
nations today is
thirty-seven billion dollars. This burden
is one resting fur all time upon their
productive energies. To maintain a war
footing costs the nations several billion
dollars am ually and drains every industry; and not alo e the industry, hut the
produce of our strongest, healthiest,
most active and courageous
young men,
whose blood and muscle is most needed
in the ordinary walks of life.
An estimate of the loss to the effective energies
of the human race through war and
maintaining standing armies and fully
equipped navies is impossible, if not
without limit. And yet the anomalous
excuse therefor is that r 's necessary as
a guarantee of
peace.
reaching obedience to the
quiet duty of living a civilized and Christian life of peace and just
consideration of your feilowmen, with a
sword, a rirle. a sixteen-inch shell, or
a two
thousand-pound ball sent on its
death-dealing mission by four hundred
pounds of powder fifteen miles, is surely a
system of peace-culture not fully consistent, with, or demanded by, any
civilized nation whose Christian virtues
are not paralyzed by unholy hate, and
whose heart impulses are not clogged or
frozen by inhuman frenzy.
Having had
some experience in war. and shared
personally in its sacrifices, I ueslre no more.
I am free to say it is inhuman.
It does
not. belong to civilization.
One of our
distingushed Generals tersely said.
War is Hell.” But 1 am sure that Hell
is an Elysian play-ground wi an compared with war. It can have no just cause
in these modern times except in unreason,
and unreason is .no cause. It degrades
as well as destroys the high character of
It tells too seriously upon
any people.
the character of the common people who
its
fight
battles, and draws too hard on
their energies to support the whole race
with war expenditures.
History records
that all the great commanders of mode, n
times, with the possible exception of
Napoleon, deprecate war and counsel
peace. How long then must we wait f( r
the sentiment of all nations that war
shall become impossible?
The greatest
conservators of peace today are those
who loan the money to carry on war, and
they have disco* ered that no nation of any
magnitude, with the possible exception
of the United States, can pay their
debts already existing through war.
Another hope lies in the fact that no
mother gives birth to a child she readily
consents to give up as a war sacrifice;
and no father v. ho rears and educates a
son to noble manhood or to a condition
of hepful service to himself and his fellowmen will willingly sacrifice that son
to tre enmity of Kings, to the passions
of rulers, or the wild frenzy of an un
reasoning people. If we listen to the
breeze we shall hear its gentle whisper
of peace, or to the running brook we
shall hear its peaceful song. It we catch
the sunbeam we shall catch messages of
life, light and harmony, and in the
waves of the gently murmuring seas
hear the chant of peaceful, quiet lullaby,
If I were a God, I would bang the banner of universal peace to the beckoning
fingers of the stars, that the peoples of
all worlds and races might see and know
the true spirit from the Primal Source,
to be Peace on Earth and good-will to
men; and woe be to the race or people
that did not read and heed.
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Bucklen’s Arnica Salve when applied to a
cut bruise, sprain, burn or scald, or other in*
jury of the akin will immediately remove all
pain. E. E. Chamberlain of Clinton, Me.,
■ays:—“It robs cuts and other injuries of their
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Against Huerta
To Result Disastrously

|
1
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revolts, uprisings and
rebellions have long ceased
to attract the attention of
busy Americans. Our neighbor on tbe southwest has been in a
state of turmoil so long that a reigu
of peace aud tranquillity would be the
exception. However, the uprising and i
sentiment against President Huerta,
whose office has never been officially
recognized by tbe United States, have
recently assumed u threatening and
serious attitude. So acute did the situation become that the state department realized that something must be
done, and done quickly. Ambassador
Henry Laue Wilson was hurriedly
summoned from Mexico City to Washington for a conference with Secretary
of State Bryan, President Wilson and
other governmental officials The first
matter considered was the repeal of
the neutrality proclamation prohibiting
exportation of arms into Mexico
The situation rapidly grew serious
recently when the lives of Americans
and other foreigners in Mexico were
endangered by fighting between Mexi
can federal and rebel troops.
Proper
ty of Americans was. also in danger of
Tbe rank and file ot
grave damage.
Mexicans cannot bring themselves to
believe that the United States will In
tervene. Officials were reticent on the
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subject.
The feeling against Huerta in Mexi
eo lias been growing fast of late. Sup
porters of former President Francisco
was killed following bis
overthrow, are seekiug revenge. Colo
nel Carrao, military adviser to Presl
dent Madero during his administration and commander of tbe palace
guards at that time, tells in an interesting manner some new facts con
cernlng Huerta that were not general
ly known. He says:
“Huerta gloried In the murder of
Madero when he, cojointly with Felix
Diaz, sent a cable dispatch to Porfirio
Diaz announcing his benefactor's murder.
“Until 1910 tlie martyred President
Madero was unknown, except for his
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great wealth uud vast literary attainments.
"The maladministration of Uie Diaz
regime—the heavy taxes, the cruelties
practiced on the helpless peasantry by
the heartless tax collectors when en
deavuriug to extort money which the
ground down creatures did not possess
—aroused in this gentle, peace loving,
deeply religious scholar an undying
and
which
indignation.
sympathy
found an outlet in his book entitled
•‘Succession de (“residential de 1P10.“'
which caused a sensation throughout
all Mexico.
"In its pages he bitterly arraigned
Diaz, blaming him for the bad government and distressing condition of the
Mexican in the humbler walks of life.
He followed this up by getting a nom
ination for president, and by fighting
against what appeared at first to be
overwhelming odds, in the end defeat
ing Diaz ami forcing him to leave the
country. There now appeared to dawn
for poor, blood stained Mexico an era
of tranquility and prosperity.
But
Porfirio Diaz still lived.
And the patriotic Madero rang a jubilate throughout all the land—“Mexico for Mexicans.’
Madero was finally overthrown by
Huerta and later* was shot aud killed.
The dead president's sister, the beautiful. courageous Mercedes Madero,
went to the present rulers, and in their
teeth she told them in no measured
terms what she thought of their das-

tardly
“Assassins, murderers and cowards,
act.

you have killed the greatest and noblest man the world has ever seeu. His
Innocent blood calls aloud to high
Mark you well—
heaven for justice.
justice

win

iicii

lie

ueuieii

my

uiiietcu

nate brothjer."
Colonel Cnrrao says: "There is not
the slightest doubt that her prophetic
trords will come true. There are four
teen men who loved Madero who have
sworn to execute Provisional President
Huerta as an act of retributive justice."
Feeling in America was much di
Tided over tile advisability of recognizLikeing the Huerta administration
wise sentiment over the wisdom of
interfering with the turmoil in any
It was stated
manner was diverse
that intervention meant war

PARISIAN SAGE
FOR THE HAIR
Unsightly—matted—colorless— scraggy

hair made—fluffy—soft—abundant and
radiant with life at once. Use Parisian
Sage. It comes in 50c. bottles.
The first application removes dandruff,
stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair, takes
away the dryness and brittleness, increases
the beauty of the hair, making it wavy
and lustrous.
Everyone needs Parisian Sage.

Kodolkior
Relieves

*

—

Sanitation of the heart.

Floorings5
MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.
MANUFACTURER

stomach.

Divests what yottMi

OF

Clapboards, Spr.icu, rtasswood. Pine.
20tf

L. C. MO

jk. D. S. fitter!
to

HEBRON,

raC;tic»»

;

diseases of the

Eye, Ear, Nose and ! hroal
AND KUKACTION.
! Office hours—10

FOUNDED 1804

7 to 8 p.

a.

m..

to

m.

and bv

12

in..

1 t

3 j*

ti.

appo-ntment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

MAINE,

For Girls and Boys.

he has limited

Announces that

SF. l iberty, Me.

HebronAcademy

23tf

Telephone connection

Send for catalogue

6w28

William Lincoln West

H. C. HofFses

Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bmeau ol .Aiilm»;
Industry V. 8. Department ;>f Agriculture

CLEANING.

TETEBINA HI vN

STEAMPRESSING

TREATS

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52High Street.

Tel. 216-13

Blended
Rheumatic
-$:Oll_€*
The original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oii is being prepared by the

Blended Rheumatic Oil

Company.

WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS.
BELFAST.

Try it.

^Prices:

MAINE.

15, 25 and 50 Cents.
t23

ALL

DISEASES

OI«

VMMALn

Hospital, I’lmriuaey and Office,
SPRING STREET,
Bl 1.1 AM MAIN VS
j

j

Hospital Never

#

Phones—Hospital

59-13.

(

)o(.e«l.

Residence 59-13

TWELVE
j PASSENGER
AUTO
FOR RENT.
0RR1N J. DICKEY
Phone 156-3

Felfast, Maine.

ADMINISTBATOH’s V>ri< K. l t-MibscribA er hereby gives m
that In- ha been clni\
i the estate ct
appointed administrat
THOMAS 11, DEC!.' W. late ot searsport,
in the County of Wa < <». deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct'
A!! prison;- having demands against the C't.itr <d >aid deceased aro
desired to present the same tor settlement, aud
all indebted thereto ate requested to make payment immediately.
M A NT Eli K. DECROW.
Searsport. July 8, mis —3w30
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice tliat she lias
ADMINISTRATRIX'S
been

duly appointed

a<

ministratrix of

tate of

Weber
Just received

sour

Matched

Hardwood

Light,

easy running

por.sala by

Wagons
of Weber Wagons.
general purpose wagons,

a new car

J. A. MCKEEN

the

es-

LUTHER F. GRANT, late of Stockton Springs,
m the County of Waldo,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
CASS1E B GRANT.

Stockton Springs July 8, 1913.—3w30

/

-X

'to be

man possessed of progressive
politics in the last two sessions
legislature, and who is highly
in
BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 7, 1913. thought of by every person who served
those two legislatures.
He is as able as
is
who
believes
man
Pattangall.and every
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
in protecting home industries will go to
the
polls on September and vote for him
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

Republican Journal

a

Rheumatism

ideas in
of the

applications.
It requires constitutional treatment,

to represent this district in congress.

CHARLES A. 1’ILSBUKY. '■ ,, Kditor and
v Business Manager
Advertising Terms.
Tor one square, one
inch length in column. 25 cents for one week
ami 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

The various reports from the National
capital indicate that the Mexican question is becoming a serious one, threatening international complications, the de-

St'nscRtPTtON Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months: 50 cents for three

struction of American property interests
and the lives of our citizens in that coun-

months.

Ambassador Henry L. Wilson

try.

Portland Press:

Hon. Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan
conspicuous by his absence from the
Democratic conference in Augusta last
week.
was

Gov. Haines will soon call for a bond
issue of ?300,000 under the constitutional

;

was

the

Huerta

Nati ral

capital,
Lobby, which

the

of

known

was

as

the

necessarily

assure

Latinized

he

In

quarters it

some

will

as

lead

sucli

involve

drifting policy

King

Begins Saturday, August 9th.

to

is

of

our Ready-to-Wear Department and find the
following lots which
be closed out at once. To insure an immediate sale we have marked them
AT PRICES WHICH MUST COMPEL ATTENTION.

Mrs. Georgie Sanborn of Frankfort is the
guest of her cousin, Mrs. Alvah C. Treat,
Church street, at this writing, Monday even-

Dresses, Suits,

ing.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main
street, have as present guests Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lynn Pyatt from Lexington, Kentucky.

again upon

our

1 Lot House

streets.

administration

intervention and that the

and

Mr

Scott of

Mrs. Warren

culinary artist
a lobbyist,
President
his most prominent

Peters easily
self.
with his remains—

as

wiped

....

to

up the floor

! —Bridgton

News.
We can hardiy conceive of Bro. Shorey
resorting to profanity: but it looks as

though
so

the unfinished sentence

might

be

construed.

The President’s sense of
taste may always be

good

—Portland Argus.

propriety and
depended on.

illustrating these characteristics
witness his appointment of O. R. Wish,
publisher of the Argus, as postmaster of
Portland. Well, he’s a mighty good felAs

low and has the best wishes of his fellow

newspaper

President will

a

men.

!

ments

protection

der the

Mass.,
Mrs. Elmer

European governarmed force on Mexi-

find

an

of his

flag

wherever

Your

present candidacy

■

■

for the permanent disruption of
the Republican ranks. In order to purify

makes

your party you would kill it.”

Jacksonville,
Florida, sends us a copy of the daily
Times-Union of that city, “a strong
Democratic paper,” which has an editorial on Bryan captioned “A Reproach
to Democracy,” from which we quote
the closing paragraph:
If the head of a department takes
privilege's that he does not oermit to
those under him he becomes a tyrant as
well as a shirker.
We hoped the Democrats would prove examples of faithfulness to duty; but Mr. Bryar.’s act robs
Democrats of the right to criticise Republicans for neglect of duty
Y/i.

yy/u

plea of
play in
ceive

ot

anew

lllr

LI 1 ctL

Hon. Samuel W. Gould for fair
the primary election would re-

consideration from the ring that
now rules the Democracy of Maine—the

ring

no

that turned down Obadim Gardner
ran his administration and

for Piaisted,

State offi cs among
Mr. Gould has been a con-

apportioned

the

themselves.
sistent and
whose

life-long Democrat,
honesty has never been

is

tion -d, and it

take

to

a

States.

volunteer
1

a

foregoing
formally

dent Wilson has

in

that. New

Wilson to take effect Oct. 14, and sent to
Mexico City as his personal representa-

Northern agricultural products as potatoes, corn, buckwheat and wheat are

list, while rice, peaches, lemons, oranges, grapefruit, peanuts,
figs, raisins, dates ard pineapples, products grown in the South, are amply
A vote for Pattangal! for
protected.
Congress is an endorsement of this tariff
on

the free

measure, so destructive to the interests
of the far mers of Maine, as well as in be-

nalf of the
been

rum

trust, whose money has

lavishly expended

to secure control

of this State and amend its laws so that
its business of

destroying homes, degrad-

ing manhood and bringing suffering and

privation to women and children may be
unrestricted.
Either a Republican or a Democrat
willbe elected to Congress from the third
district. No other result is possible or

probable.

If

a

Democrat is elected he

will not represert a large majority of
the people of the district, personally or

politically,

but will be

visiting
The Shoe Situation.

antagonistic

would be heralded as an endorsement of
the Democratic tariff measures which
will deprive the farmers of this State of
the protection for their products they
enjoyed under Republican administrations. The Machias Republican says:
Mr. Peters is the strongest possible
candidate the Republicans could have
chosen to lead them out of the wilderness,
and every Republican, and we believe
many former

Republicans,

called

J

know this and

on

old friends in town

August 1st.
Los Angeles, Calif.,
is the guest of the McFarland sisters_Miss
Helen Cobb, who has been visiting friends in
Union, has returned home... Mrs. Harry
Adams of Franklin, Mass., was the guest of
Mrs. Mary L. Brown last Saturday and Sunday....H. M. Ripley and wife arrived by
Tuesday morning’s boat and will spent the
month of August with their aunts, the Misses
McFaiiand... Miss Helen Cobb rendered a
Mrs.

Mary

L. Barker of

solo in her usual

morning, which

charming
was

much

manner

last

Sunday

appreciated.

Hall’s Hair Renewer certainly Btops
No doubt about it what-

ever^^Jfou^willjmrel^^atiBfljd.

FOR

SALE

Model A. Maxwell runabout, in first class
cond ition, and has been run less than 5000
miles. Has top and an Air Friction carburetor
giving increase of power and smaller consumption of gasolene. Tires are in good concondition, part of them new this year. Price
reasonable.
EDWARD EVANS, Waldo,
3w32
P. O. Belfast R. D. 4.
A

Farm
AT

for

SEARSPORT,

Sale
MAINE.

One-half mile from postoffice. Call at the
house or address
4w82
MRS. MARY E. MITCHELL.

will work together to elect him. As one
gentleman who voted the Progressive
ticket last fall was heard to say: “We
CARD OF THANKS.
were all Republicans last fall. I am not
We wish to thank the many friend, who so
going to vote for Mr. Lawrence and help kindly assisted ns in out, recent bereavement,
This seems to be the also those who sent the many beautiful flowers.
elect Pattangall.
HRS. EU C. HERRIAH
feeling of a large number of former proAND FAMILY
gressives and we believe most of them
Head of tha Tide.
p
will vote for Mr. Peters, who has proved

S.

j

sister-in-law, Mrs. Georgie Sanborn of Frankfort, who recently returned
from a year’s stay in Colorado. Mrs. Treat
reports a d.lightsome day among relatives and
friends.
Mrs.

J. L. Lancaster left Wednesday, to join

her Husband in Moultonboro, N. H., after a
fortnight's visit with her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Horace M. Griffin. Middle street. Mr.
Lancaster is the superintendent for Biglow &
Harriman, contractors for building the large
| summer residence, lodges, stables, gardner’s

dwellings

etc., for

the

multimillionaire,

Mr

Thomas G. Plant.

1;

1 Lot

Bernice Magune and baby of Cambridge, Mass., arrived in town July 31st to remain a few weeks with her parents, Mr. and

Crocker, Middle
mother and little daughter are
Mrs.

James

street.

Both

in frail health

and many friends look to see the invigorating
air of Stockton benefit them; give a bloom to

pale cheeks and strength
and

to the debilitated

of Hingham
Mass., have been guests at the Libby boarding
house. Sylvan street, for the past week. They
left Tuesday afternoon to visit. Capt. Warren
Y. Griffin and family in Park, Mrs. Breen being
his cousin. Stockton’s older residents well remember her as Miss Sarah Griffin, the youngest child of the late Capt. and Mrs. Alexander
Griffin, Church street. “Come again, Sarah,
many old schoolmates exclaim.
Mr.

Mrs.

Joseph

Breen

1

!
i

LOOK FOR THE RED INK TAG

SI.25,

were

|

Middy Blouses, sizes 6 to 14,
75c, now.4.59c
Slip-On Raincoats—Special Price.$2.39

|

PARASOLS
We offer at this sale

small lot of Parasols,
assorted
handles.
quality silk,
a

have made the price reductions even sharper than in other years because we
show new goods for autumn wear in a short time and must make this sale short.
REMEMBER THE DATE—Saturday. Aug. 9.
REMEMBER THE PLACi

Perhaps

we

JAMES H.
bined with

the

always indispensable

kitchen

buy, buy, buy! A musical program has been
prepared for the evening. Listen to the singing, partake of the tea, and treat the gustatory nerve to ice cream, home-made candy,
etc., that our busy workers may be satisfied
with the fruits of their labors.

News of

The

aprons, will be displayed in abundance. Look
over the tempting array and be prepared to

HOWES.

Brooks.

Raymond Ellis and family from Massachusetts have been visiting relatives in town.

Coal Prices

latest victim of the automobile mania
Mr. Goddard, our station agent, who has

The
is

L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan
street, gave a dandy new one.
surprise birthday party to one of her
Mrs. Percie Grant, who lives next door
boarders, Mr. Morton Carleton, on the 20th the
telephone office, runs in occasionally
|
of
his natal day—July 30th—
anniversary
learn the business and can do
Mrs.

the 24 guests present were the
man’s parents, Mr, and Mrs. Frank
Carlton of Winterport, with their son Russell; his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.

Among

young

Knowles, and an aunt and daughter,
Whitney and Miss Laura, all Winterport people. The Stockton guests were Mrs.
L. F. Murray, Miss Mary
Murray, Miss
Nita Ellis,
Miss Luella La Furley,
Miss
Frank

Mrs.

others.

several

Fruit

punch, fancy crackers, candies and peanuts
were
served; and a merry evening was
spent by all participants in the “surprise.”
Until midnight, the house windows blazed

light,

with

people

the
laughter of
through the rooms,
youthful happiness.
and

echoed

its tale of

young

telling

Mr. Andrew D. Black, visiting from California at the home of his nephew, Mr.
Rufus L. Mudgett, and wTife, Sylvan street,

guest for the day, July 29th, of
A. Patterson, East Main street,
these gentlemen having been comrades, in
the “Civil War;” and
army tent-mates—
the

was

Capt. Frank

sleeping

under

a

They had
(Mr. Black

year.
years

unri

thia

the

rminiitn

blanket

same

not met

in

for

more

want West 33 years

U7a«

mil

frli a 11 v

over

than

ago)

Pniiivihla

uld friends, who in reminiscences
long-gone years relived those thrilling
days which “tried men’s souls” and cemented the bonds of friendship between congenial
to these

very

Capt.

Patterson

took

Mr. Black to

inspect the immense piers
and the railroad facilities which have been
built in his native town during his (Mr. B.’s)

Cape

Jellison to

May these gentlemen again meet,
in cheerful comradeship upon their native
soil, beneath the glorious “Stars and Stripes”
they so valiantly defended upon the battle-

absence.

field.

State

Toledo, gg
Ohio, city
*
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
of
F.
J.
firm
of
the
Cheney & Co.,
partner
doing business in the City of Toledo, County
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
From Cape JelliBon piers the following ship- the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
case of Catarrh that cannot be
was
ping report
telephoned Monday evening: each and every
cured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH CURE.
July 28th, sch Ella M. Storer, sailed with lumFRANK J. CHENEY.
ber for New York. July 31st, the Norwegian
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
steamer, Romsdal, sailed with a cargo of presence, this 6th day of December, A. D.,
spool-bars for Glasgow, Scotland. Aug. 1st, 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
sch. Charles Wyman sailed with lumber for
Notary Public.
New York. Aug. 3rd, sch. Charles Luning
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
for
New
York.
to
load
lumber
arrived, light,
acts directly upon the blcod and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials.
Mr. James A. Blanchard of Mount Vernon
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
N. Y., arrived last Thursday for an indefinite
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
tarry with Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn,
Take Hail’s Family Pills for constipation.
East Main Btreet. Mrs. Blanchard and daughter, Miss Edna, are summering in Northern
An $80,000 Fire in Waterville.
New York, aa are the son, Mr. Alvah BlanchNumberless
friends
babe.
wife
and
regret'
ard,
Waterville, Me., Aug. 3. The fire
that these frequent visitors in Stockton are which broke out in the
DeGruchy Corner
not to be in town the present season. All
Store before midnight Saturday was not
extend the hand of cordial greeting to Mr.
under control until early this morning
Blanchard, in hia native village.
A revised estimate of the losses is as
afterRemember the “Sale" this, Thursday,
follows:
DeGruchy Company, $60,000;
noon and evening under the auspices of the
Ladies' Aid Society, assisted by the young Walker Clothing Company, $6,000; Dr.
ladies' Auxiliary Association of the Univeraa- C. G. Rancourt, $10,000; Mrs. Emily
list parish, in Hichborn hall. Attractive fancy Plaisted, $2,000; W. R. Jones, druggist,
work, useful and ornamental articles, com- $1,600.
of

of

to

wel

Mr. Dow has a beautiful family horse in
the sorrell "Harry.” recently
bought of
lrorest Grant.
He is safe and
kind
as a
kitten.
On

Monday Aug., 18th, Marcellus J.
his store for some special

will open
to close

his stock.

out

We

furnishing coal at the fo
lowing prices, delivered within the ch
limits, put in on a level. These price
will be advanced 35c. per ton Sept 1

|

Dow

will be

Bargains

Mr. Charles Dickey is still confined to his
by a serious illness. Golden Crown

Lodge,

K. of P., has for many weeks furnisned
with watchers.

Mr. Billings and wife
visiting their daughter,

of

while Mr. Place has been
Whitefield cutting the hay.
hay

George
never

at

D.

on

farm

it.

to

in

week,

Grace Dow Bachelder and Mrs. Abbie
drove to Thorndike last Sunday
and at the home of E.
G. Lander met
Benj. G, Hussey and family of Vassalboro,

The above

Mrs.

Dow

who

came

across

v/ueney nigguis

country in their automobile.
wiis

anu

ami their house here is

They motored

are

at

season

The Brooks Progressives and Republicans
rally for Judge Peters of Ellsworth lor

will

Roy

the 3rd

were

personally

District,

very

irienuiy

prosperity

of

State, demands me
the election. It is a

and of the

support of Mr. Peters at
matter of great importance
section of country.

to

subject

to

a

day
1

iNormpori

closed lor the

C. Haines but believe the

are

Appreciating past favors we hope
continuance of the same in the future

BELFAST FUEL & W C I

Brooks, however, last SSunuay
for the Congregational church service, where
Mrs. Higgins is a valued member of the church
choir.

to

prices

m

count or 25c. per ton for cash in 30

to

Congress. They

Vib

FKAXKLIX CilESTMiT,

farming as readily as if he had
daughter Doris keeps house

His

for him.

PL

s.iit

E(i(j

crew cut

the John C. Rose farm last

takes

left

Place,

W.

his

B. Roberts with his team and

Geo.
the

Albion have been

Mrs.

!

$(».;>

ciimrr,
STOVE,

home

him

are now

PEA.

sales

given.

oc

natures.

to

now.

'

Advance in

Mrs. Murch is housekeeper for Charles H.
Forbes during the haying season.

a

40

MrS.

systems.

falling hair.

Levi

honor of her

W. H. Dunham, formerly of Winterport, was
married in Boston July 31st to Miss Ethel L.
Lowe of Boston. They will be at home after

Stops Falling Hair

parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Alvah C. Treat was among the five ladies invited July 30th by Mrs. William Killman of Prospect to a house party given in

}

Blouses

Lingerie Waists,
Tailored Waists,

were

Vivian Titcomb and

the

August 10th at 31 Waushakum street, South
Framingham, Mass.

her

1

SPECIAL
LOW
PRIoE
THIS
WEEK

1

Dorothy Frye)

Griffin.

WINTERPORT.

to

them in every essential respect. The
liquor interests desire the election of the
Democratic candidate, and, his success

Miss

tive-but not accredited to the Huerta
j
Government-Ex-Gov, John Lind of MinMrs John Randell and daughter, Miss Elva
nesota, a lifelong friend of Sec. Bryan.
May Randell, Cross street, returned recently
The understanding is that when a stable from a pleasant visit with
relatives in Bluehill
Goverment is established in Mexico Mr. and Surry. Later they were the
guests of
Lind will be formerly named as Ambass- Mrs. R.’s daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
ador. This does not change the situa- Clifton Eames, in Prospect village for the
tion in the least, but merely goes to show week.
that the President is determined to
Mr. and Mrs. John Dearborn of Pittsfield,
I after spending a fortnight with their
maintain the stand he has taken.
daughter
| and husband, Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, left July 29th for
The Shore Trunk Line.
home, going by
the way of Belfast,
Mrs. Titcomb and her
When the road from Portland to Bath daughter, Mrs. A. R. Rennett,
driving with
is completed the logic of events
clearly them to the city.
to
the
points
improvement of the next
Mrs. Edric Coleman and little daughter have
link in the coast line highway, the road
from Bath to Bockland, to be followed in gone to join Mr. C Mem in in Moultonboro, N
due time by improvements on the next H., where he is employed, in
carpentry upon
nature division between Rockland and
the palatial establishment in process of erecBangor.—The Bath IndeDendent.
tion for Mr. T. G. Plant. Mrs. C. has been

ques-

land is to be the chief sufferer, while the
South is favored.
Such important

(formerly

Wash Silk Waists,
Shadow Lace \\ aists,
Madras Waists,

Now 98c

Stockton.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Field of Somerville,
of Mrs. Field’s brother, Mr.
Fletcher, and wife. West Main
street. At present they are being entertained
at Mr. Fletcher’s cottage on the
Sandypoint
shore of Fort Point Cove.

man

Eng-

meet her

Now $7.98 to $12.98

Middy Blouses

are guests
resignation of Ambassador Henry Lane Mass.,
Clifford N.

is

general impression

placed

gladly

in typ; Presiaccepted the

evident that the present
Footwear jobbers report that the backDemocratic ring fias no use for a man of
ward business reflects an irregular season
that kind.
Nor could he draw his cam- with
retailers, who are still delaying purpaign fund from the liquor dealers and chases. The market for domestic packer
hides is now higher than at any previous
brewers.
I time this year, but the continued advance
has somewhat checked the demand,—
The Journal is indebted to Senator E.
Dun’s Review, Aug. 2nd.
Burleigh for a copy of the tariff bill
as approved by the Democrats of the
SEARSMONT.
Mrs. Elmer Richardson of Rockville, Mass..
United States Senate and it confirms
the

Dr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn of Cambridge, Mass., arrived last Saturday arid opened their summer home for occupancy during
the month of August, the Dr.’s customary
vacation time. Welcome, thrice welcome to

WAISTS

1 Lot Children's

Mrs. Ralph Hall of Wellesley Hills, Mass,
arrived by Thursday’s Boston steamer to visit
her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Staples, Church street. Many acquaintances

of war.
was

1 Lot Ladies’

Stockton!

now, and likely to be in session for some
time to come, the President could no
doubt secure any legislation needed in
case

*

village.

the militia out of the United
But with Congress in session

Since the

A Journal subscriber in

SUITS
1 Broken lot ot Suits, made ot Serges, Bedford Cords, Diagonals and Mixtures, retailed
from $15.00 to $25.00,

Middv

I

1 Lot Ratine Skirts were $2.00, now
98c
1 Lot Poplin and Linen Finish Skirts
98r
1 Lot Wool Skirts, new models.
Special price
this sale
$3.9*

10 °lo Discount

arrived July 30th to visit her cousin, Mrs
Wellman Hanson,
Mr.
Sandypoint road.
I
many millions. The po.-sibilily of a war Decrow joined his wile Sunday, coming by
resulting from present coi diti ms has led boat from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. M J. Goodere, Chur h street,
to discussion as to our mii'nary strength,
and it is said that about the best the I with their daughter, little Miss Muriel, returned from his vacation trip to Fort Fairfield and
government could do would be an army
other Arooslook county towns last Saturday.
of 60,000,which would be inadequate,preMr. G. is the B. & A. R. R. agent in Stockton
a
in
for
Mexico.
sumably,
campaign

authority to raise

SKIRTS

Suits—Special Price.1.98
Children’s White Muslin and Hamburg Dresses,

E.

ment of their prop. r;y and business interests in that c-entry, amounting to

no

3,98

Few Linen

Mr. and

j
Bryan has asked Congress for an ! for a week of her maternal aunt and husband,
appropriation of $100,1)00 with which to | Capt. an«l Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle
furnish transportation out of Mexico for street,
all Americans, which means the abandonMrs. Charles Decrow of Philadelphia, Pa.,

In a letter to Charles Sumner Bird force, as the legislation for the Spanish
declining a challenge to enter the Pro- war has expired, and a year or so ago
gressive party primaries as a rival candi- Attorney General Wickersham rendered
date for the gubernatorial nomination. ar;
opinion that there was no authority

year.

visit

tary

There is

Gov. Foss ox Massachusetts says: “The
so-called Progressives merely perpetuate
the Taft-Roosevelt controversy of last

to

Eponge.

Coats, mixtures, Blue Serg; and
Former price $10 to $20.
Sate price *4,00 to *9.98

Melrose,

Mrs. Warren C. Loud left last Saturday for
her home in Hampden after being the guest

On the other hand Secre-

he may be.

last

1 Small Lot

$2.98, now.$1.98
1 Lot Washable Dresses, all linen, were $5.50,

Saturday
Thompson, Church street.
landing
and epicure, but as
They left Tuesday on their homeward trip.
1 can soil.
England, if she adheres to the
Wilson seems to be
Mr. and Mrs. David Brown, Jr., and young
which has always been pursued
policy
successor.
son of Newark,
N. J., guests at the Libby
in such matters, will protect the lives |
I house for two weeks left Saturday for MooseThe man Roy C. Haines down in ‘.he and property of her subjects in Mexico head Lake, thence to Portland, before going
Third, made a sorry exhibition of liim- at any cost. The British subject is un- home.
Not

Vestibuli Rt x.

came

COATS

were

now

j

nillct

Skirts, Waists

j

Dresses, Special.89c

1 Lot Washable Dresses

Mr. and Mrs. James N. Treat, West Main
street, had her brother, Mr. Leander Catlin,
and son Elmer of Roxbury, Mass., with them
last week, until Friday.

recognition.

Coats,

DRESSES

Mr. H. L. Hopkins, Church street, suffered
ill turn last week which confined him several days to the bed.
We are glad to see him
an

claimed that the

the

We have just taken stock in

ton.

claiming
protection to

government,

that that would

American life and property in Mexico,
amendment, the proceeds to be applied whicli would otherwise be endangered.
Without such recognition it is said that
to the State roads.
the Huerta government cannot stand, as
Suppose some one ot the critics, who he will be unable to get money to quell
But
propose editing Lincoln’s Gettysburg ad- rebellion against his authority.
dress should try their hand at writing an President Wilson is determined not to
address of equal length, selecting their recognize the present Mexican governown subject.
Do you imagine that Lin- ment and Ambassador Wilson is to be
coln’s address would suffer by compari- allowed to return to his post because the
I appointment of his successor would
son ?
The late Sam Ward, famous in his day
as a bon vivant and as a lobbyist at the

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

Mrs. E. A. Mayville, Church street, returned
secretary of State, and later was asked
Monday from visits in Friendship and vicinity.
of
committee
the
relations
by
foreign
Mrs. T. M. Griffin and daughters left Monthe Senate to come before them and
home after a fortmake a statement about the situation, day for their Pittsfield
visit among Griffin relatives in Stocknight’s
which he did.
He advocated recognition
of

|

Hood’s SarsaparR’.o

which corrects the acid condition of
the blood and builds up the syst-m.
Get it tod iv in usual liquid for--'*•
chocolated tablets called Sure.-*

City of
president and

Mexico to confer with the

ertyor Peters and
issue in tne third district

|

August Clearance Sale! I

find the best is a course of the great
blood purifying and tonic medicine

the

from

Washington

called to

Pattangall and povprosperity —that's the

JAMES H. HOWES’

Is A Constitutional Disease.
It manifests Itself In local aches anri
pains,—inflamed joints and stiff muscles.- but it cannot be cured by local

this

farming

Marcellus J. Dow, who mows over 100 acres, is
four men and live horses. L. A.
Carpenter, perhaps the largest farmer in
Brooks, still has his horses and men hayii g.
still at it with

Nearly every one who has not tinished haying
will clean it up this week. The crop will be
larger than last year.

■

The contributions of Mrs. V
gins, both,from distant par:
and of our local news, having and a credit to the tow
be

hoped

<=

j

they may
voluminous as ih- \
able and interesting, not r:
our people in other parts of tThe “Journal” is largely ta 1ami

that

jj

more

Hobbs, Jr., has worked with Charles H.
ihe body of Mrs. Louise Cilley, who died in
haying. He is proving an efficie.- t Augusta, where she had resided for several
help, especially with the horses, and it is a years, was brought to Brooks for burial beside ! outside of the State. It is n;.
good thing for him to get out of doors into her husband, the late Karst m 1.
Cilley Her blame the local for ummi.-.
healthy farm work. It is good work for a boy daughter, Florence Cilley, was for
many years neglect of affairs that may Inwith the right people and they learn practical
in the pension office at Augusta and terest.
a clerk
Hut do we subscribe
as
well as get a good coat of tan. Maythings
supported herself and mother there from her paper, and do w e appreciate \\
nard Stantial worked for Mr. Dow last season
salary. She was a very worthy and capable ly done by some one to place
and went to his school with strong muscles
girl and was devoted to the care of her moth- happening’s in their propel
and in line condition, mentally and physically, er.
Mr. Cilley was for many years prominent locals are usually persons wh>
in the affairs of the town, being continually in business of their own to
excelling the most of his class.
oceup.
town office, a Justice of the Peace, etc.
He |
Edwin R. Knowlton and wife, who were I
died some years ago and now the family are and the time they give to thi
both seriously injured on a return trip to all gone.
taken by personal effort and
Brooks from Belfast some weeks since, are
By reason of stress of business your corre- personal interest in local atfai
still unable to do any work, and have both been J
this not that any fault to our k
spondent has been unable to devote his attenobliged to be idle sines the accident. Mrs j tion to the “News of Brooks” as he would been found with us personally
Abbie Godding, who was also seriously injured !
wish. There -are^always little happenings of sometimes wonder “What is thi
at the same time, has just resumed her work
interest to somebody that is of value to the so much time for the benefit of t!
in the telephone office. It will be remembered
community to have picked up and printed.
that the accident occurred on a very dark night
Real Estate for Sale
For many years we have faithfully tried to
to a buckboard load of visitors to the Belfast
Three and one half miles frer
attention to this work. The
give
properly
the road leading to Maple Grove
Tent of Maccabees. The slightly injured ones,,
Journal has been insistent in its demands for I known as the
Elroy Michaels pi»>
of which there were several, have long since
John

Forbes

recovered.

proper attention to the Brooks News and dethe credit and patronage of our people
for what has been done for us. It is safe to
say that on the average for many years a
better knowledge of Brooks’ local affairs ht*
been given in The Journal than from all other
serves

C. E. Lane, as usual, finished haying on his
several farms in July. David Focrg is at work
on the Benj. Ham place yet,ae he has been employed with hie team for others. He finished
the crop of Wellington Stimpeon last week

sources.

of ten acres, five infield and tiv«
Cuts from two to three tons of hamowed field. Good well of water
Buildings consisting of house, i a'
all in good repair. For further l'il
quire of Orra E. Richards at the

residence, or M. R. Kn
Estate Agent, at his Belfast office
building.
2w32p
Rankin

!

j
,-

^

vi‘

i

,;elj
>

j

..

The News of Belfast.

IF-

home.

old road

the

road that leads
nvers, sedge and shore,
.is and hills and glades,
from town a mile or more—
•;u. old road home.

ere a

..

end

-he

I

welcome

to

z
n

“Don’t start your married
life mending stockings.”
Buy the original non mend-

tender,

we

had

ar

road

ing

cotne.

tread

we

with weary feet
>r mother waits

holeproof

—

end with welcome sweet
to come.

us

full of longing
tender voice that’s still.

hearts

are

.! memories

are

Yes—for both of you “and
all the others.”
Not expensive, for instance

thronging

side and wooded hill
the old road home.

r=
n

mewhere she is waiting
the

same sweet

$1.50—$2.00
6 prs. Men’s Hose,
6 prs. Women’s Hose, 2.00— 3.00
6 prs. Boys’ and Girls’ Hose, 2.00
All Guaranteed Six Months with-

|

smile,

day she will give us greeting
end of a weary mile
here the road leads home,
id familiar road

out holes,
paits Silk

rivers, sedge and shore
it-id. and hill, and fragrant wood—

\

—

she
til

from

•It looks

Boston Mr. Alfred

Only

History

if the

now as

volume) should be

2nd

month

the

out

September.

in

or

meeting

Three

R. T. Newell.

I

of yore

we come.

-onal note

hose Free.

“Holeproof” Guaranteed

for Three Months for Men
Women, cost $2.00 for Men
$3.00 for Women.

days

in

waits as

or new

and
and

win iaae aooui

"sells the Genuine Holeproot
and that is

trip 35

a

.~u: .l

1_

is

\

She takes about

season.

f>

week's cruise down the

:i

herring have been

!.e

aid

•asun,

dozen

a

bay.

scarce

so

there

consequence
ery little done at the canning
•'•.is city.
Only about one hundred
-h

received

were

last

nere

we

-.

Marine Agency reports th<
.le
foot auxiliary schooner Vagra t,
bite to It. Y.

|

ivt-hlent

Young.

Mr. White

Saturday Cove ami has

at

in these waters for several

grant

Work on the hull of the dismasted schooner
Wiiliam .1 Lrrmond is still in progress.
Asocial dance given in Memorial hall last
Fri-i y eve- ing by Marthon and Hazel Doak

City of Bangor of the Eastern
recently burned at her
hu been towed to Philadelphia
be repaired :t a cost of $75,000.

r

I

;>>-rati n,
-i

..

engines

•i

intact, hut her upp

are

r

rebuilt.

he

goit iu.s resigned his position
Company and will be suc->n Ellis from the Belfast NaHouston Small, who gradu-

i.

.i

,iu-t

!

>

;

from the

.*

i.

Mr.

j
■

of Maine

following let-

The

<ii uncalled for in the Belfast

post

ending August 5th: Ladies
Packard, Mrs. Frederick T.
Gentlemen—Warrs. Henry White.
.rues, T. O. Hills, Ernest Luce, Wil* ell,
Henry Perry, A. Paul, Thomas
G. B. Smith.
week

be

ethusa

!

pressive rally

was

held

schoolhouse

on

Wednesday evening, July

30th.

Al-

ioodhue called the meeting to order
peakers were Walter C. Emerson of
Rev. H. E. Dunnack of Augusta and
li. Thompson of Montpelier, Vt., the
rg for about an hour. The Belfast
n attendance.

\

\

school of a thousand or more
mackerel came into Kelley’s Cove,
-ek

I

i,

a

and

strand id

were

George Kelley,

by

outgoing

the

whose

homo

Cove, salted down

of the

a

ana George
occupying hit cottage
iihered enough for dinner.

for

no

is

at

go'dly
Gil

winter use,

A.

is

at the

furnished music.
and green. The
tissue paper and

White

ena

home,

corner

July

31st.

•fers

were

of

Geneva

Union

and Harbor

Punch, sandwiches and
served and dancing and
were

program

!

and

enjoyed.

ening entertainment

the

at

lawn

Aged Women August
nclude the following: The fairy play,
ngs of Mignonette,” by eight little
.panese song and dance by ten girls
the Home for

|
|

Millhouse,
charReac;

direction of Miss Alice

e

song

by

Carleton

dance by Marian Millhouse
Wescott; duet by Betty Hanshue
Haieltine.

ng and

5

;

n
e

bungalow is being Luilt
field by Martin Equith, a stone

attractive

!

I

Allyn

who recently

came

to

Belfast.

It

will be
n
natural wood, hardwood floors,
d for electricity. It is 26x27, with
."'/st, on a substantial cement founded cement cellar. John MacLeod of
ain

who

e,

|

six

rooms

came

bath,

and

to

Belfast,

a

few

ago, is the contractor.

iskegee University Quintette gave
concert at

a

the Methodist church last

veniug. They are touring the North for
lit of the University^and are directed
Charles W. Woods of Columbia Uniwho is at present librarian of the Tusniversity. Their plantation melodies
1

;s

and solos

I

irindal has

I

is the

The decorations

lights

were

were

pink

shaded with pink

festoons of the same were in
parts of the hall. The anter mi was
converted i.\to a den with tr.e use of chairs,
Misses Geneva
etc.
c uches,
Stephenson,
Katherine D
Kittredge and Lillian Dexter
served punch, ami Shiro furnished ice cream

e"1

>earaan(J

j;
S
;

inter-

bought the 35-ton schoor

«

craft owned for

some

time

by

•'hubael C. Rich, who recently sold her
'Ught the schooner Monomoy. The
has a ketch rig, not schooner, and hei
n was cut down some
by Capt. Rich,
a
yacht, she had a center-board. She
Jilt at Nyack, N. Y., in 1867.

displays of farm products in manj
Poultrymen will find much to interest

Please them, and the ladies, why they are
jUBt
planning to outdo themselves this year
* n*w
feature will be ball games between th<
•astest teams that can be secured in this secon; 80 let
every base ball crank get ready t<
their favorites. Yes, the midways wil
lhe|,e with new and up-to-1918 features; an
aCt*°n l^at *8 plea®in8 1° young and old
alik

Hazeltine entertained at
and Crafts Tea Room Fri-

The F.i'd Family.
of

L.6

.Main

week for

Frank B. Mailer, Esq,
Rockland, wrote last
Journal containing the

stieet,

obituary

been

of the early settlers of Cushing was An
drew Bird I thought it possible that David E.
might be a descendant. Andrew Bir 1 hied
about 1763 leaving two daughters and five
sons, the latter being named Samuel, Alexander, James, Andrew and George. George B rd
was the father of Francis W. Bird, who was
known to fame as the “Sage of Walpole,”
(Mass.) Charles Sumner Bird, candidate on
the Progressive ticket for Governor <>f Massachusetts in 1912, is a son of Francis W.
After
the year 1797 all trace of Samuel Bird and
Andrew Bird is lost. I have been told that one
of the brothers settled on the Penobscot river,
and on account of this statement I thought it
possible that David E. descended trom one of
these brothers. Can you suggest the name of
any one in your county who might be able to
give me any information respecting the ancestry of David E. Bird. I should deem it a great
favor if you are able to do it. In passing I would
state that the original Andrew Bird married a
granddaughter of William Hathorn, who was
of the Bame family as Nathaniel Hawthorne,
the famous novelist.
William Hathorn was
born in Salem, Masfc., and came to Cushing in
the
known
as
1743,
plantation of Low’er S\
George prior to 1789, The novelist, I am told,
was the first of the name to insert the letter w

window

cherry.
destroy the egg

in the

position in Turner.
this city, daughter
was

Lewiston

a

on

the

inside of

not one on

good

the tent

of

musses

time to And and
cater-

The

regular

During her remarks the
flag, partially unfurled, was held by Mrs. E. O.
Pendleton and Mrs. D. H. Stroit. Commander
L.

as

elected to

Mrs.

fill the vacancy

High school.

Vineyard, Maine,

Miss
was

paratory

caus-

to fill the

accepted
appropriate

gift tor the Post in
remarks. A lunch

to

setting

a

50-foot

flag

start' in the

t hurcn street lawn or tne city
building, in front of the old cannon and sh* 1
mound, which will be reset to line with the

center of the

flag raising will take place next
Tuesday, when the reunion of the 26th Maine
will be held in Memorial hall. The old staff
staff.

1

Ruth Turner of New

elected

and

the

and social hour followed. Wednesday morning members of the Post began digging pre-

Ben j

by the resignation of Miss Barnard, and is
well equipped for the position. After graduating from the Belfast High school she enlered Smith College, graduating in the class of
1910, and has since been teaching in the Bing-

C.

Putnam

pleasing

promoted from third
resigned to accept a
and

va-

the Citypoint school caused by the
resignation of Miss Julia Vaughan. The committee voted to make provisions whereby the
north and south primaries can be more evenly
divided, and whenever.a grade is t )0 large the
pupils will be d rawn from it and sent to the
other school. In the past it has frequently
happened that one room w’iil be crowded while
the same grade. North or South, as the case !
may be, is not filled. All city and rural schools

cancy in

will

on

The

the

Death of Elmer Baker. News was received last week of the death (not in Brockbut in North Proviton, Mass., as reported,
dence, R. 1-,) of Elmer Baker, fotmerly of
this

city, the

son

of Fred

Baker.

He

was

26

years of age and left home some time ago and
married after leaving here. Baker and his wife
had been separated about two week; and she
had returned to the home of her father, John
Harrison, and was working in the Allendale
mill. Or the a/ternoon of July 29th Baker
called at the mill and asked to see his wife and
she went to the office to meet him.
Hardly

begin the school year, on Monday, Sept, j
It was voted to leave the schoolhouse on i were the couple left alone when Baker spoke
to his wife and then taking a revolver from his
the Searsport road, to the city government_
Examinations for State certificates will be held pocket fired two shots into her body—one
striking her in the shoulder and the othon Aug. 29th. A teachers institute will be held
the back
as
she
started to run.
in the High school building. Sept. 2nd to 5th | er in
then
fired
He
two
shots
at
and all teachers are urged to attend. The
random,
all
going into the partitions, and start
State Educational bureau will send instruced
for
the
where
he
street,
reloaded his revolvtors... Copies of the State Laws, governing
schools, will be found in about one week in the er and fired two shots into his own breast,
immediate
death. Mrs. Baker was
causing
office of the superintendent.
taken to the

Clams.
Capt. Alzo M.
Carter, now first officer of the steam collier
Seaconnet, passes in sight of his former Belfast home every week, as the steamer is engaged in bringing coal from Newport News to
Searsport. Writing from the latter port under date of July 19th Capt. Carter says: “We
are at Searsport again; got in Saturday night
and will leave in the morning for Small’s Point,
if it is not foggy; don’t know whether we
brought this or not; did not see any fog on the
passage here. Wish you could have been on
board Sunday night; had steamed clams that I
dug on Sears island, and they tasted good, too.
I would like to have another mess of the kind
au

Halt

we

used

about

North Haven all right, although the spray was
over the stone beacon on the Fiddler as
We
as we entered Fox Island Thoroughfare.
anchored off the village of North Haven and
that afternoon walked across the island to

flying

Pulpit Harbor and called on Capt.
and C. F. Brown, the boat builder.
day we anchored in Isle an Haut
fare and had our fill of lobsters and
eaught a tub of fish to bring home.

Beveridge
The next

thoroughclams and

hospital

unconscious

Methodist church, where the funeral took
p.ace at 2 p. m Rev. D. C Phelan
officiating.
The interment was in Grove

Cemetery.

s

|

WIDOW JONES SUiio ivlUST GO
,f

Here's

j

|

I®

are

spending the summer with her parents
Penobscot lodge on the harbor front. She
will teach French, German and Latin. M ss

to

s'

>

Saits,

a

rcs

at

out

a

UK!-1 Ad 1 i"

«,,

1

values

years $

an our

,Vi

a'HGradT^Sh[rP?^T(59~CentT

Guy

Lion

ya

Kenyon Rain Coats and Slip-Ons at very h’g reductions for these 14 day*: $15 00
$8'0 coats, $5.95; $6 00 coats. $3 95.

Beulah Philbrook, fortnerl\ of Belfast, is the

principal

|

of the school.

Pendleton,

Mrs.

the

superintendent, is a Wellesley graduate and
has done a great deal for the schools ol Islesboro, bringing the High school up to the highand

has

recently established
training department.

I

a

summer evening, corsequently there
large attendance and the several departments were well patronized.
The sales table
of fancy articles was in charge of Mrs Arthur
W. Coombs and Mrs. Ada Wiley, who disposed

mey

an

naa

table

and

all of the

Eight gallons of Shiro’s ice cream

pleasingly

executed.

are

I

the

I

soio, Mrs. Nina Stevens; reading. Miss Helen
Brown; vocal solo, Mrs. Mamie Roberts; vj.al
solo,Edna Hopkins^ong,Barbara Stevensjvocal

Carolyn Hatch;
solo,Miss Jessie
Har ; piano solo, Mrs.Nina Stevens. Mrs. Leon
vocal

the

was

accompanist. The society
wishes to express its gratitude to all who so j

kindly

assisted

to

make this

one

Hose

ever

«...«
w. $6.fc;
..

Men’s Union Suits, unusual value tj close
out. at .39
50c President
Braces.

!

25c Police

I

New

a

Brace..

,u

Derby

or

Soft Hat

a

Middles*

g

19c 75c the box.
15c tiose, 6 pairs only to

x

a

|
|
to

a

1

|1

SPECUL LOT OF MEN’S 50c. W0RKIN3 SHIRTS
NOW 35c., 3 FOR $1 00
These include black and white and
light stripe shirts.
Men's Negligee Shirts, good
patterns, 35c, 3 for $1
Men's and Boys’ Metropolitan make, 50c
Working Shirts... 3>-

S

Special lot

Best make 50c

Negligee

$1 00 Flannel Shirts
$1.50 Flannel Shirts

This

is

a

Charged

customer.09c

j

f

Shirts now..*■.)

now
now.

$115

^LlTs TR A W~HATS

nov\

\

Cash Sale. No Goods
at these Cut Prices

|

HARRY W. OLARK & CO,,

of the most 1

A deed was recorded V edcesday afternoon
by the society. The i
the H. H. McDonald house on
gross -eceipts were about $65
Harry Fur- transferring
bish and family, vhc spent two weeks at their
Northport avenue to Herbert McDonald of
Nashua, N. H.
home here, returned :o Howard, R, I., July
30th... Rev. Harry Daniels and family of
New Advertisements.
Harry YV. Clark
Guilford arrived last Friday to spend the & Co., the Main street clothiers, will begin
month of August with r.is mother, Mrs. Abby tomorrow, August 8th, their semi-annual Red ;
Daniels.... Miss Clara Eaton of Lynn, Mass., Tag Sale to close out their summer goods to |
The sale lasts
who spent two months wi.h Miss Millie Mitchmake roo m for fa 1 goods.
ell, returned to her home last Thursday_ through the Waldo county fair and will end
Miss Evelyn Wood ami friend of Camden are Saturday night, August 23d. See advt....
Mrs. Nina James H. Howes, Ocd Fellows block, anvisiting Mr and Mrs. J. L. Wood
Stevens is spending a two weeks’vacation with nounces that his August clearance saie will
and to insure an
friends in Brockton, Mass-Mr. Charles begin Saturday, August Sth,
down prices in
Conant of Lowell, Mass., arrived Sunday morn- immediate sale he has marked

successful fairs

Huy

....

numbers; Piano diet, Mrs. A. B. Pitcher and
Clara Eaton; vocal solo, Leon Beckwith; banjo

solo Miss

i ime to

$10.50- $12 50 coat- S8

Canvas Clnves, 4 pairs for.

Men’s

sold dur-

Following

|

Men’s best 50c Ballriggan Undershirts and Drawers now ,35c
Keepkool 50c Mesh Undershirts and Drawers now. 35c
Men’s genuine Porous Knit Undershirts and Drawers now.39c
Men’s and Boys’ Mesh Undershirts and Drawers now.19c
Men’s 25c Balbriggan Undershirts and Drawers now.19c
Men’s 50c B. V. D. Undershirts ard Drawers now.39c
Special trade ir $1 CO grade Union Suits now. 09c
$1.15
Cooj er Knit. $1 50 grade, now.
Men’s Tan. Black and Fancy Cotton 15c Hose now.09c
Brown
25c
and
Buster
Men’s guaranteed Wunderhose

|j

Mrs. W. S. Hatch and Miss
ing the evening.
Millie Mitchell arranged the program which
was

wow IS the

the candy
quickly sold.

were

now..35c

>ats,

$3.00 Guyer Derby row $2.29; $2.50 Jubilee Derby, $1 69; $2 00 Soft Hats. $1 29; $1 50 Soft Hats, 93c.
All 25c Rub! er Collars, 19c.
All 15c Linen Collars, 10c. Men’s White, Turkey Red ami Blue
Handkerchiefs (only 6
customer), 3c. Men's Braces, 19c, Men's Silk 50c Hose, 39c.

at

was

j

NEXT YEAR’S USE AT THESE UNUSUAL CUT DOWNS

oner, the sales
Mrs. Frank Roberts,

candy

Caps

.•

Special Bargains

J

YOU CAN AFFORD TO EUY SUMMER UNDERWEAR FOR

to

amounting to about $25.
assisted by Marie Gay, presided

Boys’

Boys’ Caps

*

I

ideal

new

50c

----

I

was a

"cany

All

Men's and

$1 00 Guver Caps.69c

I

North Belfast. The annual fair of the
Ladies Aid Society was held in toe church
vestry Wednesday evening, July 30th. It was
an

Men’s and

held

Tinker Mackerel

j

...

-AT-

Bramhall’s Market.

1

..

ing, called by the death of Mr. Eli C. Merriam.
He returned home Tuesday-This community has los: one of its ablest and most respected
citizens by the death of E. C. Merriam. The
loss ill be the more keenly felt as time ad-

dresses,

suits,

given

in

his advt.

even

sharper

skins, waists, etc., as
The price reductions are

coats,

than in other years,

notice

vances.

that

Sept.

1st coal

vanced 35 cents per ton.
will deliver coal at the

Ask Your Doctor.

j

Touring Car, 5-Passenger,
FULLY EQUIPPED AND DELIVERED.

BEAT

AGENTS IN WALDO COUNTY:

CARLE

prices

summer

prices given

their

address

Mary

Mrs.

E. Mitchell.

|

§

$524
$574

A first-class restaurant and
dining-room.
Good location, good business. Price reasonable. Apply to

Good Ice Business here in

JELLISON & GREER.

Belfast.
Must be sold at
other

important

once

ns

business,

it will pay you
investment or a

to, look into this for an
business. For full particulars call, write

phone to

or

E. E. WYMAN I.AM) CO.

same

formerly.
Owner can have same by calling on W. H Bray,
manager Colonial Theater, and proving property-The only store in Belfast that sells
the genuine Holeproof is The Dinsmore Store.
These are the original non-mending stockings
for men, women and children... Locket found
at City Park.
Ow ner can have same by prov-

A 16 H.

In running order.
E. E. WYMAN LAND CO.

Why do you hesitate to buy real estate
any more than a year ago? The prices will
never be lower but the chances will steadily
grow better to make money on a well managed farm, for the consumption is much

Table girl wanted at the Windsor Hotel_
Fuller-Cobb Co Rockland, announce their fall
sale of fine furs during the month of August.

WMawaMMBMWaWMMBaWMWWIDS

call

on

water

or

and

WANTED

tractive

prices.

We also have something that is attracting
the careful buyers in an investment that we
w ould be pleased to show you.
We write all kinds of insurance.
to write, call or phone, if

a

L.-XATlvi

KENNEDY’S
COUCH SYRUP

;ip stairs, with
Franklin street,

room

and bath,

on

the pnstoffice
address

For

particulars,

MRS. CARRIE E. PEIRCE.

A pair ot ey -glasses with
gold chain and
Eindor please return hc-in to
pm attached
MRS LEWIS W. PKNIiLE ft i\
At Miss White's. 21
edar Street.

To Let
A seven-room tenement, in g rod
location
with all modern improvements.
Apply to
M. R.

KNOWLTON,

City Building.

FOR SALE
The power boat Renoh, 4lh, 34 feet
by 7 feet
8 inches. Completely outlined.
Ready to take
possession immediately.
Sleep four comfortably. An able sea boat. Launched June 1
1918. Built tiy Hayes of Bar Harbor. Power’
1914 Sterling engine, 2U h. p.
New one building. Will lay at Camden tor inspection until
August 4th. Address
A. B. HOMER,
Camden Herald Office.

table girl at the
Do not forget
interested, to
Windoor Hotel.
once

sleeping

P. Maxwell Auto Runabout lor

sale cheap.

|

At

running
opposite

20 If

1

IT?-1
||
& JONE8.
g

Parlor and

Howes’ Block, Belfast. Me.

paying charges. Apply at greater on nearly everything raised on a
No. 4 Church street... Edward Evans, Waldo,
farm than the production. Now we have
p. o. Belfast R. F. D. 4, offers for sale a model
some real bargains that will pay you to look
A Maxwell run&Lcut, in first class condition at
*
over if you are thinking of buying or ina reasonable price.... Carle & Jones, Waldo
Write for a list or come in and see
vesting.
announce
the
1914
of
county agents,
prices
It will cost you only your time. We
Fo rd cars—runabouts, $524; touring car, 5 pas- us.
senger, $574, fully equipped and delivered.... have some good business openings at at-

jj§

To Let

parties have got

Searsport....

prices and terms
Good wood for sale. Money found

will deliver at the

FORSALE FOR“SALE

will be ad-

Until that time they

The Cons umers Fuel Co. gives notice of an
advance in coal Sept. 1st. Up to that time

PRICES OF

...

it will

advt_Some desirable property in
East Belfast, known as the Elroy Michaels
place, is offered for sale_Mrs. Eli C. Merriam
an^ family publish a card of than s-Farm
for sale in Searsport. Call at the house or
in

Hard coughs, old coughs, tearing coughs.
Give dyer's Cherry Pectoral a chance.
Sold for 70 years.

as

be time to show new goods for autumn
wear....The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. gives
soon

they

YOU

assortment of T,

you

and is

ing property

-CAN

be close,1

Brand $1 00 and $1.25 N-gligee Shirts, and f ,r «
days „f this sale we arc
to give you shirt
value such as
wd. never see again. V ,,n y
raailue that the cheapest shirt the LI ,n
pc da make cost $9.00 adosen at
wholesale, we think you won t fad to appreciate what a bargain we are
giving you. These shirts are nearly all new ,1 is
11
and comprise all the late patterns in sizes from 11 t > 17 neck,
We

|H FORD CARS|
|

to

are

at

ANNOUNCEMENT OF

Runabout,

overstocked

on an

Opportunity

an

1 $7 -"0 value

>f tight colored Boys’ Knickerbocker Knee Pints Suite and
Bovs' Ton
1 C

Als,-

as

1914

assortment

ONE HALF PRICE
.v
have >r, ,d a low price

now

an

$4.95.

Special

_

fj

,ui:- 01 tbfemake’our ™*»Ur$S.C0amI $6.00

$3 9a and

the
the
the

1! !

i

and her reThis tr gedy

covery was considered doubtful.
is attributed to a fit of jealous
rage on
part of Baker. His remains arrived on
9 40 a. in train Monday and were taken to

j

l

I

Mrs. Inez M. Pendleton, superintendent of
schools of Islesb-.ro, has engaged Miss KathI
leen Tuttle, Bates, ’13, as assistant in the
I Islesboro Hign school. Miss Tuttle I is the
I daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Benjamin Tuttie,

Beckwith

top of the building will be removed.

8th.

Isle

I

Theodora

j

meet-

Mrs Julia G. Mckeen made the prePost.
sentation speech, in which she spoke of love of
flag and country and of the v^ork of the La-

Belfast High school

Mr.

Miss

with

Adoniram J. Grant of Northport was seriously injured in a runaway accident on Main
street Wednesday forenoon. Mr. Grant is 74
He was driving down Main
years of age.
street with a pair of spirited horses, when near
the Perry market corner the horses became
unrnanagable, finally throwing Mr. Grant, from
the cart.
He was taken to the Tapi ,*y h ispital.
His right leg was broken just above the knee.

est standard

Presentation.

$10.50

now

some

m.

a preference in the matter
please communicate by tele-

will

phone or post card
Newel), Citvpoint.

a

the wild

ing Tuesday afternoon of Thomas H. Marshal)
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., was a gala day
for both Circle and Post.
Forty of the Post
After the
were present as special guests.
regular routine business a 12 foot navy bunting flag was presented by the Circle to the

Miss Marian Hazeltine of
of

from 1.45 p.

Anyone having
of color

manual

A Flag

ed

ham

also

tar

pillar.”

Miss Barnard had been elect-

ed for the third year and
to second assistant, but

Hazeltine,

found

so

dies of the G. A. R.

second assistant

accepted.

casing, but
Now is

The Schools. At an adjourned meeting of
the school committee, July 31st, the resigna-

was

nest has been

One

e.

of

changed

It is expected that the second volume of
Williamson’s H story will be ready for delivery some time this month. It will appe. r
in red, green and dull maroon
bindings,
similar to the bindings of the first volume.

mig-

During the daytime the white moths are very
conspicuous, resting on the leaves, and can be
easily pick'd off and destroyed. At night a
shaded lamp set in a jar of water will iure
many to their death by drowning. The browntail moths will fly but a very few days longer,
but there are other moths. Every moth or
nest of eggs destroyed now means that much
hope of saving orchard and shade trees from
the very serious injury of this increasing pe*t.

For some time I have been engaged in gathering materia! for a hist ry of trie ‘‘E.iriy
Families” of Cushing. Maine, and inasmuch as

Miss Hazel Barnard

30

lots of large size, which are to he <?old at nuc
Brown tail yIoths. A N rth Sears- tion at 230 p. m
August 12th, 13th, 14th, loth
monl subscriber writes: “A brownt til bouquet and 16th
Li people attending the sales $1,000
j
of 15 nests—one leaf carrying taree nests; ! t" beautiful gifts will be
Free autos
given
fuzzy brown patches holding the eggs -was ! and carriages to and from the sale each sale
picked last Saturday night from one small j day. leaving the Windsor Hotel at 1 to 2 30 p.
tree, al! within arms le.tch from the ground. 1 m. See ndvt. on the 6th page.

concerning Mr. Bird’s ancestry. In
the hope that s-me reader of The Journal may
he able to supply the desired information we
publish the following note from Mr. Millet:

Young Men’s $15 & $16.50 iuits—Red Tag Price

I

splendid patterns left in this range, all made by good makers, in black, blues, browns and greys, nice new style
Nothing reserved, we must clean up our entire summer stock to make room for our magnificent fall line soon to come in
Men's and Young Men’s good stylish $12 50 and $13 50 Suits in good patterns. Red
Tag Price now $8.75.

suits.

The

mation

and the final

Edith

ro~m.

copy of The
of David E. Bird and wishes infor-

a

peas and

are

Men’s and

chaperoning the party, which includes Mrs.
George R. Doak and Mrs. John C. Pillsbury.
Birch Crest. This is the name given to n
j During Miss Abbie Doak’s absence Miss Hazel
shore property in Northport, about 2k miles
j
tea
Doak is assisting in the Arts and Crafts
I from Be'fast, which has been sub-divided into

to get down at Isle au Haut.
How
it?” “Once upon a time” Capt. Carter,
the late W. C. Coombs and the writer made a
trip to Isle au Haut in the sloop yacht Marjorie that had some notable features. On the
*afi
way down we laid over night in Gilkey’s har^,!K Belfast Fair. All roads will lead to
bor, and in the morning Carter and Coombs
cu.st August 19th. 2Cth and 21st—the three
j made a fine catch of mackerel, one of the very
:a-Vs °f the big Waldo County fair. The manfew that season. The morning we sailed the
a8ement in planning to present attractions sc |! wind was
blowing a gale from the northwest
Vari«d that
and we learned later that soon after our deeveryone who attends will fine
8°mething to please them. Good racing if parture a boat was capsized in Gilkey’s harbor
aiiHUred and the outlook is good for o e of the and two
boys drowned. We made the run to
1

i

an

n,
fjrmarly the sloop-yacht Ad lie
and later the Addie, and is having her
ih two ten horse-power engines at the
the Ellsworth Foundry & Machine
Mr. Grindal will use her as a freightrid his trade to the bay and island
lie expects to have her in commission
a month.
George Farrell will comEllsworth American,

!

j

fine and in

address Mr. Woods told of the great
al work that Booker T. Washington
>r the colored people.

j

I

were

the

N.

sweet

Kuppenheimer Clothes I Builded Better Than I Knew

on

hundred* of men in this vicinity who have never tried one of these
high grade suits. Now I want everyone of
these men to take advantage of our low prices and test one of these suits. If
they don't give you complete satisfaction we will
return vour money as freely as we take it
Here are the r duced prices on this famous make for the 14 days of this sale:
$22.50 and $25 Suits redl ced to $16.50- $20 Suits
reduced to $14 50; $18 Suits reduced to $12.50.
All the new brown, greys, blues and blacks go at these reduced
prices, and we assure you it is prettnear the right time to
buy when you can get such desirable new goods at less than the w aolasale cost.
25 Fall Overcoats and Raincoats, our regular $15 00 to $20.(0 Coats.
Red Tag Prices now $10.50 and $12.50.

We have

i

join the Robbins party leaving Old T »wn
Monday, August 11th, at 6.45 p. m.,fur Quebec,
Montreal, etc. The time of departure, it will
be seen by the advt. in another column, has

wishing

were

doubt there

No

[

will

Miss Abbie Doak and her guest. Miss Frances
McGann of Somerville, Miss Louise J. Read,
Miss Marian Heald, Miss Edythe Atnins,
Richard Roach, Marthon Doak, Charles Brown,
Ansel Lothrop and Herbert Dickey went to
Quantabacook last Saturday to spend ten days
in the Tuttle bungalow.
Mrs. T. N. Gould is

various

tion of

Hutchins
•d Mrs. Luther Hammons, Misses
verne and Bertha Whitten, Florence
ie Brown, Florence Libbey, Mildred
and Ruth Atherton at a porch party

|

lor

Perry.

When I Took

Southworth and Carrie M. Greenlaw of Belfast and Miss Lida F. Greenlaw of Uockport

nonette.

attend.-d by abuu* thirty couples and all
report a delightful time. Keyes’ orchestra

one

E lis.

Letters.

n

i
;

University

1 lCKets

Misses Marian

Sole begins Friday, August eighth, and last
through the three days of Waldo County Fair
Am ml 19th, 20th and 21st. Sale ends Saturday night, August 23rd.
This is our regular Semi-Annual Red Tag clean-up sale of Summer
goods to close them out
to make room for fall goods.
You will notice the PRICES ARE VERY LOW and the best
part of it is that they are standard goods, not seconds and inferior quality
goods gotten up to
sell at cut prices. Read this ad.—read every word of it. I am not much on
grammar—but I do
know that no such values as we are offering can you find at
any other store.

M.

to go can promembers of the Endeavor.

lunch at the Arts

The decorations

and wafers.
I

from

nours.

Perry,

Mrs. I. L.

at 1 o’clock Mrs. C. S. Bickford, Misses
Annie V. and Caroline W. Field, Maude E. and
Mabel R. Mathews, Margaret A. and Florence
E. Dun ton, Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley, Avis M.
Morison, Louise W. Richards, Mrs Hall F.
Hoxie of Watervil'e, Miss Frances Weeks of
Boston and Mrs. Paul DeLaney of Chicago.

was

in

Belfast.

day

_t_

ys camp at Belgrade lakes was in
of the week to take out the third

tnree

Those

Margaret

Miss

the

uenson.

;

cents.

tickets

cure

Reading DepartArts and ('rafts will be Tuesday
ugust 12th. Mrs. James C. Durham
up the life and works of Robert
of

Friday afternoon.

day evening, August 15th, if pleasant; if
stormy it will be postponed to Monday, August 18th. The trip will be made in the Anna
Belle to Bucksport, but not landiug there, and

store in town that

one

5

Carle & Jones have sold Ford touring cars *o
Ed. Lunt of Unity and Andrew Knowlton of

The 26th Maine Regiment Association will
There will be a special meeting of the North
hold their annual meeting in Memorial Hall
church Ladies’ Sewing Circle at the home cf
August 12th. The Ladies' Circle and the Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker at 2 30
p. m.t August
Post will furnish dinner for the members of
13th.
the Association and their ladies.
Dr. Everard A. Wilson has bmght the Dr.
Eugene L. Spear, manager of the Waldo H. H Johnson house, 104 High street, and will
Telephone Co., who had been quarantined be- occupy it, moving from the Chenery house at
cause of Blight cases of small
pox in his the co. ner of Cedar and Franklin street.
family, came down town yesterday. Mrs.
There will be an excursion to Augusta next
Bertha Hotfses Gray, High street, is the
on’y Sunday by automobile, visiting Togus, tie
case at present under quarantine.
soldier’s National Home, and making a pretty
Mrs. Thom; s E. Shea gave a luncheon at cross country drive. The trip is arranged by
Ferndale, North Snore, Northport. Monday, I Orrin .J Dickey.
followed by Five Hundred, for the s«m n e r
A lawn party under the auspices of A. E
residents on the North Shore. Mrs. George
Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will be given
E. Evans of Stamford, Conn., who is spendilth, at the corner of
ing the summer in Belfast, was also a Monday evening, August
Bridge and Green streets. There will be an
guest.
entertainment and ice cream and home-made
Herbert W. Healey made a trip to Dover in
candy for sale. Everybody is invited. Adhis Metz car to attend the ball game last Satmission free.
urday afternoon, leaving Belfast after the
The concert and hop at Seaside Grange hall
morning mail was sorted and his substitute
last Tuesday evening was well attended and a
started. He arrived in Dover very shortly
after the game was called. Mr. Healey and very enjoyable affair. The concert was by the
Belfast band, with solos by Mrs. Carl Lamson,
party recently made the trip to Old Orchard
violin; Miss Katherine Quimby, soprano; A. H.
and return in one day.
Welch, cornet, and singing by the male quarThe Christian Endeavor of the Baptist tette. Dancing began at 8 o’clock with music
church are to have a moonlight excursion Fri- I by Keyes’ orchestra.

Forty” should talk to
“Twenty” she would say—

us

dear eyes, sweet and
ail her happiness

morrow,

“

mother

our

wait

t'

The Sewing Circle of the Woman's
Hoepital
Aid will meet at room 2, Masonic
Temple to-

E. E.

Wyman

Land Co.

223*3 Howes’ Block. Beltast. Me.

Found
At Colonial Theatre a sum of money. Owner can have same by proving property.

Apply to

W. H.

BRAY, Mgr.

A Shore

Property

on

the Beautitul Penobscot Bay, that is Destined to Become Famous,

TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION

/

T»'»1ay,

-

",y

Wod^°N

(is located on Northport Avenue, about two and one-halt miles from Belfast, having 1,000 feet ESPECIALLY
Kjvrh I VP Cl DESIRABLE shore frontage. The whole property has been subdivided into 100 lots, of large size, many
Dll HI VlVOl 0f them 400 feet in
depth.
s~\

|

•

-j-v

$1000

IN BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS FREE

$1000

ATTENDING

PEOPLE

TO

THE

SALES.

each sale day at Windsor Hotel--1.00 o’clock to 2.30 o’clock.
FREE Autos and Carriages lo and from the sale, and may be taken

Office

on

the

Annals of Belfast tor Half

a

Charles

j Bishop.

SETTLER

(1831.)
on
Doctor John Seollay Osborn died
this year,
the thirteenth of February of
in 1(91,
aged sixty. He was married
more than twentylittle
but
then
being
old, and very soon afterward
one

years
wa3
here ftom Epsom, N. H. He
to make
his
of
one
first
profession
the
Soon after coming j
this place his home.
site
here he built a house in 1795, on the

which
present American House,
remained there until the Eagle Hotel

of the

house
built; it was the first framed
erected on Main street; particular mention was made of it n an earlier chapter.
Some years after it was erected he built
was

on the site now occupied
the Court House, to which he removed and in which he resided until his de-

another house

by

cease.

life Dr. Osborn

of his

quite

professional
too

much at-

tracted by gay and jovial associations,
and the good cheer usually accompanying them, to be a close student of books;
but he was

a

careful observer of

cauBe

and etfect, and from his largely varied
experience in practice became a skillful

conduct.

marked change
in his modes of thought and
To the great surprise of his

tnntnarntm

ho mflHp hlR 8DDe&r&IlC6 ID OUT

physician.
took place

About 1815

a

one day, for the first time, arrayQuaker garb, using the language
peculiar to that sect, and announcing
that he had joined the Society of FriendB;

streets

ed in

•

to their faith he held fast to the close of
his life. He was ever after spoken of as

“Quaker Doctor” or, being a man of
small size, as the 'Little Quaker.”

the

There

was

siding

here.

no

Nathaniel

The exercises at the Unitarian
house consisted of mu3ic, praystructed in this place, if a sufficient sum meeting
er by Rev. Mr. Frothingham and an adto
meet
should be raised by subscription
The
dress by Hon. William Crosby.
the expenses; that it would ascend on orj
of exhibition were the courthouse
about the Fourth of July, and that it places
and the common west of it. The larg
was thought that a dog or eat would be
est premium awarded was three dollars:
The money was raissent up with it.”
the smallest seventy-five cents.
ed, the balloon constructed, and the day,
Among the business cnanges during
July 13th at 7 p. m., fixed for its ascension. The
assembled at the time the year were the dissolution of the old

C.

that

other one of that sect re-

He was a man of irascible temperament, but with the change of religious
faith came a wonderful self-control and
that natupower to resist and overcome
ral infirmity. It was not in his nature
to form warm personal attachments, but
constant; his
once formed they were
friendship never grew cold whatever
might be said or done to chill it. He
continued in the practice of his profession until near the close of his life, and
for many years after' his death it was
not unusual to hear, in seasons of sickness, from the lips of those whose family
he had been for years, the lan-

physician

“Little
guage of regret that the
had left them.

Quaker”

On the evening of the Annual Fast
the members of the Belfast Lyceum
commemorated their anniversary at the
Unitarian meeting-house, with music by
the Belfast Musical Society, an address
Wm.
.hy William Stevens, and a poem by
G. Crosby, Esquires. Among the lecturers of this year, residing here, were
Doctor J. P. Alden, Richard Moody and
Thomas C. Barker, William H. Burrill
and Otis Patterson, Esquires, Messrs.
James W. Webster, Francis H. Upton,

on

foot or

all the

came

was

and

horseback, for several
bridges on the road
days. Nearly
to Camden, the bridge at North Soarsmont and several others on the Augusta
road, and every bridge of magnitude between this place and Bangor, were beThe bridge at
st’. oyed in whole or part.
the Head of the Tide was entirely destroyed. The highways in every direction were seriously impaired, and for
several days the mails were transported,
principally, on horseback.
The old east bridge having become impassable, as described in a previous
chapter, a ferry was established just
easterly from it by the Court of Sessions
in the month of May, and James Langworthy was appointed Superintendent.
The ferryman’s office was “the old centre store on Bishop’s (now Lewis’)
The ferry was discontinued
wharf.”
when the present bridge was completed.
To what extent it was patronized is
among the things unknown. It is cercept

CHAPTER XXVI.

early part

Upton

than any which had occurred for many
The highways in this vicinity
years.
almost impassable, ex
were rendered

(Hoi). Wm. G- Crosby.)

In the

H.

In the latter part of March there was
and freshet
severe rain storm
a very
which was more destructive of property

Century.
BY AN OLD

LANCASTER & MILLS.

Property.

i

a

balloon

was

“about

being

con-

people

announced

the

on

common

Unitarian meeting house

performance;

in tront of the
to

but the balloon

witness the

caught

fire

^ober.

number of votes thrown

on

the guberna-

was

dog, cat,

or

fully

balloon

inflated and neither

ever

1

TO

MASSACHU-

is

ascended.

«-v

TT

Ui>

iiuiiio

W

_11

****

ed

who will

pointed,

is

inspector
failing that, to rhe
that

see

or

tary of the
Augusta.

an

Board of

State

uiviu

Inis

altogether

sheep

slaughtered

commonwealth

shall

secre-

Health at

generations
people and

without the

deemed unfit

be

a

or

offered

by

for

sale

inspected

they have
slaughter

unless

the time of

at

inspector and unless, if
not condemned, they have been stamped or branded by said inspector in like
marner as those inspected by the United
official

an

Industry for

States Bureau of Animal

interstate trade. By “official inspector”
is

meant

either(a)
Industry
of

ment

appointed

one

approved

or

of

Animal

of the United States

Departby the

by

the

Bureau

Agriculture;

(b)

or

board of health of the

State
which

the
kt,

1

animals

State

-.4

kooltk

rvf

»*>-

the city

animals

town in which the

or

The stamp used by
than those of the

are
slaughtered.
inspectors other

Bureau of Animal Industry of the
United States Department of Agriculture shall indicate in letters not less
than one fourth of an inch high the
of the

name

animals

are

city or town in which the
slaughtered. Whoever sells

offers for sale,

or

sion with intent

in his posses-

or has

to sell,

a

carcass, or
by the pro-

any part thereof, required
visions of this section to be stamped
or branded which has not been stamped

or

branded

as

punished

herein

by

shall

be

more

than one hundred

imprisonment for
days, or by both
prisonment.
This act was
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provided,

fine

of

dollars

such

fine

not

by
sixty

or

not more than
and

im-

amended to take effect
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Mothers! Have Your Children Worms?
Are they feverish, restless, nervous, irritable, dizzy or constipated? Do they continually pick their nose or grind their teeth?
Have they cramping pains, irregular and
These are all signs of
ravenous appetite?
Worms not only cause your child sufworms.
fering, but stunt its mind and growth. Give
“Kickapoo Worm Killer" at once. It kills and
the worms, improves your child’s
removes
appetite, regulates stomach, liver and bowels.
The symptoms disappear and your child is
made happy and healthy, as nature intended.
All druggists or by mail, 25c.

KICKAPOO INDIAN MEDICINE COMPANY

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.

Louis,

a

j

If

luxury,

Mo.

Itching, torturing skin eruptions disfigure,
annoy, driva one wild. Doan's Ointment is
praised for its good work. 50c. at all drug
stores.

!

spirit

of

poor

an

it

apples

or any other f
one can eat a less
or
even refrain entii

of thern
the majority of us refrain fro:
But if w'e are going
pagne.
the delicious fruit or the en
exhilarating cookie, for H eavti.
let us
have the diminutive
with flavor unspoiled even thouc
the barrel decays and
half
baking is scorched.
Another relic of those alm>
historic days of economy is fc>
the habit that some mothers an
sibly some fathers have of inthat everything on a plate dr
over 10 the tender mercies
Dffsn finer rr.nol k.i
should man or child eat more 't
desires? It is a foolish inher'd
an offshoot of the
primitive heity that would load the visitor’s r
with food and feel offended
whole were not eaten and the r ;
ed bumpers of mead were not
:o the last drop.—Boston Hera! !
o

slaughtered;

are

* U

in

;:

inherited
perl,
slight twist which made

lous.

for human food and shall not be sold
teen

ass-

table, get
been on Thanksgi
sweet cider turned to
vinegar
front this same habit of
seemed wasteful to eat ora:
Ap is probably also a sad t:
boyhood. Tnis penurious asset
rose from the commendable c
and
saving
incui

Carcasses of neat cattle,

swine

or

pleasantly

grandmother’s

may have
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COOKIES.
•

Smith ami Hon. Daniel Goodenow.
Thomas Eastman of Palermo and
Jonathan Thayer of Camden were elect-

CASTOR IA

I

How many Hera! readi rs w.
'd as children under that ecoi.i
ime which insisted tliai tin
Apples should he eaten befo
impaired ones and that ti
cookies should come in or
the properly browned ones
taken front the
plate?

The

sheep or swine into Massachusetts from
county Senators, the first, elected the State of Maine. YVe are calling
after Waldo became a Senatorial Dis- your attention to chapter 258 of the
trict.
James W. Webster, Esq., was Public Laws of Massachusetts of 1912,
elected Representative to the Legis- which is given below. We advise parfirm of Haraden and French, and the
ties desiring to ship into Massachusetts
lature.
formation of the new firm of Ayer and
to apply to their local board of health,
who
S.
of
John
Ayer,
Whiting;consisting
and Barzilla G.

f

Property.

BLUNT

Department of Agriculture is reHon. ceiving many inquiries with reference
Hon. to the shipping of carcasses of cattle,

Always Bought

1

SHIPMENTS

the

on

SETTS.

torial ticket was 886, being 137 less than
the number thrown the year preceding.
The candidates were Hon. Samuel E.

now living in Bangor,
Whiting, who left here many years ago;
For Infants and Children.
On the 29th of June the frame of the he ultimately went to California. They
North Church was raised. It was noticed occupied store No. 11 Phtenix Row, the
The Kind You Have
in the newspapers of the day as an indi- same now occupied by Charles D. Field.
Bears the
Mr. Haraden continued at the old stand
s
cation of an improved public sentiment,
Sj?
now
TccicJUM
Signature of
that no ardent spirits were used at the on the Ladd and Morrill wharf,
W. B. Swan & Co. and Mr.
raising.” The building was not com- owned by
a
French's
store on
French
opened
FOREST NOTES.
the
until
in
of
the
next
early part
pleted
stores
both
now
Frederick’s;
wharf,
Col. Benjamin S. Dean of Thomyear.
aston was the architect, Joel Hill, Ben- were burned in the fire of 1873. Noyes
The national forests of Chile cover
of
about 7,000,000 acres.
jamin Houston, Samuel Upton, Luther P. Hawes purchased the book-bindery
Gannett, Martin Gilmore and Frye Hall Cook Kimball, and Mr. Edwin Fenno
The forest service of India has demThe pro- came here from Augusta to take charge
were the building committee.
onstrated that teak wood grown in planthe
became
he
of
in
March
following
it;
prietors of the building transferred to
tations is just as strong as that grown
the church, Jan. 25, 1836, the control of proprietor of it; he married a daughter
in natural forests.
it and of the site on which it stands, in of Rev. Mr. Frothingham and is now reJohn
W.
D.
C.
in
Washington,
accordance with the original design of siding
Even the well-protected forests of
who
the builderB, and the church accepted Wales, druggist and apothecary,»
are by no means immune from
Germany
tain, however, that the income derived the trust. A sale of the pews was com- had for several years occupied a store
fire, and the Prussian fire protection
now
one
of
the
site
from it was not sufficiently large to menced on the 9th day of February 1832, which stood on the
system makes use of lookout towers
induce the worthy deacon to retire from and on the 14th the house was dedicated. occupied by Albert C. Burgess, sold out
and telephones.
Samuel
Mr.
to
in
trade
Locke;
his
stock
active business.
The Dedicatory Prayer was offered by
On the seventeenth of June died Wil- Rev. Dr. Gillett of Hallowed and the in March following Mr. Locke sold out to
Much of the so-called silk nowadays
oik
mviiiuc,
liam White, Esq., aged forty-eight. He __—i
is made of wood. Germany produces
was born in-Chester, N. H., graduated by the Rev. Ferris Fitch, Pastor of the The dry-goods firm of Center (William)
more than one million pounds of this
was
of Flo etmoilfVi
onr) onmnlotoH hio loivol
dissolved; cellulose
society. The dedication was followed by and Howard (Daniel)
silk, worth $1,500,000. A ton
education in the office of Hon. John Wil- a "three days meeting.” The bell was they were occupying at the time a wood- of wood worth $10 yields cellulose worth
son in this place.
He commenced the rung for the first time for religious ser- en building at the intersection of Main $20, and this cellulose yields silk worth
practice of his profession in Union in vices on Sunday the 22d day of January. and High streets where McClintock’s $850.
1809. He removed thence to Thomaston The vestry in the basement was finished block stands; Mr. Center continued the
An agricultural colony in Palestine
and to this place in 1813. He wsb twice and first opened for devotional meetings business at the same place and Mr. Howmarried. His first wife was the daugh- on the evening of July 20, 1836. Up to ard resumed his former business of cabi- has just applied to the U. S. forest
ter of the late Phineas Ashmun, Esq., of the time of the erection of the house the net-making. Solyman Heath, Esq., now service for help in planting trees to
Brooks, his second of Samuel Gordon, society had occupied as a place of wor- residing in Waterville, afterward Re- bind the drifting sands of the Mediteris near Jaffa, or
Esq., who once resided in this place at ship the conference room, mentioned in a porter of the Decisions of the Supreme ranean. The colony
the Head of the Tide. He was a brother previous chapter, which was erected Court, came here and opened his office Yafa, the ancient Joppa of the Bible,
at the corner of Main and High streets, and there is being developed in connecof the late Hon. James White; no de- about 1823.
tion with it a seaside resort, with hotel,
scendant of his is now residing here. At
The Belfast Light Infantry under com- and Nathaniel Patterson, Jr., Esq., late
removed
from
the
of
villas, bath houses, and gardens.
the time of his decease he was the owner mand of
court,
police
Captain Mixer celebrated the Judge
thiB place and opened a law office in
and occupant, and had been for several Fourth of
an
excursion
to
CasJuly by
Army bayonets now form part of the
Nathaniel
years, of the house on Main street now tine in the schooner Mechanic, Capt. Prospect, now Searsport.
emergency telephone outfit of forest
commenced
business
occupied by Mr. Alden D. Chase
Isaac Clark, leaving here at 7 a. m. and Woodman, hatter,
used chiefly in fighting fires.
street now occu- rangers,
Mr. White was a sound lawyer and arriving back at 9 p. m. They were ac- in the building on High
This emergency line consists of small
skillful debater. A venerable member companied by a large number of their pied by the Belfast Livery Company; he instruments and a coil of fine copper
of the Bar of this county who was pres- townsmen and were very pleasantly and subsequently removed to Searsport; he wire. The wire is attached to the neardied many years ago.
ent at the last argument he ever adest telephone line, the bayonet is thrust
generously entertained by the Castine
At the annual spring meeting Peter into moist
dressed to a jury speaks of it as one of Artillery, Captain Rogers.
ground at the other end, and
the most brilliant and logical to which he
During the month Carl Blisse, the Rowe, Hugh Ross and Samuel Otis were with the circuit thus completed the
ever listened.
He retired from practice Tyrolese Vocalist, gave a series of enter- chosen selectmen, James W. Webster, ranger can talk with headquarters, reseveral years before his decease and de- tainments at Phoenix Hall. It was our Clerk, Frye Hall, Treasurer. Messrs. port his position, and summon fire
voted much of his remaining years to first practical acquaintance with the Ross and Otis declined the office, and at a fighters if necessary.
literary pursuits. One of the fruits of style of melody which was at that time, subsequent meeting Nathaniel M. Low.
Suffered Eczema fifty Years-Now Well
his literary labor was the History of Bel- perhaps still is, peculiar to the Swiss. ney and Henry Goddard were elected in
Seems a long time to endure the awful
fast of which mention was made in the He was followed in due time by other their stead. At the same meeting an
itching, smarting, skin-disease known
burning,
first chapter of these annals. His last musical artists clain ing to be natives of amended code of by laws was adopted.
as ‘•tetter”— another name for Ecsema. Seems
days were saddened by disease, mental that country—the Swiss Bell-ringers in- It provided among other things for the
good to realise, also, that DR. HOBSON’S
and physical, and his sun went down in cluded.
election of a Board of Police officers, to ECZEMA OINTMENT has proven a perfect
clouds; but he is remembered as a nobly,
About 2 o’clock in the morning of Au- consist of five, and made it part of their care.
generous-hearted man, as the possessor gust 9th an alarm of fire called out the duty “to take up and imprison for the
Mrs. D. L. Kenney writes:—“I cannot sufficof talents of the highest order, and a* firemen and |ieople generally. An out- term of twenty-four hours any and all iently express my thanks to you for your Dr.
time be found Hobson’s Ecsema Ointment. It has cured my
one who under a different combination of
building of the Academy waB found to persons who shall at any
circumstances might have maintained a be in flames; the work, doubtless, of drunken and disorderly about the streets tetter, which has troubled me for over fifty
of the village disturbing the peace and years." All druggists, or by mail 50c.
position in the front rank of his profes- some sportive incendiary.
PFEIFFER CHEMICAL CO.
a
sion.
held
The Waldo Agricultural Society
good order thereof.’'
SL LmIs. Mo.
PkilaMpbla, Pa.
The Journal of June 29th announced ‘‘Farmer’s Festival” on the 26th of OcAt the annual fall meeting the whole

before it
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Praises this Laxative

Rev. H. Stubenvoll of Allison, la.,
ng Ur. King’s New Life Pills for c.don, writes:—“Dr. King’s New Life 1’
such perfect pills no home should be
hern.’’ No better regulator for the
Dowels. Every pill guaranteed. Tr>
■’rice 25c. at all druggists.
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THE LINER

“IMPERATOR.

The liner “Imperator,” whir
aunched in May, 1912, made its n
ray age from Hamburg, Germ
New York recently, and is now ret
■ngaged in the transatlantic
rhis is one of the three largest
ifloat, being exceeded in size only
“Vateriand” and the “Aquitania
:he construction and equipment
‘Imperator” thorough provision ha
■nade not only for the comfort an
irenience of the passengers, but for
safety. The hull is divided by steel u
Deads into 36 watertight compartn
which are still further divided by
r
steel decks, giving the ship a cei;
construction throughout. The vessi
ries 83 lifeboats, enough to accomim
everyone aboard. Two of these life!
the motor driven and are design,
towing the others.
Several of the original features of
“Imperator” are shown in illustratmin the August Popular Mechanics
sine. Among these is the Roman o
reproduced from the famous Pond'
hall in the Louvre, Paris. This },atn
extends through two decks, and is 65
long and 41 ft. wide. The pool is
long 21 ft. wide, and 7 ft. deep, a"'1
surrounded by special baths, rest rooms
etc. The vessel carries five anchors, tne
main anchor weighing over 13 tons.
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Bergson. Henri Louis.
Creative evolution. 1911.
Matter and memory.
1912.
i Time and free will. 1911
Eucken, Rudolf Christof.
Main currents of modern thought.
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Make Happy Families
t’se William Tell Flour and make home bakinp easy—no such thing as failure.
lloes farthest, too, more loaves to the
'a
sack, helping von keep down the cost
lS%T
,ivinS- Milled only from Ohio
*>Retl Winter Wheat by our own
special process, it is richest in
je kV nutritive value.
/ss

j

«*$

I
I

|^k Your grocer will have it—

""~fT
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George's

cousin, ami the Duchess of
Fife, who is the king's niece. The desire or the match was intimated to the
king, who summoned tlie Duke of Connaught and Prince Albert and made
knowu his approval of the betrothal.

Vilbur, Henry W.
•Job Scott, an eighteenth century
Friend
289 6Sco
•The life and labors of Elias Hicks. 289.6 H 52

^ESSb^BB3&

\dams. John Quincy.
Writings of John Quincy Adams.

*.

;;

USEFUL AND

FINE ARTS.

Keane, A. H.

,'n n iifj/3

The

early Teutonic, Italian and

French masters.

1889

759 K 19

Lethaby. William Richard.
Mediaeval art, from the peace of
the church to the eve of the

Ty

\

308 Ad

1913

renaissance, 312-1350.
Rogers. Emma Winner.
The journal of a country woman.
1912..

723 L 5

630 R 63

LITERATURE.

Chesterton, Gilbert Keith.
The Victorian age in literature.
820 C 42

1913
;

I

FOR SaLK BYY OUR GROCER.

Cook, Alberts. (Editor)
Judith. An Old English epic fragment.
1907.
Manly, John Matthews.

English prose—1137-1890.
Ballads” of Woidsworth mid
appeared m 1798; and in both
of these poets the i; fluenee of the Bible
is strikingly manifest.
This- appears
primarily in the spirit >f the New Testament which permeates ail of Wordsworth’s poetry; b shows rn >:v directly
in frequent Biblical alii si on an 1 referf
ence throughout m=> loader paiiosophical
Moreover, his journal tells spepoems.
cifically how deeply the stories f Elijah
an I Elisha influenced his great ‘‘Ode on
the Intimations of Immortality.”
It
would be sufficient, however, to cite that
in
the
most
familiar
splendid passage
and characteristic of ail his poems, “Tin-

‘Lyrical
Coleridge

August Magazines.

>m

WE

WEATHER PROPHET FAILS,

who has studied the code of
weather-signs must i we been
i by its lac!; of hot-w .ve wsrnWinters of unusual let th, ind 1 and heavy snows, are t'ore;h abundant assurance, the lrnliif rain are listed and classified,
>,:'-dozen other lines the prophets
•> feel tiltin' contidencc in
then,but every long term of heat
one

j

unawares.

How

are

we

to

ac-

the silence of the weather-wise
] 'till? Do not the squirm K
in a:,' xtra store of food against
inter, do som, thing or ot or to
fiiere
for the op| osite extreui'
l.ose tnatun shells in :■ ate
.ULs
‘hichness the *gr, e of co d to
i for in the coming season: have
hii.t to giv us, iti their embryo
f what to expect iti July and Au1 ve the rabbits, whose coats are
thick, u in advance of a great
npei'attire, no hot-weather desl’iie
ro point us the other way?
the ash are trusted in (unglued
II. according to a rule of prioriting, the coming of a wet or a
-,,ii; cannot they do anything for
la Gloucestershire the garden'll for the mulberry tree to burst
f, as a sign that ait the fros's are
i the tradition is as old as Lin.ich credits the teazle wilh ctosprick les at the approach of rain,
aof these plant worthies fore:• us the advent of a torrid wave?
At I an tic.
r

tern

"And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
<>: elevated thoughts; a sen.-e sublime
Of somethb's? far more deeply interfused.
Whose dv. tliir g is tt.e light of setting suns,
And the >u .d ocean and the living air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man;
A m 'tion and a spirit, that .mpe s
Ail thinking things, all objects of all thought.
And rolls through all things.”

WHOSE

FAULT IS IT?

American

inquiry

|
i
I

!
i

[
^

into the loss

Titanic, Senator Smith emphasizfact that a steward, on his own
had never handled an oar in
Not for a moment do I doubt
For every such
-teward’s word.
rd i could produce a so-called sailor
cannot pull an
who
■ares of firemen

|

FOR FLETCHER’S

CA STO R I A

;

HON. JOHN A. PETERS.
ste.vard. or sailor, or fireman can- I
andle an oar, whose fault is it?
.x
executive officers pretend to A Brief Biography of the Republican Candidate for Congress from the Third District.
crew of five or six hundred men

>f pulling and sculling, in a three
[Ellsworth American],
voyage, when they have to naviIt is true that Mr. Peters was born in
:heir ship across the ocean and atthe duties incidental to a voyage? Ellsworth forty-nine years ago on the
dicers' work to teach men how to 13lh of August (“probably on Friday,"
i hanc.le a boat? Strictly speak- he
suggests), the sou of William B. and
Do stewards and saiiois
is not.
Elizabeth Chute Peters. He attended
vmen evince a desire to learn pull
■etera? Do they, or do they not, the public schools of his native town,
the very idea of boat drill and and was graduated from Bowdoin college
;
by hook or crook to dodge it? in 1885, having taken such rank in scholarever consult the boat-sheets and
ship that he was accorded the honor of
ins hanging in their quarters, to
the number and locality of their Phi Beta Kappa membership. During
course he was a member of the
Why the aimless wandering his college
of men looking for their boats D. K. E. fraternity, and was chief editor
he boat-plans point out exactly of the Orient for one year.
Upon leaving college he took up the
they are stowed? and when boats
■ibe’red and stowed in sequence in study of law with Andrew Peters Wishis cousin, who afterwards became j
-hip, why such confusion? Pure weli,
chief-justice of the Maine supreme judiis ail there is to it until disaster
ikes such wastrels; then, like ehil- cial court. He was admitted to the bar
1887. and was at once taken
i.ey wail, "We were not told the in October,
into partnership with Mr. Wiswell and
-r of our boats, we were not taught
i Arno W. King under the firm name of
an oar."—The Atlantic.
Wiswell, King & Pettrs. Mr. King is
now an associate-justice of the supreme
"BANANAS AND DIPLOMACY.”
court.
ures
show that the world is just
The firm maintained an office at Bar
-ning to the value of the banana as Harbor, of which Mr. Peters took charge
If the present development conuntil 1893, when Mr. Wiswell was apthe acreage devoted to bananapointed to the supreme bench, and the
can
This
increase.
must
ing
rapidly
Mr. Peters returned
firm w'as dissolved.
suitable
areas
the
for"
done,
♦
Pllotitrirtii urtH has nrupfipoH loti- ^oro
isily
as yet only been touched. Improved
since, being associated the past two years
'■■ration and quick steam service
with John F. Knowlton under the firm
•ntinue to widen the area in which
j
name of Peters & Knowlton.
ruduct can be marketed, and besides
It is interesting to note that the firm is
Tvsent use as a fruit it will be used,
occupying the same law offices that were
used so many years by Mr. Peters’uncle,
i green as a vegetable and manuGeorge >S. Peters, in the block built in
red into a confection known as ba1837 by Mr. Peters’ grandfather as sucligs. The development of the ba- cessor to a buiding first built by him in
flour industry also promises tc 1815. The
property has been in the famup a market for the product oi
ily ever since.
Uio distant to profit by the demanc
In 1896 Mr. Peters was appointed judge
: 'esh fruit,
just as the perfection ot of the Ellsworth municipal court, having
unufacture of copra, the driec
jurisdiction throughout Hancock county,
>f the cocoanut, has opened up £ and served with distinction until he rethe
farthest
to
industry reaching
signed in 1908 to become a candidate for
of the Pacific.
the legislature.
ncreased production of the bananc
While his law practice has been exnatural state and the diversifiestensive, Mr. Peters has found time to
!' its uses promise to introduce
take part in important business enterd hitherto neglected factor in oui
prises. He is president of the Union
if present development Trust
-iipplv.
Co., and has been ever since it '•
the
raise
Caribbear
it
will
ms,
was organized in 1907.
This bank has
from its dependence on foreigi
deposits amounting to a million and a
Is for food to one of the region!
quarter dollars, and serves a large clientwhich ail important part of thi
.elein Hancock and Washington counties.
food-supply will be drawn. Thi He is a director in several other financial
-fields of the Dakotas and Mani
enterprises, including the Merrill Trust
will meet as one of their competi
Co., of Bangor. He is president of the
feeding the world, the banans Ellsworth Foundry & Machine works and
fations of the American Mediterra
of the Ellsworth Hardwood Co., both
An immediate consequenci
important local industries, and is a direc: the
direct
of
the
tradi
development
tor and counsel of the Ellsworth Loan &
f'-ii Europe now just beginning is tc
Building association. Mr. Peters is also
fittaten the supremacy of the Unitec
one of the overseers of Bowdoin college.
States in some of the Central Americar
Mr. and Mrs. Peters attend the CongreMarkets. People buy their goods, othei
church, and find their pleasures
gational
thing* being equal, in the countries where in an ideal home life, Mr. Peters’s
only
sale,
find
their
best
own products
club affiliation being the Tarratine at Ban"
foi
facilities
improved transportation
gor. His pardonable gratification debanana trade develop between th< rived.from his marked political sucesses
;
1
aribtiean and European ports, it is bu' has
always been somewhat tempered by
;
:a[ural that European manufacturec
the unfortunately inevitable separation
Fanils will be carried on the return voy
from his home. But characteristic oi
atet.
One of the most important
the man is his declaration, made the day
ar"l from our
past experience, let us re his nominating petitions were filed
delicate
one of the most
prob "Now I expect to throw overboard al
a ms
with which our men of state havi 1
pleasure and all business, take off my coal
the
of
Carib
is
the
diplomacy
£ deal,
and such other garments as are in the
"tan. —Chester Lloyd Jones in The Nortl 1
way, and lick all the other candidates wbc
'American Review.
show their heads."
>

j
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ENGLISH LITERATURE’S DEBT TO THI
BIBLE.”
.The dawn which Cowper and Burn ,
braided became full morning when thi

1909

...

820 M 31

Ancren
rule, being
modernised. 1907..

The nun's
Kiwle

the

829 An

TRAVEL.

Fox, Frank.
Pacific.

Problems of the

1912.

T 5 F 83
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Jones. 2 vols. 1913.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

An 3-5

C 445 2
C 778-2

C 85-42

C 943-4
H 83-31

H 873 3

K 62-20
L

79-6

M 17-10

pilot, A modern love story.
1913.

PRINCESS ALEXANDRA VICTORIA OF FIFE
AM) ITU-NCE ARTHUR OF CONNAUGHT-

Prince Arthur is thirty years old,
fair, very good looking and ex-

tall,

tremely

:

'pillar

not

only

in

society,

but in tic army, especially with his
brother .'{peers in the Scots dreys. He
was a great favorite of his late uncle.
King Edward, as he is of his cousin,
the present king.
He has charming
manners
and
possesses the happy
knack of at once putting at ease those
with whom Lie is brought into eon tact
lie rides extremely well and is looked
Upon in the highest military quarters
as a very capable and keen soldier
The Duchess of Fife, who is twentytwo y ears old, is the elder daughter of
the late Duke of Fife and the king’s
sister, the princess royal.
The duchess is the wealthiest woman
In her own right in England, having
Inherited her father’s huge fortune
She is the titular bead of the clan
MacDuff a distinction of which her
father was very proud.
Report credits
the duchess with a marked personality and shrewd and farseeing business ability
She Is a very popular
figure iu society.
No date for the wedding has yet
been set When it occurs all the courts
of Europe will be represented

The air

Ray,

Anna

24-7

HOUSE MOVED ABOVE STREET.

R 2-21

Tunnel
Underneath
Dwelling Constructed For the Street Cars.
Adolf Spreckels. the sugar magnate,
decided that he wanted to move his
home on Washington street, San Francisco, to a new location on the opposite side of rhe street iu a different
block.
The contract for moving the
house was therefore let and work
started
When the big frame dwelling was
mounted on rollers and as it neared

P

Chapin.

On board the Beatic, 1913.
Richmond. Grate S.
Mrs. Red Pepper. A sequel to Red

Pepper Burns. 1913.

R

41-6

Runkle, Bertha.
R 87-3
1913..
The scarlet r der.
Tracy, Louis.
T 67-9
One wonderful night. 1912—
Williamson, C. N. and A. M.
The port of adventure. 1913.W 68-15
JUVENILE

BOOKS.

Barbour, Ralph Henry.
The

junior trophy.

1913.

Clarke. Rebecca S. (Sophie May).
Little Prudv s i'lyaway benes.

An officer of an ocean liner, evidently a
of long experience, publishes, over
the name “Atlanticus, an article in the
August Atlantic which gives the plain
facts regarding “The Unlearned Lesson
of the Titanic.” The increased number
of life boats insisted upon by the American and English authorities has.it seems,
simply increased the chances for confusion in case of accident, and the vital
question of the discipline of a ship’s crew
has not been touched upon. The at tide
demands thoughtful and instant attention.

J-B 23-18
I-

—1

I

b

Penobscot,

including

College

“Maine's Greatest School of Business”
Will Have its

Eighteenth Annual Opening

Tuesday ,Sept. 9,1913
Applications are being filed daily and in number indicating a record breaking class this fall.
Secure a seat while you may.
Our instruction is largely individual, thus doing
away with class

room

recitations to

S3

get

great

!

j

extent.

RESTICE AND A COOD SALARY. A COURSE OF
STENOTYPY WILL BE ADDED THIS FALL.
Mail us this coupon and
lustrated Catalogue.

we

will forward

II-

our

j
|

Name.
Street and

No.

City.
State

ADDRESS

Reduced.

a

a

1

“Learn'to do by doing” in this Modern School of
Business and upon graduation we will place you
in a position. A POSITION THAT CARRIES WITH IT

The law court, in a rescript handed
that deputy
rules
down July 30th,
sheriffs detailed to the enforcement of
the prohibitory law, shall be paid $2
less. At present
a day—no
more or
the liquor deputies in several counties,

Bliss Business

College.

Lewiston, Maine.

twso

day

and Sheriff O'Connell has always contended that this is as little as an able-

bodied, intelligent
for.

man

ought

to

work

That May Be
Investigated.
Testimony of Belfast CiMzens.
When a Belfast citizen comes to the front,
telling his friends and neighbors of his experience, you can rely on his sincerity. The statements of people residing in far away places

Statements

Coal Prices
We

|

command your confidence. Home endorsement is the kind that backs Doan’s KidInney Pills. Such testimony is convincing.
do not

are now furnishing coal at
lowing prices, delivered within
limits, put in on a level:

|

proves it true. Below is a stateBelfast resident. No stronger proof

vestigation
ment of

a

I

SPECIAL

WORDS FROM HOME

can be had.
Herbert E, Patterson. High street, Belfast,
Me., says: “About four years ago I suffered
The kidney secrefrom kidney complaint.
tions were irregular jin passage and contained

of merit

PEA,

the folthe

city

$6.50

EHESTMT,
STOVE,
E(i(i,

sediment. Often the passages were too frequent, then again scanty and attended by a
1 used nearly every remscalding sensation.
edy I had ever heard of but without good results. I finally read of Doan’s Kidney Fills
and at once procured a supply at Poor & Son's
Drug Store. After taking three boxes, I was
cured and today I am in good health. It gives
recommend Doan’s Kidney
me pleasure to
Pills to my friends and neighbors.”
Price 50 cents. FosFor sale by all dealers.
ter- Milburn Co., BulTalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no

8.00
7.75
7.75
0.00

FKAAKLIA CHEST.MIT,

The above prices are subject to a discount or 25c. per ton for cash in 30 days.

other.

Appreciating past

BELFAST

continuance of the

favors we hope for
same in the future.

j
1;

a

si

BURNHAM

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

On and after June 23, 1913, trains connect
ing at Burnham and Waterville with througl
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
land and Boston will run as follows:

vols.
Little

Bliss

man

Pay for Liquor Deputies

1912. B 4 J 77-5

Greene, Frederick Davis.

News and Notes.

—

James.

and West.
Locke, William J.
Stella Maris. 1913..
Macgrath, Harold.
Parrot & Co. 1913.
Parrish, Randall.

Children Cry

"■ion,

!

urn,

829 J 8

FICTION.
Here one finds a gorgeous paraphrase
of the Psalmist’s:
Andrews, Mary Raymond Shipman.
“0 Lord my God, thou art very great;
The marshall. 1912
who coverest thyself with the light as Chisholm, A. M.
with a garment; who stretch* si out the
Precious waters.
1913.
heavens like a curtain; who layeth the
•Cooledge, Asenath Carver.
beams of his chambers in the waters; who
The scoundrel of militarism. 1911..
maketh the clouds his chariot; who walkCrawfi rd,
rancis Marion.
eth upon the wings of the wind.”
Marion Darche. 1894
Nor is this influence on Coleridge less
notable.
Not only does it pervade his Curwood, James Oliver.
prose, but the one flawless poetic jewel
Isobel. A romance of tne Northin his narrow golden casket is essentially
ern Train
an elaborately
beautiful application of
William Dean.
Christ’s “new commandment,” save that Howells,
New Leaf Mills. 1913.
Coleridge defines with a new and deeper
Hughes, Rupert.
meaning who is our “neighbor”:
Miss 318 and Mr. 37. 1912.
"He prayeth best that loveth best
Al! things—”
Kip.ing, Rudy^rd.
—W. G. Perry in the North American Review.
The Naulahka. A story of East

■

lie

Abbey”:

-w or

Literary

The mid-summer issue of the Atlantic Monthly gives much space to fiction.
Alice Brown’s “The Man and the Militant” is a spicy story of an Amerion
the English warcan suffragette
path. Mary Antin contributes a dramand Margaret
atic story of A Lie,
Prescott Montague another story of
for
deaf
mutes
which she
school
the
has before chronicled so touchingly.
There is a long installment of Mrs.
Watt’s “Van Cleve and his Friends,”
and a Roman story, of which Ovid is
the hero, by Mrs. Anne P. E. Allinson.
Other pleasant features of the number
are
an
of
installment of
“Letters
William Vaughn Moody”; a second
on
“Education
Ellen
Key
paper by
for Motherhood”; “The Causation of
Crime,” by H. Fielding-Hall, once in
charge of the great jail at Rangoon,
and “The Cycle of the North,” by
Alan Sullivan. There is an admirable
Confederate Portrait of Robert Toombs,
by Gamaliel Bradford, Junior: a sensible
little paper by Francis E. Leupp, entitled “Abusing the Instrument”; and
an
entertaining skit on “Looking Literary,” by Alexander Black. Robert
J. Menner discusses “Common Sensewhere little comin Pronunciation.”
hitherto discernmon sense has been
ible,—while "Upon the Threshold of
the Mind” is an interesting study of
laboratory investigations of the intelligence of animals by Professor M. E.
Hagerty. There is an entertaining
Contributors' Club, and a number of
Bradford’s Portraits
letters on Mr.
complete the number.

SOCIOLOGY.

^HHJ

you order your ^fch Trrh
.^^^kwhen
next supply, specify

Eu

Prince Arthur of Connaught and Prin-*
ceaa Victoria of Fife to Be Married.
Immense interest is taken in the
official announcement of the betrothal
of Prince Arthur of Connaught. King

RELIGION.

^HSFEjn&iSjsjfflKTC

I

104

i Mason, William Ernest.
John, the unafraid. 1910.

A pood supply of real old-fashioned home-baked bread
and cake and pies means the best of pood living and
a row of
smiling faces three times a day.

WEDDING IN ROYAL FAMILY.

FllOM l.KLF^T.

folks astray. J-C 55-7

Prudy keeping house
Madge's story.
Little grandmother.
Little grandfather.
Miss Thistledown
Stratemeyer, Edward.
Dave Porter and the runaways.
1913.
Aunt

J-C 55-8

Belfast, depart.

J-C 55-9

A.M.

P. M.

6 55
00
10
22
34
40
7 4S
»7 58
8 10
8 28
8 38

12 15
tl2 20
tl2 30
12 42
U2 54
1 00
1 08
tl 18
1 30

Point. t7
Waldo.4.7
Brooks. 7
Knox. t7
Thorndike. 7
Citv

J-C 55-10

J-C 65-11
J-C 55-12

Unity.

Winnecook.

....

Burnham, arrive.

J-St 8-16

Clinton.
Benton.

•Presented.!

Bangor. 1135

3 05
2 02
Waterville. 8 44
4 50
Portland. 11 50
Boston. 3 30 pm 8 00

Everybody’s friend—Dr. Thomas’ electric
Oil, the greai houshold remedy ior toothache,
earache, sore throat, cuts, bruises, scalds.
Sold at all drug stores, 25c and 50c

TO

Which Will go Into Effect August 15th.
An order received at the Augusta post
office, from the office of the postmaster
general at Wastiington, D. C., states
that on and after Aug. 15th, of the current year, the limit of weight of parcels
of fourth class mail for delivery within
the first and second zones shall be increased from 11 pounds to 20 pounds.
The rate of postage on parcels exceeding
four ounces in weight shall be five cents
for the first pourd and one cent for each
additional two pounds or fraction thereof when intended for local delivery, and
five cents for (he first pound and one
cent for each additional pound or fraetion thereof when intended for delivery
at other offices within the first and seeond zones.
The order also provides that the rate
for local delivery shall apply to all parcels mailed at a post office from which a
rural route starts, for delivery on such
a route, or mailed at any point on such
route, delivery at any other point thereon, or at the office from which the route
starts, or on any rural route starting
therefrom, and on all matter mailed at a
city carrier office, or at. any point within
its delivery limits, for delivery by carriers from that office, or at any office for

local delivery.

The

Old

Quarry.

2(
2f
31
41
51
05
18
20
20
2t
3(
0!
36
20
10

P«
>

j
<

.^7

A.M.

30

Portland. 11 00

7 00

Livery, Boarding

20

Is situated

7 20
6 4?
7 25
7
24
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 25
Winnecook. t8 35
Unity. 8 44
Thorndike. 8 52
Knox. t9 00
Brooks. 9 15
Waldo. t!< 25
City Point. t9 35
Belfast, arrive. 9 40

9

£3

Banger.
Benton.

CARS RUNNING UNDER HOUSE.

Hie street the traction company decided that it could not allow its cars to be
blocked during tile time that the house
would remain in the center of the
street
But to get the house on its new site
the street had to he crossed It did not
take an architect to discover that. A
way had to be devised. It was finally
determined to raise the house as if on
Stilts and to construct a tunnel underneath through which the ears could
pass. This was done, and the building
was moved via the aerial route
It required several days fo move tile
structure across the street but traffic
was never Interrupted, and the stilts
were quickly removed after the building had ascended safely on the opposite side of the street

RHEUMA

Dr.Crockett’s best poem“The01d Quarry," has been neatly printed in pamphlet
FOR ALL FORM* OF
form, and complimentary copies have
been sent to a number of friends, including newspaper editors who may have laRight away—the first day you start to
bored under the impression that the doc- take RHEUMA—the Uric Acid poison be-tor’s specialty is “throwing raw stuff.” gins to dissolve and leave the sore joints
“The Old Quarry” is descriptive of the and muscles. Its action is little less than
abandoned government quarry at Vinal- magical. 50 cents a bottle—guaranteed.
haven, and is as fine a bit of verse
Judge Barhorst of Ft Loraime, Ohio,
as one can write off-hand with mulsays: "After treatment by three doctors
duties serving as a distraction.
without result, I was cured of a very bad
tiple
The doctor cannot keep out of Poli- case of Rheumatism, by using two bottle*
tics, Poetry and Print. The three Ps of RHEUMA.”
have made him what he ia, just as surely
SOLO IY A. A. HOWES S CO.
as the three Rs unmade the late James
G. Blaine.—Rockland Courier Gazette.

RHEUMATISM

9 59
10 08
10 25
tlO 35
10 50
11 00
til 10
11 30
til 40
til 50
11 55

4
1
4
4
4
t4
6
5

10

5C
17
27
45
66
C4
12
t5 20
f 35
t5 46
t5 55
6 0C

<

& Transient Stable

Washington

street just off Main street.
I have single and
double hitches, buckboardf, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron-

A.M.

Waterville.

HALL

1

PRESTON’S

00

1

&

FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
a; Belfast, Maine
BELFAST AUENTS.

Country

j^THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORKj

A.M

10

CROPS^DECIDIE^n

tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

JACKSON

PM

Photo by American Press Association.

LET YOUR
They will

BELFAST
P.M.

Boston

POSTAL RATE CHANGES

P.M

3
i3
t3
3
t3
4
4
*4
4
5
5
6
5
8
12

j

age

on

^solicited. Telephones-stable 235

2, house 61-13.
\\. G. PRESTON.

ly2S

Proprietor.

AM
I

Flag

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold ai
$5.25 from Belfas t.
H. D. W'ALDRON, General Passenger Agent
GEORGE H. HOBBS,
General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP

BANGOR

AUGUSTA

PORTLAND

Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy Courses of this School together with t'i h?l-> >
its Position Department has been the means of starting thousands of
young Men and
Women on the road to a successful career in the Business World. Wiiat it has done for
others it is reasonable to suppose it can do for you
Write fur Free Catalog.
Ci. D. Harden, Treasurer, Bangor, Maine.
F. L. SHAW, President, Portland, Maine.

THE

CORPORATION.
Bangor Line—Spring Schedule.

THE STICKNEY STOVE STORE

Belfast and Boston, $3.25 One Way ; $6.00
Round

Trip.

CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAS1
and CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily.
For Bangor at 7.80 a. m., daily.

Kitchen

RETURNING
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. daily.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.
JOHN B.

of steamer from Boston) daily.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

i

NOTICE.
Guaranteed wprk In Chlryody, Nanlourng and Shnmpoolng. Also Facial Work.
Full line of all kinds of Half Work at ay
parlors over Sklro’s Store, Phtsalx Row.
t!23
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges
STICKNEY,

Opp. Memorial Building.

Church Street.
Open at all times.

Watch the Dates of the Belfast Fair.

0

Boston, July 30. Ar, sch Metinic, Bridgerater, N S; 81, er, ech Magnus Manaon, Banor for New York; Aug 2, ar, ach Annie &
leuben, Stonington; eld, echo Fannir F Hall,
tangor; Mineola, do; W D Mangan, do; 4, ar,
ch American Team, Bridgewater, N S; 5, eld,
cha Catherine, Bangor; Sarah' L Davie, do;
ohn B Carrington, do; Woodbury M Snow,
rinalhaven.
Philadelphia, July 29. Ar, ech Blanche C
'endleton, Brunswick; 31, ar, ach Margaret
rhomas, Boston; Aug 1, ar, sch Augustus H
labcock, Pascagoula.
Newport News, July 30. Ar, stm Bay View,

~

MkAKMUKl
P. H. Dunn of Brewer
on business.

Hon.

in town

was

Saturday

H. Mi

3

tives in

rithew of Bucksport called

town

rela-

on

Saturday.

of Nashua,
Mr. and Mrs.Gilbert Thompson
town.
N. I1 are visiting relatives in
Mass., was
Herbert Dodge of Roxbury,
in town Thursday on business.

in

will
The stated meeting of Mariners Lodge
12th. for work in
on Tuesday evening, Aug.

E. A.

degree.
heacennet, Capt. Smith, arrived
coal to the PeWednesday with 3,4b0 Inns of
ziobscot Coal Co.
is spend
Ernest Staples of W inthrop, Mass.,
his mother, Mrs. Sarahing his vacation with
p. Staples, at Park.
£;r.r.

Miss JoanMrs. L. A. Colcord and daughter,
where they
left Saturday for New York,

SCENE FROM “ALIAS

na,

will spend ihe winter.

Mrs

ver

and

guests

relatives.

Tuesday from
oi his sister.
the
is
and
guist
Cleveland, Ohio,
Mrs. George P. Carter.
was in town
hr. J. H. Murphy of Dexter
......
.e,
nf
Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
W.

Carver

arrived

on the Curtis shore, entertaining some 40 to 5
guests. After supper a huge bonfire was built
and the party sat about it, thoroughly enjoyold
ing its glow and the companionship of
friends, brought together this summer for the
first time, many of them, in years.

■,

iioln.es

on

Howard street.

of Somerville
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Field
of Mr. and Mrs
Mass., were guests last week
A. H. Lorrimer on Main street.
from
Capt. Scott Blanchard arrived Monday

of

Newport

News with

3,760

tone

S. collier

U.
Brutus, who has been visiting his mother,
turned to Charleston, S. C. Sunday.
Isaac

Carver

of the

few

re-

L. C. Havener arrived Saturday from WorMass., and is with his family at the
Pendleton homestead on Main street,
Alton Jackson of Everett, Mass., arrived

j

cove.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Griffin and daughter,
»n
Esther, returned July 31st to their home
Canton, Mass., after a visit with Miss Mabel
Griffin.

few days. The cause of death was
uraemia. He was buried July 30th in the
beautiful cemetery at the Harbor. He came
to SearBport with his parents, the late Cyrus
a

Lucer.a (Gould) Norris in the early
and began to follow the sea in his youth
vesand continued for forty years, sailing in
in deepsels to all parts of the world, mostly
water ships. He is survived by two brothers,
Charles B. Norris of Grand Island, Neb., and
and by
Albert G. Norris of Cambridge, Mass.,
of Laconia, N. H.,
a sister, Mrs. A. T. Quin:by
all of whom are now visiting at the old homeB. and

who

spent

a

few

m,

days with his family,

__\1

rfi

Andrew

of

normal I

Rev. C. H.

M. L. Stantial left last Monday for New
Hampshire,where he is employed by the Amerijan Chemical Agricultural Co. Mrs. Stantial

and

Thomas will leave the last of this
month for Goffstown, N. H., where
they will
make their home and where Mr. S. makes

The

white

with

silk

carried

citje

an arm

games

gained

and

the fire company

was

headway that
called and quickly resuch

a

bouquet of

before and it

bride’s gown was of
real lace ard she
bride’s

roses.

car, with

which

he

came

was

feared at

one

time it would
1

a

few hours.
The

annual

sale and

held at Trinity
church last Friday night was a d< cidod success.
Many attended from the city, as nas been the

The

tair

pe was presided over by Mrs. F.
the receipe sold. Supper was

to

New

York Saturday.

^

[

20* Veal,

2
10al2

2« Wool, unwashed,
18 Wood, herd,
18|Wood, soft,

20
5.00
3.50
1 10
5
4
12al3
7
14
1.13

I

:

wish to state to our customers and friends
that we are still selling the celebrated Old
Company’s Lehigh Coal at the following

9

I

I

Coke,

Remember these ^prices

are subject to 25 cents discount per tu
paid within 30 days from date of delivery. Discount m
lowed on anything less than ton lots.
The above prices are for (
put in cellars or on street level within city limits. Coal take s
plant 50c. per ton less than above pricts. Upstairs 50c. more li
above prices. Two flights 75c. per ton additional. Special atten'
given to delivering coal outside city limits at satisfactory pr

!

all bills

g
1

!

All orders shall receive

•*

tion and

!

to Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Trim

a

In Ellsworth, July 28,

Gray-Howard. In Rockland, June 24, Ghas.
F. Gray and Mrs. Mary A. Howard, both of
Deer Isle.

Hunt-Cummings. In Thomaston, July 19, by

Rev. Sumner H. Sargent, Sanford K. Hunt of
New' York, formerly of Augusta, and Miss
Nellie Cummings of Bloomington, 111.
Litti.field-Bean. In Winterport, July 30,
by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Francis E. Littlefield
and Hazel E. Bean, both of Winterport,
M ACDON a Li-M itch f l. In Calgary, 'anada, June 3. Mr. Henry Douglas Macdonald and
Miss Sarah Margaret, daughter of the late
James and Mrs. Etta Stewart Mitchell of
West Newton, Mass and Belfast, Me.
Ouellette-Beaulieu. In O. i Town, July
30, Louis A Ouellette of East Mill.nocket and
Miss Laura Ellen Beaulieu of Old Town.
Scott-McVeigh In Roxbury, Mass.. July 0,
Walt r E. Scott of D-er Isle and Kathryn M.
McVeigh, daughter of Mis. Fred W. Sylvesl
of Roxbury.
In Kent’s Hill, July 20,
Tapley-Crosby.
Maurice L. Tapley of Brooksville and Mrs.
Elsie L Crosby of lb a field.
Ward-Aldus. In Belfast. July 23, by lb v.
David L. \\ llson, Russell J. Ward and Miss
Ethel G. Aldus, both of Belfast.
In Bueksport, July 22,
York-Saundeus.
Lee G. York of Orland and Miss Effie B. Saunders of Bueksport.

I'll

“OUR

CORNER.”

I

strength

to

prevent sickness.
SCOTT & BOWNE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
13-28

Lawrence of East Greenwich, R. I.,
spent Sunday with Rev. and Mrs. Wm.
Dana

1

Vaughan.

SHIP NEWS.

Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Pearson of Searsport
rejoicing on the birth, August 4th,

Rome was not built in a day. A firstclass drug store cannot be evolved from
So don’t
a hole in the wall in a week.
form any opinion as to whether or not
the workmen have squandered their
time until you have seen their finished

strength

and illness is easily contracted,
but Scott’s Emulsion will
promptly relieve the cold and
your

avenue are

of

a

AMERICAN

baby daughter.

George Orchid has moved from the Otis
farm, where he has been lumbering the past
winter, to his home in Lincolnville.

j

|
Mrs. George Davis and Mis. I. Harvey I
Stinson left Tuesday for a visit with the !
former’s daughter, Mrs. Chas. Larsen, in
Veazie.
Miss Geneva Coombs will leave today for

product.
“The End Crowns the Work.”

a

visit

She

will

with
also

relatives in Massachusetts.
visit Mrs. E* I. Rankin in

Mansfield, Maas.
Mrs. Robert Thomas and two children of
Buckaport returned to their home last Saturday after a short visit with her sister, Mrs,

Old Corner Drug Store Co.

George Pendleton.

|

Many in this vicinity are planning to attend the meeting of the Waldo County Vettoeran association, to be held in Proepect

PORTS.

New York, July 28. Sld, schs Ida B Gibson,
Bangor; Marv A Hall. Perth Amboy for St
Johns, N B; 30, ar, schs Wawenock, Rockland;
Edward Stewart, Stockton; sld, schs K Bowers,
Port Liberty for Calais; Hugh de Pavens,
Rockland; 31, ar, scha Emily I White, Stooington; Harry W Haynes, Stockton; G M Porter,
Calais; Fred Eaton, do; Manie Saunders, Sullivan; James H Hoyt, Vinalhaven; Eva May,
Milbridge; Irene E Meservey, Bangor for New
Rochelle; Forest City, Bangor; Aug 1, ar, scha
A E Ayer, Bangor; Telumah, do; Mary Weaver,
do; J R Bod well, Rockland, via Wareham,
Mass; Henrietta Simmons, South Gardiner;
Harriet C Whitehead, Stockton; Elizabeth Gilbert, Wiggins, S C; Emma F Angell, Boston; 2,
ar, sch Wm E Downes, New Haven; aid, acha
Wm Mason, Port Reading for Camden, Me; Edward H Blake, Miamacbi, N B; cld, sch F C
Pendleton, St John, N B; 3, ar, ach J O Ellison,
Stonington; aid, acha Wm Bisbee, Rockland;
William H Simmons, Guttenberg for Charlottetown. PEI;*, «. «*> CarrieE Look,
Black River, Ja; 6, er. acha Irene E Meservey,
Bangor; Fannie * Fey, Stonington.

I

ConsumersFuelCompanu
38 WATER STREET

j1

5

—3E3jgl

iNineteenth

Annual Ten

PERSONALLY CONDUCTED

’^Quebec, Montreal, Saguway River, Niap

i

Falls and Thousand

Islands,

For Teachers. CierKs, Stenog-anbers, Bookkeepers, Professional -Men, \\
others wishing to visit the many points of interest. “From Niagara t

)

i

Leave Old fown,

Monday, August 11. 6.45 P. M.

A ten (lays’ tour with every arrangement made in advance and at a }
easy reach for such a magnificent arrary of attractions and interest:^
historic interest. Entire exp-nse covering transportation, si eping car
stateroom berths, all meals and hotel bills, three hours carriage tour t
and Montreal and a side trip from Quebec to Montmorency
Falls and Ste Anne de lieaupre. ▼

^ 7-

I

Omitting Niagara Falls and Thousand Islands
A special price of only $25 is made for those making the
treal. No occasion to spend $1.00 extra.

I

$4of Quebec
2*31

tour

j

a:.

j

C. W. ROBBINS, Manager, Old Town. M

£

•|<~

—iqi

-.Mlcz^z^ioi?||o||<

.■•"izjor:

I Fuller-Cobb Compan

|

||

Announce Their Annual

SALE OF FINE FDF
During the Month of Align
ROCKLAND, MAINE.

II

Cole. In Hampden, July 16, Samuel Cole of
Deer Isle, aged 38 years.
Grey. In Vinalhaven, July —, Mrs. Eliza A.
Grey, aged 82 yeais.
Greenlaw. In Deer Isle, July 13, Charles
H. Greenlaw, aged 66 yea^s, I month, 17 days.
Greely. In Yuba City, July 19, Wintield
Scott Greely, a native of Maine, aged 74
years. 4 months and 13 days.
HoFFSES. In Waldoboro, July 26, William
H. H. Hoffses, aged about 70 years.
Hltchings. In Orland, Aug. 5, Melinda T.,
widow of Edward P. Hutchings, aged 76 years,

SUMMER COLDS

upbuild

j

4w32

Rockland.

I

Achorn.

prompt and careful attention in pres

GOOD WOOD OF ALL KINDS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

j

Savery.
Capt. E. W. Curtis and wife of Camden were
guests over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. S.

our

delivery.

Tel. 38

Carter of Bangor and Miss Edna May
Eernald of Hampden.
Dunham-LOWE. In Boston, July 31, W. II.
Dunham, formerly of Winteiport and Miss
Ethel L. Lowe of Boston.
Dunbar-Littlefield. In Penobscot, July
22, Frank h. Dunbar and Miss Dora M lattiefield, both of Penobscot.
French-Carter. In Rockland, July 31, Dr.
Crosby F. French and Edna E. Carter, both of

--

rapidly

I
|
will I

After Sept. 1st all Coal will be advanced
Coke
per ton over the above prices.
the
same
as
above, $7.50.
carry
price,

5

James R

..

-Maude Savery of Searsport spent
the week-end with her cousin, Miss Ethel

I

7.75
7.75
6.50
7.50

Stove,
Pea,

4

M.A K1I1ES.

j

Miss

$8.00

3^

daughter, Lyd:a Beatrice.
In Belfast, July 31, to Mr. and
Tuttle
Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle, a daughter.
Staples. In elfast, July 31st, to Mr. and
Mrs. Linwood H. Staples, a daughter.

Mrs.'

-r

\

Chestnut,
Egg,

s

|I

prices:

summer

1 30

Frederick Pierce, a son.
Pearson. In Belfast, August 4, to Mr. and
Mrs. F. G. Pearson, a daugiiter.
Trim. In Belfast, August 4, at the Waldo

Carter-Fernald.

j

IWe

5.^a6
”46

In Montviile, August 2, to Mr.
BOYNTON.
and Mrs. John L. Boynton, a son.
in Stonington, July 19, to Mr. and
Eaton,
Mrs. Calvin A. Eaton, a son, Harold Holmes.
Hakdy.
In Deer Isle, July 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank E. Hardy, Jr., a son.
Pierce. In Castine, July IS, to Mr. and Mrs.

Islesboro,

J

COAL

1

of

jj

i Advance in Prices cfi

liOKS

County Hospital,

}

SOLD IN BELFAST BY W. A. HALL

RETAIL MARKET.

j

17} Lime,
Butter Salt. 14 lb., 18a22iOat M eal,
85 Onions,
Com,
Cracked Com,
80'Oil, kerosene,
Corn Meal.
80 Pollock,
22 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
180 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
('0 Shorts,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
25a27 Sugar,
6 00a7 25 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
2 60a2 75 Sweet Potatoes,
15 Wheat Meal,
Lard#

j

j

Straw,
Turkey,
l8;Tallow,

Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

I

j

42
45
10

9.00
26a2C

to

I
waukee, Mrs. James Taylor and Mrs. Prudence
Park of Camjello, Mass., ar d Miss Alice of |
Malden, Mass. Mrs. Rachael Pendleton will I
spend the winter in Milwaukee.
I
A Successu L Fair. The midsummer sale
arid entertainment under the auspices of the

g

lb.,

24
30

N. Towle, and
served from 6

8, Mrs. A. Snow and Mis. Byron Rogers
having charge of the kitchen and Mrs. Fred
Kruger of the dining room ana Miss Isabel
Towle, Misses Rena and Bessie Black, Miss
Edith Skelton and Mis. William Vaughan Jr.,
waited
on
labies.
The
menu
ar
was
excellent and varied one and was deftly
served. The supper was highly commended
by the summer visitors present. In the evening the musical program published in The
Journal last week was finely rendered, each

32

91 Potatoes,
60 Round Hog.

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck.

afternoon of fancy articles,
Mrs. E. O.
aprons and household articles,
Pendleton having charge of the fancy work
and Mrs. Fran'.. B. Street the mystery table.
A table devoted to demonstrating a cake recei-

from

Oats,

9al0

cessful sale in the

Ross, Mrs. Ella Mowry, Mrs. R. T'. Colcord,
Mrs. L. C. Havener, Mrs. E. I>. P. Nickels,
Mr
Jennie Roberts and daughter Marian
NickMiss Lida Curtis, Miss Leib, Miss J.
for
the
in
home
at
their
summer
are
Searspurt
M.
Mrs. S.
erson, Miss Harriet Koulston,
Roberts
Miss
Bessie
11
first two weeks
Augus'..
Mabel Criflin, Mrs. J. VV.
Miss
Webber,
is spending the summer in Europe.
Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist church took,
i Diack and Mrs. John Thomas of Portland.
31st in Union hall, and was well atMrs. Elizabeth Eames and daughter, Miss
I
Punch was served during the game ai.d place July
Mabel Lames, of Bingham, Mass., who have later
consisted of es- tet ded and a success in all its features. The !
supper. The menu
in
and
decorated
was
hall
yellow
prettily
1
on
Water
olives,
Miss L. W Edwards
been visitin
number bringing an encore. The first number
calloped clams, fruit salad, rolls,
white, both walls and tables being trimmed on the program, which was omitted in last
cream and
street the past two weeks, left Tuesday for
| cake, fruit jelly with whipped
of
with festoons and wreaths
crepe paper week’s
issue, was the Lord’s prayer, recited by
! coffee.
in the
the sale
At
in
those colors.
Stanley Know 1 ton, age 3k years, the son of
Robertson and daughter.
Mrs. Elizabeth
rst
|
the
of
One
Party.
pleasant
A Bridge
afternoon the tables were in charge of the ! Melvin
C. Knowlton, who responded to a
Miss Josephine, of Augusta, who have been
the auction
Mrs.
Kitchen
affairs of the past week was
ladies:
aprons,
following
! hearty encore by rendering the “Old Gray
the
on
Ross
guests of Miss Mabel CIr tfin on Main street
A.
M.
Charles Closson, Miss Rosina Colcord; fancy
bridge party given by Mrs.
are now visiting Capt. and Mrs. Fred N. Park
her
1 Bonnet” on a small violin. This was Master
Stockton road. Mrs. Ross was assisted by
aprons, Mrs. H. L. Perry of Brooklyn and Mrs. Stanley’s first
at Park.
appearance in public and his
of Orange, N.
C. N. Meyers; fancy work, towels and piliow- violin solo
daughters, Mrs. Andrew Alien
brought down the house with apof Boston, Miss
Miss Kit Atwood of Win ter port was the
Nichols
T.
Robert
Mrs.
HichMrs.
Melvena
J.,
; slips, Mrs. R. N, Porter,
plause. Although he is master of many recitaguest July 31st of her brother, Oliver C.
Rebecca and Miss Emily Ross. The guests
born and Mrs. Frank Curtis of Brooklyn; food tions he not
only learns them but remembers
a silver defirst
The
prize,
Atwood, and Mrs. Atwood, in Steamboat
tables.
filled four
Mrs. Joseph Curtis of Everett, Miss Lulu them.
pronounced it a very enEverybody
Nickerson.
Jessie
Miss
won
avenue, leaving that nig,it for
Rockland t o
by
posit vase, was
Marks; fir pillows anu dolls, Mrs. Charles Irv- joyable evening. The
society netted $35.
Miss 1
visit friends.
Miss
The consolation, a ribbon hag went to
livii
table,
the
Misses
and
mystery
g;
ing
Louise Leib. Fruit punch was served during j Annie Gilkey and Miss Sallie Dow; ice cream,
Mrs. At.drew Alien (Miss Henrietta Ross)
JACKSON.
as foi1
the game and later supper was served
and y ung son, A- drew Ross, left July 31st
Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Mrs. Elizabeth Allen, Mrs.
Rev. H. G. Booth has gone to New York cn
lob1 ows: Escal oped clams, hot rolls, olives,
for ti.err home in Orange, N. J., after spendDow
and
others,
E. A. Sargent, Mrs. Cora
! his vacation ar.d the church is closed durirg
coffee.
ice
cake,
cream,
salted
nuts,
ster
saiad,
ing several weeks in town, the guests of
candy, Miss Mabel Gordon and Miss Doris ! his absence... Misses Margie and Frances
of Brook- j
The guests were Mrs. Emily Thomas
Capt. and Mrs. Andrew M. Ross.
Cunningham. The evening’s entertainment Kitchen of Old Town are visiting their aunt,
j
of
Whittier
Brooklyn,
Thomas
line, Mrs.
with a selection of music, consisting ! Mrs. H. E. Chase-L. G. Hatch of Livermore
Mr. ani Mrs. R W. Johnston of Manchester,
Mrs. | opened
1
Mrs.
Napoleon Tougas, Dorchestei;
of popular airs by Mr Clifton Havener, on the
Falls is visiting his brother, M. 8. Hatch....
Conn., ar e spending their vacation at Mrs. A.
|
Mrs.
Beverley
Ludwig Havener, Worcester;
violin and Mr. Gilbtrt Lane on the mandolin ! Miss Doris McKinley spent last week with her
F. Shuie’s on V. ater street. Mr Johnson is
Ellen Leib, Miss
: DuBose, Marion, S. C.; Mrs,
This
the
on
piano.
ticket rgent and operator of the New Yo^k,
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Stevens.... Mr.
j accompanied Dy Mrs. Lane
Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels, Miss Lida Curtis,
New Haven and Hanford railroad at Manches- Leib,
| was indeed a treat and much enjoyed by all and Mrs. E. P. Chase were pleasantly surprisEdward Ctlderwood, Boxbury; Miss
i
! Those in charge, wishing by this means, to c-x ed last Sunday when their children and grandter, Corn,
I Mary Held Boston; Sirs. J. W. Black, li sa j press their thanks, for tluir kindly assistance I children, accompanied by other relatives, took
possession of the house and inforu ed Mrs.
The quintette of jubilee singers of Tuskogee j Harriet Roulstone, Mrs. J C. Nickerson, Miss
This was followed by a monologue, Mr. Edwurt
Chase it was her birthday. Ic. cream and
Institute. iu.-Kegee, Ala., gave a very enjoyNickerson.
I Frye of Boston, giving in impersonation o
cake were served and a pleasant time was enable concei t at l riion Hall, Monday evening to
will
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Ricker
joyed by ail
*•'1 he Man fum lit me” in a very pleasinj
The Schools. The ft srsport schorls
are rejoicing over the birth of. a baby boy.
a large and enthusiastic audience. Rev.
Charles ! have a r umber of row teachers, several of
At the close of this, Mr. Fryeverj
manner.
Mr.
Ernest
Brown
from Massachusetts is visM. Wood, librarian of the school mude an adteachers having resigned for
last year’s
kindly gave a number of humorous selection
ting relatives in town
are.
teach
dress, telling of what Booker T. Washington
will
1
who
various reasons. Those
j which were most enti usiaslically receive'
has done for his race. Mr. Wood also tuld a
Donenll,
Principal of tl.e high school, H. B;
| putting the iaige audience present in the bes
number of humorous folk stories of southern
Bernice
of moods.
Harvard, of Liberty; assistant, Miss
life which wTere very interesting.
Z
Dunning, a Wellesley graduate, of Bang* r,
of schooli
EAST BELFAST.
D. Hartsen, fcimerly suf erintendent
Mrs. Hope Curtis Calderwood of
Roxbury,
school
in Ewar.ville, princifsl of the gran mar
Mass., and her brother, Capt. George Curtis of
i
Stockof
the west coast, had an
intermediate, Mies Ar.zelia Harriman
enjoyable shore party,
Mrs. Ada Pierce was a week-end guest
oi !
picnic supper and clam bake, last Friday nightt ^ on Springs; primary, Miss Amy Kenney
I ct Mrs. E. O. Pendleton.
reduce human
returned

75! Lamb
25a30! Mutton,

sponded although the fire had burned over
considerable ground. A fire started on the
RETAIL PRICE.
wood lot owned by Welden Nickerson the
day j Beef, Corned,
get beyond control. It burned over several
acres and the help was
obliged to throw w-ater

producer.
10 00a 14 00
10
15
Skins.
30a36

2 50a2

Beef, sides,
Beel,forequarters,
Barley, bu,

enjoyed.

Staples

Journal.

paid

per

Beans, Y. E.,
Butter,

started last Sunday in the woods
the back road to Searsport owned by Nor-

man

for The

P
^
^
£
£
S

WOOD &. BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. ESTA,e0'

bbl, 75al.09 Hay,
dried, per lb.,
7j Hides,
2 85a3 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Apples,

A bad lire
on

Weekly

marvelous

Purchasers are enthusiastic
over the small fuel consumption, the great heating
of
power, the ease operation,,
Ask for an estimate on your needs.

CURRENT

PRICE

produce market.

a

31st. About 40 were present and the presents
consisted of silver and linen. Rev. Wm.
Vaughn made the presentation speech. Ice
cream and cake were served
and music and

Milwaukee, bound to parts unknown. They
will reside in Milwaukee. Among the out-oftown guests were the bride’s brother, Benj
Franklin Pendleton Nichols and wife of Mil-

M•

Corrected

Blower Circle gave Mrs. James Nickerson

! birthday surprise party Thursday evening,July

unattended.

were

racing

p.

bELFAST

headquarters.
■

The groom's gift to
the bride wTas ; pendant set in diamonds and
pearls n a platinum chain. An inform. 1 reception followed, Marietta Pendleton, Mrs.
Arthur Coleman and Genie Kr.eeland serving.
The couple left at 5 o’clock in Mr. Stevens' 90
h.

son

given

MISCELLANY.

Charters. The following local charters are
reported: Schs Wawenock and Fannie and Fay,
stone, Stonington to New York; sch Elsie A
Bayles, lumber, Bangor to New York; sch
Sarah L Davis, lumber, Walton, N S, to Boston; sch Robert A Snyder, ice, Rockport, Me,
to Newport, R I; sch Gen Anelbert Ames, lumSt John, N B, to New York; sch J R BodI ber,
well, limerock, Rockland to Wareham, Mass
sch Charlotte T Sibley, ice, Rockport.
Me, 10
| Providence, R I.

u
the nptrlsfrom
Gettysburg Anniver-

oay, 1 nurscay, at o
the comrades of the

PORTS.

Mexico, July 31, 3 am. Ar, stm
Pennsylvanian, Brodhead, New York.
MARINE

p
N
^
q
£
S

a

Puerto

was impressively performed by
on the shed owned by Geo. Innis.
With much
McElhiney of the Searsport Con- hard work the fire was
gotten nder control in

gregational church.

couple

FOREIGN

have
results.

|

to load stone for New York.

sary.

about tv.erty relatives ami intimate

friends and

W. Alien and children,who had spent ! stead on Norris
several weeks at the Cyrus True homestead on
Mrs. H. G. Curtis gave
Auction Bridge.
Main street, returned to their home in Orange^
four table auction bridge patty Friday
a
|
of Mrs.
N. J., Friday.
j afternoon at her 1 < me in honor
Who is
Capt. P. B. Blanchard has returned to i Napoleon Tougas of RoXbury, Mass.,
at the Searsport
Sears- !
in
weeks
weeks
two
few
a
alter
spending
Brooklyn
spending
a
are
Mrs. Tougas was presented with
House.
port, where Mrs. Blanchard and children
souvenir of the
!
summer.
the
dainty handkerchief as a
spending
the first prize going to Mrs. E.
Capt. Frank E. Curtis of the steamship affair,
to Mrs. L. Gilhey.
Minnesotan of the An erica -Hawaiian line, Leib and the consolation
had

party

a

street.

Mrs. A.

are

Stevens-Nichols. The old homestead in
Park, the residence of Mrs. Rachael M. Pendleton, was the scene of a pretty wedding at 3
o’clock Saturday afternoon, when her granddaughter, Miss Winnefred Nichols, daughter
of Capt. W. V. Nichols, was united in marriage
to Mortimer living Stevens, a prominent publisher of Milwaukee. rJ he house was prettily
decorated in pink and w hite rambler roses and
The ceremony was witnessed by
sweet peas.

40's

parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Sunday
A. A. Jackson, at their cottage at Pleasant
and is with his

teachers

old wornout ones. At the Park school and at
the Nichols school there have also been repairs. The North Searsport schoolhouse is being painted and new sills laid.

weeks... .Florence Benson of Frankfort
employ of Mrs. Geo. E. Chapin.

ill but

grade

the

who

fast has been elected to the North Searsport
schooL, Miss Lmma Nichols, the Mt. Ephriam
school, ard Miss Priscilla Nichols the Porter
school. Repairs have been or are being made on
several of the school rooms in the town, among
them the intermediate room in the Union
building. New blackboards have replaced the

A.

Cyrus B. Norris, who died
Snug Harbor, New Brighton, N. Y.. July 28th,
was

cester,

Searsport, July 30. Sld, stm Seaconnet, Norfolk.
Stockton, July 30. Sld, stm Rumsdall, (Nor.)
Glasgow; 31, sld, sch Charles E Wyman, N- w
York; Aug
ar, sch Charles Luling,
5. sld, sch Mary Augusta, Ne w York.
Franklin, Aug 1. Ar, sch Annie K Mitchell

Bothering With the Combination.

have had experience. Miss
Hortense Richardson will return to teach the
Nichols school; Miss Lilias Ford will teach the
Park school; and Miss Ethel S. Savery of Bel-

at the Sailors

G. Paine and family
been spending
Swan Lake, returned home Friday.
L.

AH

graduates

is in the

of Philadelphia,
three weeks at

who have

E.

Brewer.
1

Vera Messer started Wednesday to drive
though with the Shetland pony Pompey-Mr.
and Mrs. H. Peabody Farnham motored from
Salem, Mass., last Friday, arriving about 6 p.
a
m. at “The Chapins" where they will spend

coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.

Capt.

C’pens

Corker. Mr.
Dodges
Mathews and children and Mr. Joel Hills and
grandson, Lloyd Oxton, returned to Union last
Sunday after spending two v eeks at the
Mathews cottage. Doris Mathews and friend

Mrs. D. S. Goodell and daughter Danzy arrived Tuesday from Allston, Mass., and have
opened their cottage on Main street.
Stmr. Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
from

Mrs.

and

Mrs.
Brooklyn, N. Y„ and is with his mother,
Clara Blanchard, on Main street.

Tuesday

Safe Without

Island.

The Klark-Urban Company will con,mence a Three night and Satuidey n.atirie engagement at ti e Colonial Theatre,
in the much heialded and widely-talked of attraction, “Alias JIMMY VALENTINE’’, which lett New
“Alias JlRiR Y VALENTINE” can hardly need an
seasons of ren.aikable receipts and ciowdid hiusis.
introduction to local theatre-goers. He has him loo long prominent as a stage fiction. The fame of the hold and clever bark
able
to reform and lead a clean life when the right
was
who
but
ooter, who could open a safe door with his sensitive lingers,
lort of a woman came along, has gone before him. Neverless it may be interesting to recall the fact that O. Henry, whose
sieath a f.-w months ago robbed America of one of its cleverest short storv writers, was the author of "A Retrieved Reformation,' and on this, with modification, was the plav “Alias JIMMY VALENTINE” composed by Paul Armstrong, with masterred-blooded play. High class vaudeville w ill le introduced bety skill. Jt is, by common agreement, a big, straightforward,
Prices 25, 35, a few at 50c.
Seats now cn sale at Box ffice.
tween the acts, making a continuous performance.

Milton Kneeland and Miss Emily
of Mrs. Clara Carare

Louis

JIMMY VALENT 1NE.”|C

commencing tonight
York only after two

Knee-

other

He

Clever Bank Looter.

Kneeland of Dorchester
Mrs. Henry W. Kneeare guests of Mr. and
land, Mt. Ephraim road.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert

i

Bossert, New York.
Brunswick, Ga, July 31. Ar, Bark Mannie
Swan, Ponce.
Savannah, Ga, Aug 3. Sld, Bch Gen E S
Greeley, Baltimore.
Bangor, July 30. Ar, sch Elsie A Boyles
New York; 31, sld. sch Grace Davis, New YorkAug 1, ar, sch Eagle, Bustun; sld, ech Charlotte W Miller, Vineyard; Haven; 2, ar sch
Annie P Chase, New York 4, ar, sch Thomas
L James, New Haven; 5. ar, schs Carrie A
Bucknam, New York; W I) Mar,gam, Boston; I
Magnus Manson, do; sld, sch Courtney C
Houck, New York.
Fort Point, Me. Aug 5
Ar, sch Gilbert
Stancliffe, New Y'ork for Bangor; Lizzie i)
Small, do for do.
Portland, Aug 3. Ar.sch Andrew Nebinrer,
New York; 4, ar, sch Alice L Pendleton, lurks I

le

cf Minneapolis

^ They

Perth Amboy. July 29. Cld, sch Edward H
Blake, Charlottetown, PEI.
Port Reading, N J, July 31.
Ar. sch Lizzie
Lane, Aug 1, cld, sch Brieadier, Camden MeGeorgetown. S G, July 30. Ar. sch John

voir.

^

most severe tests,

ielphia.

for

been
Bangor
J. A. Clement, who has
home Thursday.
medical treatment, returned
N. Y. is visiting
Maurice S. Dolliver of Troy,
Main street.
Dolliver,
S.
E.
Mrs.
his mother.
a bungalow on
Isaac E. Wallace is building
the reserhis land on Prospect street opposite

I

the

successfully

have met

Norfolk, July 29. Sld, sch Northland, Seare>ort; Aug 2, aid, stm Penobscot, Searsport;
Vug 4, cld, set Augusta W Snow, Tampa.
Tampa, July 28. Ar, sch Hor ce A Stone,
Baltimore.
Fernandina, July 2a. Sld, sch Celia F, Phila-

Calif.,
J. R Harriman of Alameda,
week.
called on friends in town last
is visiting his
Clarence Gilkey of Boston
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Gilkey.

k

CLARION
l FURNACES

a

Searsport.

Mrs

parents,

cTIME TESTED FULLY PROVEN c

months.
In Warren, July 29, Abbie C.
Keating
Keating, wife of Edwin Keating, aged 74
years, 5 months and 6 days.
In Rockport, July 23, Clarence
Leach
Leach, formerly of North Penobscot, aged 68
3

years
Lord.

In Waltham, Mass., July 15, John
Newton Lord, formerly of Bluehill, aged 79
years.
Merriam.

In North Belfast, August 1, Eli
C. Merriam, aged 73 years and 7 months.
Norris. In New Brighton, N. Y.t at Sailors’
Snug Harbor, July 28, Cyrus B. Norris, formerly of Sears port.
Park. In Pittsfield, N. H., July 30, Horace
Park, formerly of Belfast, aged 76 years, 5
months and 9 days. [Obituary next week.]
Seavey. In Rockland. July 30, Kenneth
Douglass, infant son of Walter and Marie (McNeil) Seavey, aged 1 month and 29 days.
Sellers. In Penobscot, July 24, Mrs. Rilla
B. Sellers, aged 52 years, 10 months and 8 days.
Thompson. In Appleton, July 12, Dr. Charles
D. Thompson, aged 60 years, 6 months, 18 days.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO

R I A

:=r:i p lJZZUZSI |c=d||o1 |t
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CHAS. F. SWIFT’S
IS THE PLACE TO GET YOUR

Camping Outfits

—■:~inorz\

Kitchen
Girl

AND

Picnic

Supplies.

Everything in the
Fancy Grocery line.
MASONIC

Wanted
-AT-

TEMPLE

111

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON
EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years

experience

and skill in

fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St.. WINTERPORT, MAINE
Offieo Daya, Mondays and Tuesdays.

Found
.*

At City Park a monogram
may have same by paying charge
ing property. Apply at
No. 4

Church

t

l,wl,er

hi"

